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Preface

This Special Issue aims to present and disseminate the latest developments in the theory,

design, modeling, and laboratory testing of all types of transformers. The scope includes design

calculations and diagnostics of various types and structures of 1- and 3-phase power transformers,

special transformers, and measurement transformers with various applications. Design requirements

concern not only the exploitation but also the optimal design methodologies, advanced device

modeling methods, and technical research methods. This article is addressed primarily to

producers and users of power, special, and measurement transformers and scientists interested in

transformer-related topics. The authors of the articles included in the Special Issue are employees

of technological universities or research institutes with professorial and doctoral degrees. In their

work, they deal with specific technical problems, most often cooperating with industry. During their

everyday research, they usually work alongside technicians, to whom they are grateful for their help.

Elzbieta Lesniewska, Xose Lopez-Fernandez, and Pawel Witczak

Editors
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In 1831, Michael Faraday discovered the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction,
which allowed for the construction of previously unknown electrical devices and signifi-
cantly impacted economic and social development. Transformers work on the principle of
Faraday’s law and are used to transform electrical energy (changing voltage and current
values). Ottó Bláthy, Miksa Déri, and Károly Zipernowsky from Austria-Hungary initiated
the design and use of transformers for both experimental and commercial purposes and
patented the single-phase transformer in 1885.

The pioneer of alternating current technology was Tesla, but it was Michał Doliwo-
Dobrowolski who invented the 1891 squirrel cage motor and three-phase power transformer
and energy transmission system. In Europe, the first experimental transmission of energy
via a three-phase 15 kV high-voltage line took place in 1891 (from a hydroelectric power
plant to Frankfurt am Main via a 178 km long line) under the leadership of Doliwo-
Dobrowolski.

As the transmitted power and voltages of transmission lines increased, instrument
transformers became an essential element of the measurement system, and the requirements
for their accuracy also began to rise.

In 1895, transformers began to be used to measure voltage, and in 1899, Siemens
patented the current transformer. Increasing powers and voltages increased the role of
instrument transformers as measuring and protection devices, resulting in increased re-
quirements for the accuracy of instrument transformers, especially when measuring the
amount of energy produced. Instrument transformers are part of power systems [1]. They
aim to transmit operating current and voltage values for measurement or protection ap-
plications. So, the design problems of instrument transformers differ from those of power
transformers problems [2]. Power transformer standards IEC/EN 60076, IEC/EN 60726,
IEC/EN 61558, and IEC/EN 60551 apply to both 1- and 3-phase transformers, voltage val-
ues, losses in transformers, and noise levels. However, although the principle of operation
of instrument transformers is the same as that of a power transformer, the requirements
placed on them concern the conversion of currents and voltages with high accuracy [3,4].
The standards vary depending on the type of instrument transformer; current, voltage,
combined, measurement, insurance, for steady, and transient state but are also very re-
strictive ICE/EN 61896-1 and etc. For example, classes of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 are required for
measuring current transformers, i.e., the amplitude error in percent and phase shift errors
in minutes.

Currently, designs other than inductive instrument transformers have appeared, such
as electronic and optoelectronic instrument transformers based on the Faraday magneto-
optical phenomenon [5] and the Pockels effect using optical fibers [6], as well as trans-
formers using microwaves and the so-called Bluetooth technology. However, induction
instrument transformers are still most often used due to their reliability, and problems
related to the design of more and more accurate structures still exist.
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Special transformers are often single phase and built for various particular purposes,
e.g., short circuits, welding, testing, semiconductor, and safety transformers [7,8].

In this Special Issue of Energies, in addition to issues related to three-phase power
transformers (contribution 1–4), problems of measurement transformers are addressed
in articles (contribution 5,6) and a review article (contribution 7). However, the authors
of (contribution 5,8–10) analyzed special transformers. In addition, there is also a review
article (contribution 11), which presents exciting transformer models implemented using
the SPICE program, considering the nonlinearity of magnetization characteristics and
magnetic couplings, thermal compressions, and temperature differences [9].

The authors of (contribution 1) studied the physical phenomena occurring in a three-
phase power transformer during the first period of its power supply. The problem of
limiting inrush current surges in 3-phase power transformers is a current one and has also
been the subject of other articles, e.g., [10]. The research used a nonlinear model based
on classical modeling, which does not consider hysteresis. The model is described using
a system of stiff, nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Computational methods that
considered the influence of residual magnetism in various columns of the transformer core
and the influence of the time moment determined in the voltage waveform at which the
indicated voltage is applied to a given transformer winding were examined.

The authors of (contribution 2) compared 3D and 2D finite element models of a power
transformer designed for reactive power compensation stations. The results of numerical
2D and 3D calculations of no-load current and losses in the transformer core were obtained
and compared with data measured at the test station. Correctly estimating power losses is
essential for the correct operating conditions of the transformer. Even moderate excesses
of rated oil temperatures may release excessive amounts of dissolved gases [11]. The
impact of considering the hysteresis loop phenomenon on the calculation of core losses
was investigated using the Jiles–Atherton model [12]. The equivalence of two- and three-
dimensional numerical models has been described in a previous publication [13]. The
results presented in this paper also show that the numerical model should consider the
area of core overlapping.

In turn, the authors of (contribution 3) considered the forces that can appear in con-
ductors connecting the transformer windings and on-load tap changers during short-circuit
conditions, which may lead to extremely dangerous electromechanical effects [14].

A mechanical transient simulation was analyzed in [15] to determine the deformation
and mechanical stresses in the busbar system, which has a simple geometry and linear
material properties.

Through repeated 3D numerical experiments, standard analytical formulas were ex-
tended to consider the presence of a ferromagnetic plate and proximity effects introduced
by eddy currents inside the conductors. It makes it possible to overcome the limitations
of the so-called multi-physics approach [16] and calculate the realistic structures of trans-
former leads.

The authors of (contribution 4) presented a step-by-step methodology for calculating
the vibrations of the transformer tank caused by electromagnetic forces acting in the phase
windings. In their approach, they use three-dimensional finite element models to calculate
the distribution of forces and the acoustic pressure field in an oil-filled tank. A key factor
in this analysis is the cross-domain data connection algorithm. The calculation results
are verified by measuring the vibrations of the tank walls. The detailed model of the
transformer, including the winding structure reduced to its orthotropic equivalent, was
analyzed in [17] using the coupled magneto-mechanical approach. A similar treatment but
extended to the real coil distribution in space may be found in [18]. In both of these works,
a two-stage 2D-3D transformer model was used with considering construction details.

Instrument transformers are an element of the power measurement system; these
devices process signals but add their transformation errors to the measured values. Inter-
national Electro-technical Commission (IEC) standards require designers to identify and
limit these errors. Moreover, by coupling the primary and secondary circuits, instrument
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transformers enable the propagation of electromagnetic disturbances generated in their
primary circuit [19]. Problems with measurement accuracy are becoming more important
due to the use of non-linear receivers and distributed generation units with uneven electric-
ity production depending on external factors that cause deformation of the voltage shape
in the power system. Also, due to their magnetic characteristic, instrument transformers
operating in an overcurrent state may be an element introducing higher harmonics into
measurement systems.

The authors of (contribution 6,7) studied the influence of higher harmonics of supply
(up to the 100th harmonic) on the accuracy of measuring inductive instrument transformers.
The authors of (contribution 7) present a review article that discusses advanced work
devoted to characterizing the accuracy of the transformation of currents and voltages
distorted by inductive voltage and current transformers.

Special current transformers deserve special attention.
Electronic instrument transformers using low signals from a Rogowski coil are known [20].

However, they have not found widespread use. Nevertheless, the authors of (contribu-
tion 10) developed an electronic DC transformer, where it is impossible to apply Faraday’s
law to change the voltage and current values. The work is innovative and interesting,
mainly because electricity is sometimes transmitted via direct current lines. HVDC direct
current transmission technology has been developed and improved since the first half of
the 20th century, and now—especially in the face of energy transformation—is gaining
importance [21]. A limitation of HVDC is also the complexity of the electrical energy
conversion process and operation of HVDC stations—(this also applies to electronic DC
current transformers). Lem’s DC current transformers are known, but in (contribution
10), a different method of measuring current was proposed; this method involves using
Hall sensors without iron cores, significantly reducing environmental interference during
measurement. The authors focused on the accuracy of this method, i.e., the precise mea-
surement and calibration of the delay time of an electronic DC current transformer under
operating conditions.

In turn, the authors of (contribution 5) studied the known through-line primary
conductor current transformer with a unique application and a particular design. Due
to its application, it can be said to belong to both measuring current transformers and
special transformers. Compared to classic through-line current transformers, the difference
is that instead of the primary wire with a current of approximately several to several dozen
kiloamps, a beam of particles passes through the center of the core.

This creates other measurement conditions, and it turns out that the non-uniform
magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic sheets around the core circumference influences
the measurement accuracy. Therefore, what is new here is the design used by the authors
to compensate for inaccuracies in the distribution of the core material. In this way, they
obtained an amplitude error of 0.1%, i.e., a current transformer with very high accuracy.
It enables precise measurements of the number of particles contained in the beams of the
Large Hadron Collider at CERN [22]. The technology described and tested in the laboratory
constitutes a significant advance in the state of knowledge in the instrumentation of super-
accurate current transformers.

The authors of (contribution 8,9) special single-phase transformers, which have oppos-
ing design assumptions due to their operation. These are special high-power transformers
that operate practically in the state of short circuits. The no-load condition for these types
of transformers is an emergency, not an operating condition. Therefore, they are tested in
the short-circuit condition, and the parameters of the transverse branch of the transformer
equivalent circuit are irrelevant. The leakage inductance of these transformers is a critical
design parameter.

The authors of (contribution 9) studied a semiconductor transformer operating in a
system with electronic elements. For the proper operation of the entire system, obtaining
the lowest possible transformer leakage inductance is necessary because the power that
the transformer can transfer depends on it. The dissipation flow is unfavorable because it
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partially passes through the core, causes additional heat release, and thus limits the power
transferred to the secondary circuit. This article considers the problem of selecting the
type of transformer windings that will provide the lowest leakage inductance. Interleaved
windings of the Litz type [23] and windings made of thin aluminum foil [24,25] were
considered. The developed 3D model of a transformer with a GOES steel core considers
the phenomena of current displacement and proximity in the windings. The results were
compared with measurements made on the prototype.

In turn, the authors of (contribution 8) described the problems of designing a dis-
sipation transformer with increased leakage reactance, powering systems operating in
a near-short-circuit state, where there is a need to limit the short-circuit current. Such a
device must ensure the continuity of the electric arc and prevent the flow of high current
in the event of a short-circuit of the electrodes. These include car starting transformers,
welding machines, soldering irons, and welding transformers [7]. The authors analyzed the
magnetic field dissipation in a transformer with beveled edges and a magnetic shunt. The
reactance of the fault transformer was calculated as a parameter for the selected position
of the magnetic shunt. Point measurements of magnetic flux density vectors and winding
reactance were carried out to verify the calculation results.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization: E.L.; methodology: E.L. and P.W.; validation: E.L. and
P.W.; formal analysis: E.L. and P.W.; investigation: E.L.; resources: E.L. and P.W.; data curation:
E.L. and P.W.; writing—original draft preparation: E.L. and P.W.; writing—review and editing: E.L.;
supervision: E.L. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: The methodology and test results of a three-phase three-column transformer with a Dy
connection group are presented in this paper. This study covers the dynamics of events that took place
in the first period of the transient state caused by the energizing of the transformer under no-load
conditions. The origin of inrush currents was analyzed. The influence of factors accompanying the
switch-on and the impact of the model parameters on the distribution and maximum values of these
currents was studied. In particular, the computational methods of taking into account the influence
of residual magnetism in different columns of the transformer core, as well as the impact of the time
instant determined in the voltage waveform at which the indicated voltage is supplied to a given
transformer winding, were examined. The study was carried out using a nonlinear model constructed
on the basis of classical modeling, in which hysteresis is not taken into account. Such a formulated
model requires simplification, which is discussed in this paper. The model is described using a system
of stiff nonlinear ordinary differential equations. In order to solve the stiff differential state equations
set for the transient states of a three-phase transformer in a no-load condition, a Runge–Kutta method,
namely the Radau IIA method, with ninth-order quadrature formulas was applied. All calculations
were carried out using the authors’ own software, written in C#. A ready-made strategy for energizing
a three-column three-phase transformer with a suitable pre-magnetization of its columns is given.

Keywords: stiff nonlinear ordinary differential equations; Runge–Kutta implicit methods; circuit
model of a three-phase transformer; transient state; inrush currents of the unloaded transformer; the
time instant specified in the waveform of the switched supply voltage; pre-magnetization

1. Introduction

In transmission and distribution systems, transformer energization is a fairly routine
operation. However, with the increase in distributed generation sources with inherent high
intermittency resulting in more switching events, the transformers in service are becoming
more and more vulnerable to electrical transients. A transient state during energizing can
cause significant inrush currents [1].

Inrush currents generate forces comparable to those of short circuits. The problem
is that they occur more frequently than short-circuiting and last longer. Thus, at every
occurrence of an inrush, there is some degradation of the conductor and its insulation.
After many such inrushes, local hotspots may emerge in the winding. The transformer
inrush transient is not only dangerous because of its large current amplitude but also due
to its rapid rise rate [2,3]. When a transformer is frequently exposed to transients, it will
deteriorate due to severe mechanical and thermal stresses and may eventually fail [4–6].
The high inrush current may disturb or damage the operation of adjacent equipment in
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the circuit resulting in, e.g., the maloperations of power electronic converters [7,8] and
protection relays [9]. Apart from affecting power quality in terms of temporary under-
voltage (sagging) [10], the inrush currents contain many high frequency harmonics which
can also lead to harmonic resonant over-voltage [1].

Inrush currents during transformer energization are widely studied and extensively
described in the literature [1,7–21]. The survey of already documented research shows that
the primary objective is to mitigate the impact of the transient phenomenon during trans-
former energization. The efforts of scientists and engineers are concentrated on creating an
accurate model of the transformer to be used in the inrush transient studies [12,13,17] as
well as investigating the nature (physics) of inrush current and the factors affecting this
phenomenon [1,14,16,21].

One important issue is the correct selection of the mathematical description of the
model (i.e., the choice of differential equations that define its dynamics) and method
necessary to solve it [3,22–26]. In fact, this is a research matter, which leads to understanding
the different phenomena involved and making suitable assumptions.

The research into transformer dynamics is a part of the much broader issue—the simu-
lations of electromagnetic transients in power systems, which are essential for the adequate
design of equipment and its protection [1,2]. Power transformers play important roles
in power transmission and their performances have significant impact on power quality
and the lifetime of power system apparatuses [9,11]. The major reasons for the failure of
transformers are the thermal, electrical and mechanical stresses of transformer winding
insulation. Therefore, the reliable models and methods associated with the representation
of the transient states of transformers are required for investigation.

State of the Art

There are numerous mitigation techniques for transformer energization transients.
These include introducing a pre-insertion resistor, controlling the switching time using
the point-on-wave voltage at energization, varying the impedance of the power sup-
ply, and controlling the residual flux inside the transformer core during transformer
energization [12–21].

A survey of scholarly knowledge on the topic also provides information about a
number of controllable factors that are relevant to the theory of inrush currents.

The list of factors affecting inrush currents that are found in publications is given below:

• Starting/switching phase angle of voltage;
• Residual flux in core;
• Magnitude of voltage;
• Saturation flux;
• Core material;
• Supply/source impedance;
• Load and size of transformer.

This paper describes the simulation studies on the inrush current for the delta side
energization of the transformer. This is a new research subject and seems essential in terms
of practicality. It is also a continuation of research carried out by the authors [3,27–29].

2. Model of a Three-Phase Transformer with Connection Group Dy with a Non-Linear
Magnetization Curve in the No-Load State
2.1. Model Concept

A research task of transient analysis was formulated for an unloaded three-phase
transformer with primary side windings connected in delta. In order to carry it out,
differential equations describing the adopted mathematical model were first formulated
along with the assumptions.

The equivalent scheme of the transformer for the discussed model is shown in Figure 1,
together with physical quantities that describe the model.
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A list of all the designations used in this work can be found in Nomenclature.
For the planned calculation process, it was assumed that the switching on of the

transformer at time instant t0 had the effect of the emergence of three voltages with
instantaneous values in the following form:

e(s)12 (t) = Em12 sin(ω(t + t0)),

e(s)23 (t) = Em23 sin
(
ω(t + t0) +

2
3 π
)
,

e(s)31 (t) = Em31 sin
(

ω(t + t0) +
4
3 π
)

.

(1)

By making the parameter t0 variable, it was possible to make the calculations depen-
dent on the time instant specified in the waveform of the selected phase-to-phase voltage
for the process of switching on the transformer, i.e., the start of the calculations.

In the investigation of the transient states, an invariant reference system was assumed.
It was assumed that the reference point was the time instant at which the voltage e(s)12 (t)
passes through zero (which occurs for t = −t0).

We assume that the non-linear curve H(B) of the core material is known in the case of
discussed transformer. In our experiment, this task was implemented using a polynomial
described by odd powers (2). The correctness of this method was verified experimentally [3].

H(B) =
11

∑
k=1

akB2k−1 (2)

Restricting the model to include only the nonlinear relationship I0−Ψ was insufficient
for model losses in the ferromagnetic material of the core. The total losses were taken into
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account according to the classical concept of transformer modeling. In each column of the
three-phase transformer, an additional electromotive force was introduced in the form of a
flux linkage derivative d

dt Ψk(t) at the terminals of a coil with zg turns. The coil with zero
internal resistance was loaded with a resistance RFe,k, which modeled the total iron power
losses in the k− th column of the transformer (Figure 1).

Using the circuit description in modeling the magnetic circuit of the transformer, we
can state that:

d
dt

Ψk(t) = RFe,kiFe,k(t) (3)

where iFe,k(t) is a current of the coil under consideration.
It was assumed that the parameters RFe,k could be determined by measuring the active

power of a transformer operating at steady state under idling conditions.
The mathematical model of the transformer formulated in this way also offers the

possibility of determining the steady state in the form of a limit cycle of the solution of the
relevant differential equations. Details on the experimentally verified methodology of this
subject may be found in [3,27].

2.2. Residual Magnetism

The formulated transformer model intentionally did not consider magnetic hysteresis.
This was not necessary, since it was not intended to track the history of core magnetization,
that is, the points at which reversals in the directions of changes in magnetic currents
and fluxes occurred. Instead, the model offered the possibility of taking into account the
magnetization of the transformer core at the particular time instant, when the transformer
was switched on. The state of magnetization was taken into account in the model in the
form of residual magnetism. If we know the amount of residual magnetism, then it is
possible to set initial conditions for the state variables Ψ2(t0), Ψ3(t0), which represent flux
linkages.

As indicated by numerous literature sources, e.g., [11,14], the energizing of unloaded
transformer is accompanied by the occurrence of current pulses. Their presence is limited
to the first period determined by the supply voltage. The amplitudes of these currents, as a
rule, exceed the rated values, and not infrequently reach values close to short-circuit values.

Basing on these findings, we argue that if the transient state analysis of the transformer
is limited to a single period from the energizing instant, the proposed model will make it
possible (if initial conditions are set) to investigate the impact of residual magnetism on the
magnitudes of generated current pulses.

The analysis of the physics of the formation of current pulses has already estab-
lished that they (the pulses) first appear as a result of locating the working point of the
inductor (I0 −Ψ solution) far in the saturation region of transformer’s core magnetization
curve [3,12].

Therefore, the inclusion of the core’s residual magnetism in the model must be sup-
ported by an accurate approximation of the core’s nonlinear curve in the saturation region.

2.3. Dynamic Equations of the Unloaded Transformer Dy

In the developed mathematical model of the transformer, the magnetomotive forces

(mmfs) generated by the coil currents i(g)k (t)(k = 1, 2, 3) were supplemented by the magne-
tomotive forces generated by certain equivalent currents iRFe,k (t). These mmfs are expressed
as zgiRFe,k (t), and they corresponded to real power losses in the ferromagnetic core.

Such a concept for modeling a three-phase transformer with three columns and star-
connected primary side windings has been comprehensively analyzed before, and the
results of these studies were published in [27]. There, the flux linkages Ψ1(t), Ψ2(t) were
chosen as the state variables.

In the considered case, the windings of the primary side of the three-phase transformer
were delta-connected. The flux linkages Ψ2(t), Ψ3(t) were chosen as the state variables in
the magnetic circuit equations.

9
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Taking into account Kirchhoff’s first and second laws for the magnetic circuit of a
three-phase transformer with three columns (Figure 1) and Equation (3) modeling the total
iron losses, the equations of state for the variables Ψ2(t), Ψ3(t) were formulated:

G

[
d
dt Ψ2(t)
d
dt Ψ3(t)

]
=

[
h4(X)
h5(X)

]
(4)

where G =

[
1

RFe1
+ 1

RFe2
1

RFe1
1

RFe2
− 1

RFe3

]

and

h4(X) = −i(g)1 (t) + i(g)2 (t) + 1
zg

Um,1(−Ψ2(t)−Ψ3(t))− 1
zg

Um,2Ψ2(t)

h5(X) = −i(g)2 (t) + i(g)3 (t)− 1
zg

Um,2Ψ2(t) + 1
zg

Um,3Ψ3(t)

When the system of Equation (4) is solved for the derivatives, the results are:

[ d
dt x4(t)
d
dt x5(t)

]
=

[ d
dt Ψ2(t)
d
dt Ψ3(t)

]
= G−1

[
h4(X)
h5(X)

]
=

[
f4(X)
f5(X)

]
(5)

where C = G−1
[

c1,1 c1,2
c2,1 c2,2

]

and
c1,1 = 1

1
RFe1

+ 1
RFe2

+
RFe3

RFe1RFe2

c1,2 = 1
1

RFe2
+ 1

RFe3
+

RFe1
RFe2RFe3

c2,1 = 1
1

RFe3
+ 1

RFe1
+

RFe2
RFe3RFe1

c2,2 = − 1
1

RFe3
+ 1

RFe1+RFe2

.

Equations for three independent circulations appeared as a result of applying Kirch-
hoff’s second law to the modeled equivalent circuits of the primary side of the transformer
(Figure 1):

−Ls
d
dt i(s)1 (t)− Rsi(s)1 (t) + Ls

d
dt i(s)2 (t) + Rsi(s)2 (t) + Lg

d
dt i(g)2 (t) + Rgi(g)2 (t)+
+ d

dt Ψ2(t) = e(s)12 (t)

−Ls
d
dt i(s)2 (t)− Rsi(s)2 (t) + Ls

d
dt i(s)3 (t) + Rsi(s)3 (t) + Lg

d
dt i(g)3 (t) + Rgi(g)3 (t)+
+ d

dt Ψ3(t) = e(s)23 (t)

Lg
d
dt i(g)1 (t)− Rgi(g)1 (t) + Lg

d
dt i(g)2 (t) + Rgi(g)2 (t) + Lg

d
dt i(g)3 (t) + Rgi(g)3 (t)+

+ d
dt Ψ1(t) + d

dt Ψ2(t) + d
dt Ψ3(t) = e(s)12 (t)

(6)

where
i(s)1 = i(g)1 − i(g)2

i(s)2 = i(g)2 − i(g)3

i(s)3 = i(g)3 − i(g)1

The resulting system of equations was ordered in matrix form:

L




d
dt i(g)1 (t)
d
dt i(g)2 (t)
d
dt i(g)3 (t)


 = R




i(g)1 (t)
i(g)2 (t)
i(g)3 (t)


−




d
dt Ψ2(t)
d
dt Ψ3(t)

0


+




e(s)12 (t)
e(s)12 (t)

0


 (7)

where

L =



−Ls 2Ls + Lg −Ls
−Ls −Ls 2Ls + Lg
Lg Lg Lg


, R =




Rs −2Rs − Rg −Rs
Rs Rs −2Rs − Rg
−Rg −Rg −Rg
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When the system of Equation (7) is solved for the derivatives, taking into account
solution (5), the results are:




d
dt x1(t)
d
dt x2(t)
d
dt x3(t)


 =




d
dt i(g)1 (t)
d
dt i(g)2 (t)
d
dt i(g)3 (t)


 =




f1(X)
f2(X)
f3(X)


 (8)

where 


f1(X)
f2(X)
f3(X)


 = L−1


R




i(g)1 (t)
i(g)2 (t)
i(g)3 (t)


+



− f4(X) + e(s)21 (t)
− f5(X) + e(s)32 (t)

0










f1(X)
f2(X)
f3(X)


 = L−1R




i(g)1 (t)
i(g)2 (t)
i(g)3 (t)


+ L−1



− f4(X) + e(s)21 (t)
− f5(X) + e(s)32 (t)

0




While the inverse matrix L−1 of matrix L assumes the following analytical form:

D = L−1 =
1

(3k + 1)Lg



−1 −1 k + 1
1 0 k
0 1 k




The relationships formulated as differential Equations (5) and (8) form a general
system of equations of state for an unloaded transformer.

The model formulated in this way does not take into account magnetic hysteresis.
However, its simplifications (Section 6) make it possible to use it in the analysis of the
influence of residual magnetism (and the parameter RFe,k of the model) on the maximum
values of the inrush currents of the unloaded transformer appearing during the first period
determined by the supply voltage.

3. Investigation

The transformer data adopted in the test calculations are included in Appendix A.
Powercore® H 105-30 electrical steel was used in the experiment, which is manu-

factured by the ThyssenKrupp company. Material characteristics: density 7.65 kg/dm3,
maximum specific loss at 1.7 T is 1.05 W/kg.

3.1. Definition of Supply Voltages Together with the Method That Takes into Account the Time
Instant Determined (Set) in the Supply Voltage Waveform

To define the symmetrical supply voltages of the discussed transformer, it was as-
sumed that they are sinusoidally alternating waveforms with pulsation ω = 2π f and
arbitrarily set rms values of phase-to-phase voltages, E12, E23, E31. It was also assumed that
the initial phase angle for one (arbitrarily chosen) voltage was known. This was sufficient
because the phase angles of other voltages were defined by the geometry of the triangle
(Figure 2).
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The complex rms value of the reference voltage E12 assumed in the experiment was

E12 = E12 (9)

According to Figure 2, it was deduced that

E23 = −a + jkphsqE23 sin ϕ

where

a = E23 cos ϕ =
E2

12 + E2
23 + E2

31
2E12

, ϕ = arccos
a

E23
, kphsq =

{−1positive phase sequence
1negative phase sequence

(10)

The introduced parameter kphsq made it possible to take into account the effect of the
phase sequence on the calculated waveforms of transformer inrush currents.

The defined rms complex values of sinusoidally variable phase-to-phase voltages
E12, E23, E31 constituted the basis for determining their instantaneous values in the form of
the following functions:

e(s)12 (t) =
√

2|E12| sin(ω(t + t0) + arg(E12)),
e(s)23 (t) =

√
2|E23| sin(ω(t + t0) + arg(E23)),

e(s)31 (t) =
√

2|E31| sin(ω(t + t0) + arg(E31)).

(11)

Functions (11), representing input phase-to-phase voltages at the terminals of the
primary winding of an unloaded transformer, met the requirements of the construction of
Equations of states (5) and (8). The parameter t0 present in the formula made it possible to
define the time instant specified in the voltage waveform at which the indicated voltage
appeared at the given transformer winding.

Since the argument of the reference voltage considered in the experiment E12 was
assumed to be zero arg(E12) = 0 (Figure 2), its function e(s)12 (t) took the form of

e(s)12 (t) =
√

2|E12| sin(ω(t + t0)) (12)

The investigation of the transient state of the unloaded transformer was possible via
the analysis of the solutions of the systems of differential Equations (5) and (8). In these
equations, the initial point of integration was assumed to be zero (t0 = 0). This meant
that the starting point of the integral of the system of Equations (5) and (8) was t0 away in
time from the reference point determined by the passage of the voltage e(s)12 (t) through zero
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Visualization of how the t0 parameter is set; the t0 is the time shift from the reference point:

the time instant when e(s)12 (t) voltage passes through zero.

The positive phase sequence e(s)12 (t), e(s)23 (t), e(s)31 (t) shown in Figure 3 was taken into
account in further calculations as a coefficient with the value kphsq = −1.

The presented method made it possible to set the parameter t0 in the study of the effect
of the time instant determined (defined) in the supply voltage waveform on the maximum
values of the inrush current of the unloaded transformer in the first period determined by
the supply voltage.

3.2. Study of the Influence of Residual Magnetism on the Maximum Values of Inrush Currents of
an Unloaded Transformer

The study of the influence of residual magnetism on the maximum values of the
current pulses accompanying the energizing of an unloaded transformer was carried out
by setting initial conditions in the form of state variables

x4(0) = Ψ2(0)
x5(0) = Ψ3(0)

(13)

identical with flux linkages

x4(0) = Ψ2(0) = B2zgsFe
x5(0) = Ψ3(0) = B3zgsFe

(14)

where B2, B3 are the residual flux density of the transformer core columns, namely the
center and outer columns (Figure 1).

For the purposes of the study, four scenarios (variants) were also established, with
non-randomly selected sets of residual flux density values B1, B2, B3 (Table 1) in successive
columns of the transformer core. This procedure was carried out because of future appli-
cations, including the need to select the transformer core column whose winding will be
supplied in the tests.

Table 1. Test sets of values (variants) of pre-magnetization in each column of the transformer core.

Variant B1,T B2,T B3,T

1 −0.6 1.2 −0.6
2 −1.2 0.6 0.6
3 −0.6 −0.6 1.2
4 0.6 −1.2 0.6
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The remaining initial conditions of the system of Equations (5) and (8) were assumed

to be zero in all calculation cycles x1(0) = i(g)1 (0); x2(0) = i(g)2 (0); x3(0) = i(g)3 (0).
The influence of the time instant determined in the waveform of the supply voltage

applied to the transformer was investigated by changing the parameter t0 in functions (11)
applied then to the equations of states (5) and (8).

3.3. Implementation of Calculations—Calculation Algorithm

Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the algorithm applied in both tests. The algorithm was
input into the authors’ own C# software [30]. The program allows the precise calculation
and visualization of the distributions of the maximum values of the inrush currents of an
unloaded transformer depending on the time instant t0 characterizing the time instant in
the waveform of the switched supply voltage and also the values and initial scenarios of
the pre-magnetization of transformer’s different columns. To integrate the stiff differential
Equations (5) and (8) of the transformer model, the authors’ own ninth-order Radau IIA
method was used [31–33].
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values of inrush currents of the unloaded transformer.

4. Simulation Results

Figure 5 shows the results of the analysis of the distribution of the maximum values of
inrush currents of the unloaded transformer for four variants of the pre-magnetization of
the core (Table 1) in a positive phase sequence system (Figure 3).
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Figure 5. Distribution of the values of the maximum inrush currents of the unloaded transformer
for the four variants of pre-magnetization, depending on the time instant t0, characterizing the time
instant of energizing in the course of the supply voltage for the positive phase sequence.

The conditions of the experiment in Figure 5 were used in its repeated implementation,
in which the phase sequence was changed to the opposite sequence. The calculation results
obtained under the conditions of such a modified power supply are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Distribution of the values of the maximum inrush currents of the unloaded transformer
for four variants of pre-magnetization, depending on the moment t0, identifying the time instant of
energizing in the course of the supply voltage in the voltage for the negative phase sequence.

A comparison of the results of the calculations presented in Figures 5 and 6 showed
that for the pre-magnetization scenario in the center column with a value twice that of
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the outermost columns (this refers to the absolute value), the distributions of maximum
currents do not depend on the phase sequence.

For pre-magnetization scenarios 1 and 4 (Table 1), the calculations of inrush currents
of the unloaded transformer led to results highly consistent with each other (similar shape
and values of the obtained waveforms in Figures 5 and 6).

In a further stage of the study, it was assumed that the initial magnetization of the
transformer core would be carried out according to variant 1 (Table 1).

Figure 7 shows the result of the experiment of energizing the unloaded transformer for
the residual magnetism set in variant 1 and for the set time instant t0 = 2.77 ms specified
in the waveform of the reference supply voltage e(s)12 (t).
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Figure 7. The waveforms of inrush currents of the unloaded transformer in the first period of the
transient state; energizing occurred with residual magnetism present (variant 1) and at the time

instant t0 = 2.77 ms, defined in the waveform of the reference supply voltage e(s)12 (t).

The calculated maximum instantaneous value of the unloaded transformer inrush current
during the first transient period was Imax = max

t∈[0,T]

{∣∣∣i(g)1 (t)
∣∣∣,
∣∣∣i(g)2 (t)

∣∣∣,
∣∣∣i(g)3 (t)

∣∣∣
}
= 6 kA.

In the case of energizing the transformer after a time t0 = 10 ms from the tran-
sition of voltage e(s)12 (t) through zero, the maximum instantaneous value of the inrush
current of the unloaded transformer during the first transient period was reduced to only

Imax = max
t∈[0,T]

{∣∣∣i(g)1 (t)
∣∣∣,
∣∣∣i(g)2 (t)

∣∣∣,
∣∣∣i(g)3 (t)

∣∣∣
}
= 2.5 A (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. The waveforms of the inrush currents of the unloaded transformer in the first period of
the transient state; energizing occurred with residual magnetism present (variant 1) and at the time

instant t0 = 10 ms, defined in the waveform of the reference supply voltage e(s)12 (t).

5. Algorithm for Selecting the Time Instant Specified in the Waveform of the Switched
Supply Voltage

The results of the performed experiments and the diagnosed regularities of the model
were used to develop an algorithm for selecting the time instant t0 calculated from the
reference point of the voltage e(s)12 (t) transition through zero.

With regard to the selection of the supply voltage and the terminals of the primary
side of the transformer to which this voltage is to be applied, it was determined that the
most optimal configuration was provided by the computationally verified voltage e(s)12 (t)
and the terminals of the primary winding wound on the center column of the transformer
(Figure 1), as seen in scenario 1.

5.1. Method of Implementation of Pre-Magnetization of the Core Columns of the Tested Transformer

Due to the difficulties associated with measuring the residual magnetism of three-
phase transformers [12,18], it was decided that the pre-magnetization technique of the
core [27] instead of its measurement should be used. The schematic diagram of the solu-
tion involving the pre-magnetization of the core of an unloaded transformer with delta-
connected primary side windings is presented in Figure 9a.

The concept of the pre-magnetization of the core of the transformer under study
envisages the generation of a magnetization of twice the value and opposite polarity in the
center column than is the case in the outermost columns (variant 1) (Figure 9b).

As shown in the conducted numerical experiments, such as the proportion and sym-
metry of the initial magnetization guarantees the distribution of the maximum values of the
inrush current of the unloaded transformer as a function of the switching time calculated
with respect to the transition of the voltage e(s)12 (t) through zero and independent of the

phase sequence of the supply voltages e(s)12 (t), e(s)23 (t), e(s)31 (t).
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the method of the pre-magnetization of the core of an unloaded
transformer with delta-connected primary side windings (a) and an equivalent diagram of the
magnetic circuit exhibiting forced flux distribution (b).

5.2. Selection of the Currents Required for Core Pre-Magnetization

The next step was to estimate what values of current are necessary for pre-magnetization
in the system shown in Figure 9.

The starting point in the calculations was the value of the transformer winding resis-
tance Rg. Since the value of this resistance is relatively small, the condition for selecting the
resistance R0 in the circuit, as shown in Figure 9a, was formulated as [34]:

R0 >> Rg (15)

It was possible to determine the DC currents flowing through the transformer windings
without any problem via the following:

I0 =
E0

R0
, I1 =

1
3

E0

R0
, I0 =

2
3

E0

R0
(16)

The currents determined in this way for the different windings of the three-phase
transformer allowed the formulation of a system of nonlinear equations based on magnetic
circuit theory (Figure 9b). In the equations, magnetic voltage drops were taken into account
with the omission of the dynamic term (i.e., the Formula [27]).

Um,k(Ψk) = hFe,k H
Ψk(t)
zgsFe

, k = 1, 2, 3 (17)

The system of nonlinear equations determining the distribution of flux linkages took
the following form:




f1(X)
f2(X)
f3(X)


 =




I0zg −Um,1(x1)−Um,2(x2)
I0zg −Um,2(x2)−Um,3(x3)

−x1 + x2 − x3


 = 0 (18)

where X = [x1, x2, x3]
T = [Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3]

T.
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The formulated system of equations was solved for the given values of current I0 by
relating the solutions of Ψi(i = 1, 2, 3) to the corresponding average values of magnetic
flux density:

Bi =
Ψi

zgsFe
(19)

The solution of the system of Equation (18), as shown in Equation (19), for different
values of current I0 is presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Dependence of magnetic flux density in different columns on magnetization current I0.

The calculated characteristic unambiguously proves that the proposed method of the
pre-magnetization of the transformer core results in flux density levels in the different
columns of the core according to variant 1:

B2 = B0 , B1 = −1
2

B0 , B3 = −1
2

B0 (20)

where B0 depends on the magnetization current I0.
For the calculated magnetization configuration (20), the opposite magnetization can

also be considered. To obtain this configuration, it is enough to change the direction of
current flow I0 in the circuit shown in Figure 9a.

Turning off the flow of current I0 in the pre-magnetization system will reduce the
value of flux density in the different columns of the core. For transformer sheets (soft
magnetic materials), the value of flux density B0 will correspond to the value of remanence
Br, which is significantly lower than saturation flux density (by as much as 50%).

In the test data adapted for the simulation, it was assumed that the transformer sheet
has a saturation flux density of 1.9 T. Hence, the value of the flux density B0, representing
the initial magnetization of the core in the calculations in variant (20), will vary up to a
value of 1.2 T.
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Results of the calculations of the maximum values of inrush currents

Imax(t0) = max
t∈[0,T]

{∣∣∣i(g)1 (t)
∣∣∣,
∣∣∣i(g)2 (t)

∣∣∣,
∣∣∣i(g)3 (t)

∣∣∣
}

(21)

of the unloaded transformer in the first period of the transient state from the energization,
depending on the adopted value of B0, are presented in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Distribution of maximum inrush currents of the unloaded transformer for seven variants
of pre-magnetization B0, depending on the time instant t0, defined in the voltage waveform e(s)12 (t)
(as in Figure 12), and on the pre-magnetization of the core in configuration (20) for a positive phase
sequence of supply voltage.
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Figure 12. Visualization of the time instant of voltage switching on the transformer measured relative

to the time instant when the voltage e(s)12 (t) passes through zero, for a positive phase sequence of
supply voltage.

The calculated inrush currents are functions dependent on time t0 (the time instant of
switching on) calculated with respect to the transition of voltage e(s)12 (t) through zero with

positive derivative at the point d
dt e(s)12 (t) > 0 (Figure 12).
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The results were obtained for the initial magnetization, as seen in (20), enforced
according to the scheme in Figure 9 with a positive phase sequence of supply voltage.

The analysis of the effect of the value of B0 on the distribution of the maximum values
of inrush currents showed the existence of an interval of the variability of the maximum
values of the currents, in which the maximum values of the currents decrease as the flux
density B0 increases.

It was found that in the interval t0 ∈
[

1
2 T− 0.6 ms, 1

2 T + 0.6 ms
]

for B0 = 1.0 T,
the maximum inrush currents reached values in the order of tens of amperes, while
for B0 = 1.2 T, the values decreased to a few amperes (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Distribution of the maximum inrush currents of the unloaded transformer for two
values of pre-magnetization B0 = 1.0 T (a) and B0 = 1.2 T (b), depending on the time instant t0 ∈[

1
2 T− 0.6 ms, 1

2 T + 0.6 ms
]
, defined in the waveform of the switched voltage e(s)12 (t), and on the

pre-magnetization of the core in configuration (20).

Outside the indicated time interval, the opposite phenomenon was observed: the
increase in B0 was accompanied by a sharp increase in the maximum values of inrush
currents. For t0 = 0, the currents reached the highest possible values (kiloamperes)
(Figure 11).

This means that in order to eliminate the large inrush currents accompanying the
energizing of an unloaded three-phase transformer, its switching should be performed after
a time t0 = T

2 , calculated with respect to the reference point determined by the transition

of the reference voltage (here: e(s)12 (t)) through zero with a positive derivative at the point
d
dt e(s)12 (t) > 0 (Figure 12).

At the energizing time instant t0 = T
2 , the instantaneous voltage e(s)12 (t) = 0, while its

derivative is negative ( d
dt e(s)12 (t) < 0) (Figure 12).

The obtained solution is general and can be applied to any transformer, where primary
winding is delta-connected and where columns are pre-magnetized according to (20) for B0

> 1 T. The supply voltages e(s)12 (t), e(s)23 (t), e(s)31 (t) can be arranged into a positive or negative
phase sequence (without affecting the outcome).

The collected data can be used to construct a special device that will execute energizing
the transformer at specific time instants in the supply voltage waveforms (Table 2).
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Table 2. Switching conditions of the unloaded transformer for which the minimum values of inrush
currents are obtained, taking into account the pre-magnetization in configuration (20).

Type kphsq e(s)12 (−t0)
d
dt e(s)12 (t)|t=−t0

t0 e(s)12 (0)
d
dt e(s)12 (t)|t=0

1 −1 0 > 0 1
2 T 0 < 0

2 1 0 > 0 1
2 T 0 < 0

5.3. The Strategy of Energizing a Three-Phase, Three-Column Transformer Where Primary
Winding Is Delta-Connected and Where the Columns Are Pre-Magnetized According to (20) at
Specific Time Instants in the Supply Voltage Waveforms

The developed strategy is illustrated by the flowchart in Figure 14.
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6. The Simplifications Implied by Using the Model Formulated in this Paper

• The initial magnetization state of the transformer core can be taken into account
as residual magnetism in the form of (assignable) initial conditions for the state
variables Ψ2(t0) , Ψ3(t0), which are essentially flux linkages Ψ2(t0) = B2zgsFe and
Ψ3(t0) = B3zgsFe, where B2, B3 is the residual flux density in the different columns of
the transformer core.

• The integration of the equations with the initial conditions formulated in this way leads
in the first instance to a solution (I0 −Ψ) located deep in the saturation region of the
ferromagnetic core curve; the maximum inrush currents of the unloaded transformer
determined from this solution are calculated accurately.

• Taking any initial conditions (e.g., zero) for the systems of Equations (5) and (8) as the
starting point leads to a steady-state solution, which is the limit cycle of the transient
state solution; the trajectories of the transition to this limit cycle have no physical
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interpretation in this case, since the assumed mathematical model does not take into
account magnetic hysteresis (it does not track the history of core magnetization).

• The model is suitable for the study of steady-state conditions of the transformer when
the resistances RFe,k are determined based on the idling losses, in which eddy currents
and magnetic hysteresis are taken into account.

• The completed tests have shown that there is no significant influence* of the parameter
RFe,k of the model on the maximum values of the inrush currents of the unloaded
transformer in the first period of the transient state caused by energizing the trans-
former (*—lossiness values provided by the manufacturer of the transformer plates
vary within wide limits).

Therefore, the developed model can be successfully used to study both the steady-
state operation of a three-phase transformer (Dy) and to calculate the inrush currents that
characterize it when it is energized under unloaded conditions.

7. Conclusions

The research task of modeling the dynamics of an unloaded three-phase transformer
with a Dy connection group during the first transient period has been achieved.

The methodology and simulation results given in the article provide practical tools for
studying the inrush currents of these devices.

What is particularly interesting, the developed model makes it possible to take into
account the influence of residual magnetism in the different columns of the core and the
time instant determined in the voltage waveform where the indicated voltage is supplied
to the given winding of the transformer.

The completed calculations proved that for each scenario of core pre-magnetization
of the modeled device, there is a time interval in which the energizing of an unloaded
transformer is not accompanied by the occurrence of inrush current surges.

The tests showed that the width of such a time interval is more than 1 ms, and the
currents occurring are several times higher than transformer’s steady-state idle current.

The remaining time intervals of the first period of the transient state caused by ener-
gizing an unloaded transformer should be associated with the occurrence of large current
pulses.

For a three-phase transformer with connection group Dy, the initial magnetization of
the core in the form of the variant specified in (20) is the easiest to implement in the circuit
shown in Figure 9.

Such an arrangement allows the symmetric and proportional magnetization of the
core of a three-column transformer. One of these columns, e.g., the center one, is twice as
highly magnetized as the remaining columns; moreover, the magnetization is of opposite
polarity.

The symmetry and adequate distribution of core magnetization, which are demon-
strated in this paper, result in the fact that the positioning of the time interval (measured
relative to a reference point determined by the transition of voltage e(s)12 (t) through zero),
during which the energizing of transformer is accompanied by a strong limitation of cur-
rent pulses, does not depend on the phase sequence of phase-to-phase (line) voltages
e(s)12 (t), e(s)23 (t), e(s)31 (t).

If the guidelines set out in this paper for a three-phase, three-column transformer are
met, i.e., its core is pre-magnetized in a variant of (20) and it is switched on after time
t0 = T

2 is calculated from the instant when voltage e(s)12 (t) passes through zero, the values
of inrush currents in the first transient period will be minimal.

The next stage of the authors’ work will cover the experimental verification of the
developed mathematical model, as well as the construction and testing of a device for
the controlled switching of the supply voltage with the pre-magnetization of the trans-
former’s core.
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Nomenclature
The list of symbols and notations used in this paper:
e sinusoidal supply voltage
Ψk flux linkage associated with the transformer’s primary coil, computed as Ψk(t) = zgΦk(t),

in the k− th column of the transformer
ik(g) transformer primary current
RFe,k equivalent resistance representing the iron core losses
iFe,k active component of the transformer’s idle current
Rs equivalent resistance of the power grid (power source)
Ls equivalent inductance (reactance) of the power grid (power source)
Rg primary winding resistance
Lg leakage inductance of the primary winding
H magnetic field strength
Φ main flux leakage (effective value of the flux)
Bk flux density
sFe cross-sectional area of the core of the transformer
zg number of turns in the primary windings
ϕ0 phase of the initial supplied voltage
ω pulse

Appendix A

Table A1. Assumed data of the modeled transformer.

Quantity, Unit Value

Primary voltage PRI/phase to phase, V 6000
Secondary voltage SEC/phase to phase, V 230
Frequency 50
Rated primary current, A 800
Number of primary winding turns, N 160
Iron power loss (for 1.7 T), W/kg 1.05
Copper power loss, kW 50
Short-circuit voltage, % 5
Core cross-sections, m2 0.110565
Column length, m 2
Length of the yoke, m 0.76
Equivalent resistance of the network, Ω 0.1
Equivalent reactance of the network, Ω 0.2
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Table A2. Function H(B) coefficients obtained from solving the estimation problem based on the
manufacturer’s data.

k ak

1 29.9624271037522
2 −76.4912078883278
3 420.867774746849
4 −1274.37623231261
5 2196.27285444425
6 −2301.93260519503
7 1516.77585894405
8 −630.577358829122
9 160.397849549712

10 −22.7840824031901
11 1.38472183966324
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Abstract: This article presents the comparison of 3D and 2D finite element models of a power
transformer designed for reactive power compensation stations. There is a lack of studies in the
literature on internal electromagnetic phenomena in the active part of a transformer operated in these
conditions. The results of numerical 2D and 3D calculations of no-load current and losses in the
transformer core were obtained by using various methods and models. The impact of considering
the hysteresis loop phenomenon on the calculation of core losses was investigated by using the
Jiles–Atherton core losses model. The results obtained in the paper show that the model of the core
must contain the areas representing the influence of overlappings on the no-load current and also on
the flux density field in the core. The capacitive load of the transformer increases the flux density
in the core limbs by several percent, so the power losses there must also increase accordingly. As
a summary of the research, differences in the values of losses in each core element between the
capacitive load and no-load conditions are presented. The results presented in this paper indicate
that considering nonlinearity related to the magnetic hysteresis loop has a significant impact on the
calculation of the core losses of power transformers.

Keywords: power transformer; finite element analysis; SVC; core losses; capacitive load

1. Introduction

The development of the world power supply makes it necessary to search for better
methods to regulate the current flow and voltage level. Static var compensation (SVC),
which belongs to the group of flexible alternating current transmission systems (FACTS),
has gained great importance.

The technical solutions of SVC, which can be found in the literature [1], allow one to
present the basic elements of this system, which are a load for the power transformer. The
thyristor-switched capacitor (TSC) is a system in which each section contains, in addition to
capacitors, thyristor switches that are turned on or off depending on the required reactive
power. Thyristor-switched reactors (TSR) or thyristor-controlled reactors (TCR) consist
of several three-phase sections in which thyristor switches control the inductive elements
by turning them on or off depending on the reactive power that the entire compensation
system must draw from the power grid. Fixed capacitors (FC) are also used in SVC stations
as filters for higher harmonics. The presence of FC is necessary to eliminate interference
caused by semiconductor switches.

The element that connects the reactive power compensation system to the high-voltage
network (HV) is a power transformer. Its design must ensure the ability to transform re-
active power. In addition, due to the operation of semiconductor switches, the power
transformer must be able to handle harmonic currents and maintain voltage levels associ-
ated with all operating conditions without loss of life [2]. The basic structure scheme of the
SVC reactive power compensation station is presented in Figure 1.
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One of the most important aspects to consider, when analyzing the operation of a
power transformer in a SVC station is the capacitive load. In the presence of a capacitive
load, the voltage on the secondary side and the magnetic flux density may increase [3]. The
explanation of this phenomenon is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Simplified equivalent circuit diagram of a power transformer loaded with impedance Z
and the resulting vector diagram of the transformer operation with a capacitive load.

An important point in the design of the core, in connection with the determination of
its cooling parameters, is the analysis of the worst-case operating conditions of a power
transformer, i.e., overexcitation and loads that lead to an increase in the core hot-spot
temperature. These conditions are specified in the applicable industry standards. In a
power transformer with three wounded limbs, the core hot spot is located in the geometric
center of the overlap area between the top yoke and the center limb [4].

The inrush current is a form of overload that occurs when the power transformer
is energized. The phenomenon occurs mainly when the voltage exceeds the value zero
and when the transformer has not been switched off after its previous operation by a
smooth reduction to a voltage of 0 V, leaving residual magnetic flux in the core. The inrush
current is transient, and the time constant of the transient state after connecting the power
transformer to the HV network depends on the characteristics of the magnetic circuit. It
can last up to 1 s. Details of the power transformer inrush current calculations can be found
in [5].

2. Analysis of Magnetic Field and Core Losses

The analysis of magnetic field distribution and the core losses is an essential part of the
power transformer design process. Therefore, the selection of an appropriate calculation
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method that takes into account the hysteresis phenomenon is necessary for their correct
determinations [6]. The most popular models for the calculation of core losses are compre-
hensively presented in [7,8]. A large group of empirical models is based on the equation
that was proposed in 1982 by C. Steinmetz in [9]. In this method, the time-averaged core
losses per volume P are expressed as an exponential function of peak magnetic flux density
and frequency, which has the following form:

P = k · f α · Bm
β (1)

The symbol k denotes a material parameter, f is the frequency, Bm is the peak magnetic
flux density, and α and β are empirical coefficients, which are determined by fitting the
model to the loss measurement data.

One of the most common models for calculating power losses in transformer cores
is the Jiles–Atherton (J-A) hysteresis loop model presented in [10]. It is a mathematical
nonlinear model that represents the relationship between the magnetic field strength
and the magnetization at a given time. The J-A model is based on the theory that the
magnetization M in ferromagnets depends not only on the strength of the magnetic field
but also on the magnetization history of the material. In the J-A model, five coefficients
are used to characterize the ferromagnetic material [11]. In practice, the generation of the
hysteresis loop consists in the selection of the coefficients based on the power loss of the
modeled core sheet for the frequencies of 50 Hz and 60 Hz and its magnetization curve.
An example of the result of generating the hysteresis loop of the J-A model is shown in
Figure 3.
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In the scientific literature [12–15], there are many examples of the application of a
numerical analysis of power transformers using commercial packages that employ the
finite element method (FEM). In this paper, Simcenter MAGNET 2022.1 was selected to
simulate phenomena in the power transformer. This software uses the FEM to solve the 2D
form of equation 2 for the magnetic potential.

rot
(

1
µ

rot A
)
= J (2)

where µ—magnetic permeability, A—magnetic potential vector, and J—current density vector.
In this method, the problem domain is divided into a mesh of triangular elements, and

the potential in each element is approximated by a simple function of x and y coordinates.
Eddy currents are not considered in these calculations. The 3D formulation is based on the
T-Ω method presented in [16]. The magnetic field is represented as the sum of two parts:
the gradient of a scalar potential magnetic field Ω and, in conductors, an additional vector
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field T represented with vector-edge elements. In this method, Equation (3) incorporating
Faraday’s law and Equation (4), which takes into account source lessness of the H field,
are solved.

rot
(

1
γ

rot T
)
= − d

dt
[µ (T − grad Ω)] (3)

where γ—conductivity.
div µ (T − grad Ω) = 0 (4)

Two available software solvers were used for the power transformer simulations:
Time-Harmonic, in which the analysis is performed at a given frequency and non-linear
properties of the ferromagnetic elements are approximated, and Transient, which is based
on the time-stepping method, in which Maxwell’s equations are solved. The electromag-
netic field is decomposed into discrete time steps, and Maxwell’s equations are solved
iteratively at each step [17]. In this way, it is possible to analyze phenomena at specific time
points. Both the Steinmetz and J-A models are used to calculate the core losses, although
the J-A model can only be used with the Transient solver and 2D models.

3. Numerical Model of Transformer Core and Winding

Electromagnetic calculations were performed for a 300 MVA power transformer,
whose main electrical parameters are HV 230 kV (wye connection) and LV 45.5 kV (delta
connection). After analyzing the dimensions of the transformer, a three-dimensional finite
element model was created. Considering the fact that the objective of the analysis was to
determine the distribution of magnetic flux and calculate the core losses, the finite element
mesh must be dense enough to achieve satisfactory accuracy. The 3D mesh of the power
transformer is shown in Figure 4b. Figure 5 presents a circuit diagram of the analyzed
transformer under a capacitive condition.
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Figure 4. Core and windings of a 300 MVA power transformer: (a) basic dimensions in mm; (b) 3D
model with finite element mesh.
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4. Results of 3D and 2D Analysis of Power Transformer

The analysis of the no-load state of the 3D model of the power transformer was
performed using the Time-Harmonic solver. In the three-dimensional model, the region
of the core sheet overlap was not considered due to the high degree of complexity of this
issue. Performing a 3D analysis using the time-stepping method in the case of a 3D core
model required an enormous amount of computing time.

Figure 6 presents the calculation results showing the distribution of flux density in
the core of the power transformer at no-load. Attention is drawn to the region where the
root mean square value (RMS) of magnetic flux densities exceeds 6T. It was found that
such values occur only near the vertices of the individual mesh elements in the corners of
the core window. This is a numerical calculation error that has a minimum impact on the
overall parameters, such as no-load current or power losses in the core.
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Figure 6. Flux density field in 3D model of power transformer under no-load condition; calculation
method: Time-Harmonic; core losses calculation model: Steinmetz.

The analysis of the limb cross-section shows that the magnetic flux in the transformer
core is distributed evenly. The RMS value of the magnetic flux densities in the middle point
of the limb is BRMS = 1.15 T which gives the maximum value Bmax = 1.63 T.

In the case of a 2D analysis of the load condition of a power transformer, it is necessary
to scale the model, calculate the corresponding depth of the geometry and determine the
scaling factor of the magnetic permeability. The criterion for similarity between the 2D
model and the 3D model is the magnitude of the stored energy of the magnetic field in the
whole object. This is possible if the magnetic field strength is identical in both the 2D and
3D models. Under load conditions of the power transformer, most of the magnetic field
energy is concentrated in the winding zone, which is in the duct between the HV and LV
windings. Therefore, it is required in the 2D model to resolve the value of the magnetic
permeability of the winding zone area by the scaling factor expressed in Equation (5):

µ2Dk
µ3Dk

=
dk
d

(5)

where µ2Dk—magnetic permeability of the k area of the 2D model, µ3Dk—magnetic perme-
ability of the k area of the 3D model, dk—limb cross-section divided by its diameter, and
d—depth of the 2D model. A detailed explanation of this issue can be found in [18,19].

In order to determine the scaling factor for the magnetic permeability in the area of
the winding zone, the depth of the 2D model was chosen to correspond to the real cross-
section of the core. The rescaling of the magnetic permeability increases the value of the
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leakage flux, resulting in a good agreement between the magnetic fluxes entering the core
calculated by two and three-dimensional models. The value of the magnetic permeability
in the overlapping area was calculated as accurately as possible using measurements of the
real no-load current. Figure 7 presents an example of the core sheet overlapping area. The
2D model of the power transformer and the finite element mesh are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Two-dimensional model of 300 MVA power transformer: (a) numerical model; (b) finite
element mesh.

In addition to the periodic component, the inrush current also contains an aperiodic
component whose value depends on the phase of the voltage at the time the transformer is
turned on. The sum of the instantaneous aperiodic components of the three phases causes
the magnetization of the transformer core with a random vector in space. To minimize
this phenomenon, it was assumed that the supply voltage increases exponentially to the
nominal value during transformer turn on. Function (6) was used for this purpose.

u(t) =
(

1 − e−
t
τ

)
· Um · ejωt (6)

where t—time instant (ms), τ—time constant, assumed τ = 20 ms, ω—pulsation, and
Um—maximum voltage value (V).

Due to the relatively rapid increase in voltage values in successive periods, there is
an aperiodic component present in the calculations. A comparison was made between the
values of the phase currents in the no-load state obtained in the test field and the values
calculated in the software using the time-stepping method with time steps equal to 0.1 ms.
The current waveform in the 2D model of the power transformer for the time-stepping
method, using the Steinmetz and J-A core losses models, is presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The current waveforms in the 2D model of the power transformer: (a) calculation method:
Transient 2D, core losses calculation model: Steinmetz; (b) calculation method: Transient 2D, core
losses calculation model: Jiles–Atherton.

To check the accuracy of the numerical model of the 300 MVA transformer, the no-load
inrush current obtained from the test field was compared with the RMS values of the
current waveform calculated using Time-Harmonic 2D and Transient 2D models with
Steinmetz and Jiles–Atherton core losses models. The results are displayed in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Steady-state no-load inrush current of transformer for Time-Harmonic 2D and Transient
2D calculation methods with Steinmetz and J-A core losses models, divided into phases X1, X2
and X3.

The best convergence with the measured no-load currents in the test field was obtained
for the Transient 2D method, using the J-A core losses model with a range of 5 to 21% for
individual phases. The results of the RMS values of the transformer no-load currents differ
between the windings on the outer limbs. The main factors affecting this are differences
in the properties of the core laminations and unavoidable production tolerances that
determine the allowable differences in the dimensions of air gaps in the overlap region.
The waveform of the current in LV windings under capacitive load conditions was also
analyzed. The current harmonic inserted by the additional current sources on the secondary
side had no effect on the flux density inside the core.

The differences between the values of the no-load losses of the real transformer
measured in the test field and the calculated values in the software are presented in
Figure 11. The difference expressed as a percentage is placed on the ordinate axis, while the
successive calculation methods with core losses models are placed on the axis of abscissa.
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Figure 11. Difference in no-load losses between the test field measurement values and the values
calculated in software expressed as a percentage against measurements.

Based on the differences, the Transient 2D method using the J-A core losses model and
the Time-Harmonic 3D method with the Steinmetz model show the best convergence with
the measurements of the real unit. However, the good accuracy of the 3D Time-Harmonic
results seems to be accidental because the model does not contain overlapping.

To compare the differences between the core losses in the no-load state and in the
capacitive load state, Figures 12 and 13 are displayed, showing the flux density distribution
in the 2D model core. The core hot spot was divided into two parts: the part located in the
upper yoke (point A) and the part located in the middle limb (point B). In addition, the
central part of the middle limb (point C) was also verified. For these points, the maximum
flux density at a given moment in time was calculated. Determination of the magnetic flux
density distribution was performed using the time-stepping method.
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Figure 12. Instantaneous flux density distribution in 2D model under no-load condition. Calculation
method: Transient 2D, core losses model: Jiles–Atherton. (a) The highest instantaneous values of flux
density in the core hot spot; (b) the highest instantaneous values of flux density in the core limb.

The value of flux density at point C increases significantly in the case of the capacitive
loading of the transformer compared to the no-load condition. The flux density also
increases in the limb part of the core hot spot (point B), while in the yoke part (point A), the
flux density values remain similar. The explanation of this phenomenon is that the leakage
flux that occurs under load enters the limbs of the transformer core, resulting in an increase
in the magnitude of magnetic flux density in this area. In the yoke section, on the other
hand, the additional leakage flux does not occur. For both investigated operating states of
the power transformer, the magnitude of flux density in the core hot spot is significantly
higher compared to the other parts of the core.
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Figure 13. Instantaneous flux density distribution in 2D model under capacitive load condition.
Calculation method: Transient 2D, core losses model: Jiles–Atherton. (a) The highest instantaneous
values of flux density in the core hot spot; (b) the highest instantaneous values of flux density in the
core limb.

The analysis of the differences in core losses between the capacitive load and no-load
conditions was also performed, examining individual elements of the transformer core. The
2D model of the core was divided into smaller elements numbered from 1 to 11. The results
obtained from the Transient 2D method using the J-A core losses model were selected
for comparison. The obtained differences were related to the values of core losses in the
no-load state. The results, showing the changes expressed as a percentage are presented in
Figure 14, maintaining the division into hysteresis and eddy current losses.
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in the no-load condition, referred to the no-load losses.

The core losses of the transformer in the capacitive load condition increased compared
to those calculated for the no-load condition. The largest change in the value of hysteresis
losses, amounting to 21%, was observed in element 3, the middle part of the center limb.
The percentage change values of more than 10% were also observed in the outermost limbs
and in elements 4 and 5, which represent the core hot-spot area in the middle limb.
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5. Conclusions

1. The obtained results of core losses calculated using various methods showed an
accuracy within a few percent of the results obtained from measurements of the real
power transformer in the test field. The Transient 2D calculation method with the
J-A core losses model and the Time-Harmonic 3D method with the Steinmetz model
proved to be the best. It is supposed that in the case of the second method, such a
good result is accidental because the 3D model did not consider the region of overlap;
moreover, the hysteresis loop was also not included in the calculations. The important
issue is that core loss values calculated using the Steinmetz model are subject to an
error resulting from the need to extrapolate the magnetic permeability and iron losses
characteristic in the saturation area.

2. The presented two-dimensional model of the power transformer was prepared consid-
ering the areas where the core sheets overlap. Thanks to this approach, it was possible
to obtain a more realistic distribution of flux density in the core as well as the values
of phase currents.

3. The analysis of the core hot-spot area and the central point of the core limb showed
that the capacitive load causes a significant increase in the value of magnetic flux
density in the core limb compared to the value obtained in the no-load condition.
The change in flux density was particularly noticeable in the limb part of the core.
Considering the preparation of the power transformer design for operation in reactive
power compensation stations, an increase in the magnetic flux density value results
in the core entering the saturation state more quickly. In areas with the worst oil
circulation, local overheating may occur, leading to a weakening of the insulation
system. The consequence of this may be a significantly accelerated aging of the
power transformer, resulting in increased operation costs for the entire power grid.
Furthermore, the determination of the core area with the highest density of power
losses makes it possible to accurately determine the installation of sensors monitoring
the condition of the transformer.

4. The paper discusses aspects related only to the core losses in the power transformer,
including the effects of magnetic hysteresis, different calculation methods and the
impact of capacitive load. The analysis of windings losses was not included. The oper-
ation of thyristors in SVC stations causes the appearance of higher current harmonics
and increased load losses. The results presented in this paper can serve as a basis
for further research on the topic of power transformer total losses in reactive power
compensation systems.
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Abstract: Electromagnetic forces acting on conductors of the cleats and lead of a power transformer
can cause permanent damage to the insulation of conductors. Determining the force acting on the
conductor of cleats and leads cannot be performed using the standard analytical formula because
those conductors are in close proximity to the construction part of the active part made of ferromag-
netic material. To calculate those forces in a steady state of a three-phase AC current, a parametric
numerical simulation was conducted. Based on the simulation, a new analytical formula for forces
acting on cables near the ferromagnetic plate was proposed by the authors. It was also noted that
the presence of the ferromagnetic plate can increase the forces up to 60% compared to the same
geometry without the plate. This publication also discusses how eddy currents and the proximity
effect influence forces acting on conductors.

Keywords: electromagnetic forces; cleats and leads; power transformer; numerical simulation

1. Introduction

In the three-phase power transformer, the electromagnetic forces acting on cleats and
leads (C&L) conductors can be enormous. Especially in the case of an operational short
circuit of power transformers with tertiary winding with a reduced power, the current
density in C&L may reach the value of 280 A/mm2, which gives a peak phase current of
approximately 100 kA, as in the case of the power transformer shown in Figure 1. The
damage of the insulation of the cables in this transformer after the short circuit test is
shown in Figure 1. This figure depicts three cables from three different phases near the
core press plate. The insulation of those cables was destroyed near the supporting ribs
due to the oscillation of cables during the short circuit test. This kind of failure is very
difficult to predict during the design phase of a power transformer. To prevent the failure
of insulation, the electromagnetic forces acting on the cables must first be known. Because
cables are close to the core press plate, which is made of ferromagnetic material, forces
acting on the cables cannot be determined by using an analytical formula. These forces
can be determined by using magnetic stimulation. After knowing the force acting on
cables, dynamic mechanical simulation must be conducted to simulate the oscillation of
cables, and some failure criteria for insulation must be proposed. Building such a complex
multiphysics model is time-consuming and much knowledge is needed. As each power
transformer is designed individually according to customer needs, the cleats and leads
designer does not have enough time to perform such a time-consuming algorithm. The idea
of this publication was to develop analytical formulas that will approximate forces acting
on conductors in the steady state of AC current. Having such analytical formulas helps
the designer to calculate forces very quickly without using magnetic numerical simulation.
This paper will not discuss the mechanical part of the problem. The mechanical model of
the cable is awaited in further research.
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Figure 1. Damaged insulation during short circuit test.

There is a very limited number of publications about forces acting on C&L conductors.
However, there is a great number of papers focusing on short-circuit forces acting on the
windings, and some of them will be described here. To determine short-circuit forces in
windings, three main methods were used: numerical simulation, analytical formulas, and
experiments. In ref. [1], a finite element method (FEM) simulation was used to calculate the
electromagnetic field in the core and windings and determine forces during short-circuit and
inrush conditions. The authors prepared two-dimensional and three-dimensional models
of windings and compared axial and radial forces obtained from both simulations. The
main conclusion was that there was a significant difference between forces calculated by 3D
and 2D simulations. The radial force in the case of the 2D simulation was underestimated.
In ref. [2], a magnetostatic analysis of the winding conductor was used to calculate the peak
value of the force acting on windings. The peak forces calculated by the magnetostatic
analysis were transferred to a static mechanical simulation to calculate the maximum
deformation of the winding and determine its mechanical stiffness. Based on this coupled
simulation, the critical buckling load for transformer winding was determined. The authors
also prepared an experimental stand and measured the force in the short-circuit state and
confirmed that the critical buckling load from the simulation differs by only 2.3% from
the critical value obtained from the experiment. This publication shows how effective
a good FEM method for the multiphysics system can be. Publication [3] presents a full
dynamic multiphysics model of windings. The authors used a 2D transient simulation to
calculate the dynamic electromagnetic forces acting on windings during the short circuit.
The authors developed a mechanical model of windings and applied calculated forces
from electromagnetic simulation to those windings. Based on a transient mechanical
simulation, the deformation in winding and stresses in conductors as a function of time
was determined. A similar approach of a multiphysics dynamic simulation was used in
ref. [4] and ref. [5]; however, here, both the electromagnetic simulation and mechanical
simulation were made using 3D transient solvers in COMSOL software.

Based on the presented publications, it can be concluded that using a multiphysics
model to calculate forces acting on winding conductors and the mechanical response is
widely used. However, building such a model is time-consuming. Therefore, an analytical
approach to calculating forces is needed. Analytical formulas for radial and axial short-
circuit forces were developed in ref. [6] and compared to results from numerical simulations.
The results of the numerical simulation are in good agreement with the analytical formulas
presented by the authors.

This paper concentrates on forces acting on the C&L of the power transformer. The
authors found some selected publications discussing the geometry of straight conductors,
which are similar to the problem in this paper. In ref. [7], a geometry consisting of three
parallel busbars was analyzed. The forces acting on the busbars were calculated using the
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analytical formula. A mechanical transient simulation was conducted to determine the
deformation and mechanical stresses in the busbar. It should be mentioned that the use of
analytical formulas to determine the forces was possible because the geometry was simple
and there was no ferromagnetic material near the conductor, which is not the case with the
system described in Figure 1. In ref. [8], a full multiphysics numerical model concerning
electromagnetic, thermal, and mechanical phenomena was discussed. Based on this model,
the dynamic deformation and equivalent stresses in busbars caused by electromagnetic
forces and thermal effects were determined.

Comparing ref. [9], which presents the classical approach to modeling of short circuit
state of power transformers to the more up-to-date refs. [10,11], it can be concluded that
the requirements for modeling of the short circuit state operation of power transformers
have significantly increased and currently numerical simulations are used more frequently
to better model physics of short circuit state.

The discussed problem of the failure of the insulation is very complex because it
involves both electromagnetic and mechanical phenomena. In order to fully solve the
discussed problem, a multiphysics simulation is needed, consisting of an electromagnetic
simulation and mechanical simulation. This paper focuses only on determining forces
acting on the conductors of the cleats and leads of a power transformer. The mechanical
modeling of a cleats and leads conductor is in progress and will be discussed in the
next paper. As the conductor of cleats and leads consists of hundreds of small copper
wires wounded helically and insulation wrapped around the copper part, the mechanical
modeling of such a system by the use of a numerical simulation is very difficult. Due to
the complex geometry of the cables, the system is highly nonlinear, and force cannot be
applied by one step, but by gradually increasing the force, which makes a mechanical
simulation very difficult and time-consuming. Moreover, in this publication, the authors
did not concentrate on the modeling of one case of a power transformer or a few cases,
but rather developed a general approach on how to determine forces acting on cleats and
leads conductors, analyzing the results from thousands of design points from parametric
simulations and analytical formulas.

In Section 2, the analytical formula for forces acting on the cleats and leads conductors
in a standard three-phase system without a ferromagnetic plate is determined. In Section 3,
the authors describe the methods and results of the parametric numerical simulation of a
magnetic field, concentrating on calculating forces acting on mentioned conductors. Firstly,
the case without a ferromagnetic plate is discussed, and the results of the simulation are
compared to the analytical equation from Section 2. As the next step, a number of paramet-
ric simulations with geometry consisting of three cables and a magnetic plate are presented.
The forces determined by the numerical simulation were compared to the standard analyti-
cal formula from Section 2. In Section 3, the influence of geometrical parameters, as well as
eddy currents in plate and cables, on forces acting on conductors is discussed. Based on
parametric numerical simulations, the authors checked which parameters have a significant
influence on the forces acting on the conductors and developed new improved formulas
for forces acting on conductors near a ferromagnetic conductive plate, which are discussed
in Section 4. In Section 5, all conclusions from the whole publication are presented.

2. Analytical Formulas for AC Forces in Steady State without the Ferromagnetic Plate

Before discussing a more advanced analysis, the theoretical formula for forces acting on
cables in the symmetric three-phase in-plane system shown in Figure 2a will be discussed.
The geometry mentioned in Figure 2a does not contain ferromagnetic plates, so simple
analytical formulas can be discussed. The following assumptions were made for this analysis:

• The conductor is very long, so it can be assumed that the magnetic field is constant
across the whole length of the conductor.

• The diameter of the cable is small with respect to the distance between cables.
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• The currents flowing through cables are sinusoidal changing with angular frequency
ω. The steady state is analyzed here. The phase of currents in cables 1, 2, and 3 are,
respectively, 0, 120, and 240 degrees.
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Figure 2. (a) Forces acting on 3 parallel conductors; (b) instantaneous forces acting on plane,
200 mm long system of three-phase conductors in air shifting each other by 60 mm and carrying
10 kA peak current.

Combining the Lorentz equation and Ampere law, the classic form of the instantaneous
force fkm(t) per unit length between two parallel conductors shifted by distance ∆x and
carrying the currents im(t) and ik(t) holds [12]:

fkm(t) =
µ0

2π∆x
im(t)ik(t) (1)

The currents are symmetrically shifted in time but the set of conductors is not symmet-
ric in space. We may distinguish the “middle” and two “side” conductors. The resultant
force acting on the k-th conductor fk(t) is the sum of interactions with the remaining two.

fk(t) = fkm(t) + fkn(t) (2)

It can be decomposed into two components: the constant in time FkDC and alternating
in time with the doubled network frequency 2ω and amplitude FkAC.

fk(t) = FkDC + FkACej(2ωt+ϕk) (3)

The phase angles ϕk amount to 0 and ±2π/3. These amplitudes are obtained after
simple trigonometric manipulations inserting sinusoidal relationships for phase currents.
Their values are presented in Table 1 following the compact formula using the factor k. I
stands for the amplitude of the AC current and the peak force F amounts to

F = k
µ0

π∆x
I2 (4)

Table 1. Values of factor k for set of three conductors supplied from three-phase network; subscripts
are as in Figure 2a.

Force Component F1DC F1AC F2DC F2AC F3DC F3AC

k 3
16

√
3

8
0

√
3

4
3
16

√
3

8
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3. Numerical Simulations

The main goal of this publication was to study the forces acting on a three-phase
system of cables situated close to the active part of the power transformer and carrying
sinusoidal currents. This system is usually located near the ferromagnetic plate pressing
the core as is shown in Figure 1. The said plate is made of a conductive, ferromagnetic
material and, as will be described later, its presence has a great influence on the forces
acting on the cables. Therefore, the analytical Equation (4) cannot be used directly. In order
to calculate forces acting on the conductors, a numerical simulation must be applied.

The numerical simulation was conducted in ANSYS Maxwell 2021 R1 software in the
eddy current module. This solver assumes that all quantities, such as the current density
and magnetic field density, are sinusoidal changing with a defined frequency, so it only
calculates the steady state of the AC current. The mentioned solver numerically solves the
Maxwell equations in the form presented below [12].

∇·D =
ρe
ε0

(5)

∇× E = −jωB (6)

∇·B = 0 (7)

∇× H = J + jωD (8)

As a next step, the instantaneous force acting on each conductor was calculated by
integrating Equation (9) over the volume of the cable [12].

F(t) =
∫

J(t)× B(t)dV (9)

Firstly, a parametric model consisting of three parallel cables supported by wooden
brackets near the ferromagnetic plate was created. (Figure 3a) The presented parametric
geometry is very close to the real geometry shown in Figure 1. By modifying the parameters
(d, ∆x, ∆y, L, H, h), the geometry of the model can be changed and the influence of
geometrical parameters on the force acting on the conductors can be investigated. The
boundary condition assigned to all external surfaces of the model is a magnetic field
tangent. As the excitation, the total current flowing through the cross-section of the cable
was assigned to be the AC with amplitude I.

In the first simulation, the plate was omitted and eddy currents in cables were ne-
glected. The instantaneous forces acting on cables obtained from the simulation are shown
in Figure 2b. The force acting on the upper and bottom conductor consists of an AC compo-
nent of 2ω frequency and a DC component, whereas, for the middle conductor, only the AC
component is present. This is exactly as discussed in Section 2. Moreover, the numerical
values of the DC force and AC force amplitude from theoretical Equation (4) are the same as
those calculated by Maxwell software. This consistency in results between the simulation
and theoretical formulas confirms that the simulation model is correct.

In order to investigate the influence of the plate on forces, a simulation with a plate
made of ferromagnetic material with constant relative permeability µr = 290 was conducted.
Linear B-H characteristics were used to improve the speed of the simulation. The selected
value of relative permeability was chosen according to the authors’ experience. The results
of selected linear simulations were compared to the simulation with nonlinear charac-
teristics, and the difference between those results was considerably low. Four different
simulations were carried out for the same geometry to investigate the influence of eddy
currents in the plate and conductors on forces acting on the cables. In the first simulation,
the plate was assumed to be nonconductive, and the conductors were stranded (eddy
currents were neglected). The forces acting on the cable in the x-direction are shown in
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Figure 4a. Comparing forces acting on cables near a non-conductive plate (Figure 4a) to
forces acting on the conductor when the plate is not present (Figure 2b), it can be observed
that the amplitude of forces is 25% higher when the plate is present. The force acting on
the cables close to the nonconductive plate in the y-direction is shown in Figure 4b. In
the case of simulation without the plate, the force in the y-direction is zero. From those
simulations, two main conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, adding a ferromagnetic plate
increases the magnitude of the force in the x-direction. Secondly, when the plate is present,
a new component of force in the y-direction is present. This finally confirms that using the
standard analytical Equation (4) is not enough because it will underestimate the forces.
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In the second simulation, the eddy currents in plates were added, but eddy currents
in cables were neglected. The assumed conductivity of the plate was 6.7 × 106 S/m. The
graphs of instantaneous forces are very similar to those shown in Figure 4, so they will be
omitted. After adding eddy currents to the plate, the force in the x-direction is lower than
when eddy currents were not included in the model. Moreover, the induced eddy currents
in the plate caused a nonzero DC force acting on the middle conductor, which was not the
case for simulations without eddy currents.

In the third simulation, only eddy currents in the cable were activated and the plate
was non-conductive. In this case, the DC force for the middle conductor was again nonzero.
This clearly shows that adding the eddy currents either in cables or in the plate causes the
DC force in the middle conductor and that the system is unsymmetric (the amplitudes of
forces acting on the upper and lower conductor are also not the same). Moreover, the AC
component of force is bigger if eddy currents are present in cables. In the last simulation,
both currents in the cable and plate were taken into consideration, and the superposition of
effects discussed earlier was present in this case.

In order to investigate the influence of geometrical parameters such as the distance
between cables ∆x or distance between cables and plate ∆y on forces, a parametric simula-
tion for each of the previously mentioned simulations was conducted. In order to better
analyze the results, the forces acting on cables without a plate calculated by analytical
Formula (4) were treated as the reference and the correction factors were defined to better
visualize the influence of the ferromagnetic plate and eddy currents in cables and in the
plate. The correction factors for the AC and DC force for the bottom and upper conductor
and AC force for the middle conductor, given in Equations (10) and (11), can be used. The
mentioned correction factors define the ratio of the force when the plate is present to the
force obtained from the analytical formula. The same concept of the correction factor cannot
be used for the DC force of the middle conductor, so the correction factor for the DC force
for the middle conductor is defined, according to (12), as the ratio of the DC force with a
plate to the AC force according to the analytical formula. As the forces in the y direction are
significantly lower than in the x direction, they are not discussed in such detail.

kAC =
FAC wit cor plate

FA withou cor plate
(10)

kDC =
FDC wit cor plate

FD withou cor plate
(11)

kDC middle =
FD middle wit cor plate

FA middle withou cor plate
(12)

Now, the results of the mentioned parametric simulation will be discussed using
corrections factors. Analyzing Figure 5a,b, it can be concluded that adding a plate always
increases the force acting on the bottom conductor. The increase in force is bigger when
the cables are very close to the ferromagnetic plate. Secondly, adding the eddy currents in
plates always decrease the force in the bottom cable. However, adding the eddy current
in the cables increases the force in the bottom cable. As can be seen, the increase in the
force may reach 60% for the AC component and 40% for the DC component. This clearly
shows that the influence of ferromagnetic plates and eddy currents in cables should not be
neglected during the design process.
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Analyzing Figure 5c,d, it can be concluded that the forces acting on the upper conduc-
tor are lower than the forces acting on the bottom conductor (Figure 5a,b) if eddy currents
are included either in cables or in the plate. This means that the eddy currents make the
system unsymmetric. Similarly, as for the lower conductor, the eddy currents in the plate
decrease forces acting on the upper conductor, and eddy currents in cables increase the
forces acting on the upper conductor. This asymmetry depends on different phases of
currents in bottom and upper conductors, and not on the geometry of the system.

The same conclusions can be drawn for the AC force acting on the middle conductor
based on Figure 6a. Eddy currents in the plate decrease the AC force acting on the middle
conductor, and eddy currents in conductors increase this force. Figure 6b–d show the
correction factor for the DC force acting on the middle conductor for different distances
between cables (35, 50, and 100 mm, respectively). In the case where eddy currents are
neglected both in the plate and conductors, the DC component is zero. After adding
conductivity to the plate, this force is nonzero due to eddy currents in the plate. Similarly,
in the case of a solid conductor near a non-conductive plate, the force is also nonzero due
to eddy currents in cables. However, the direction of force caused by eddy currents in a
conductor is opposite to the direction of force caused by eddy currents in the ferromagnetic
plate. This cannot be seen in the graphs below because those graphs only analyze absolute
values of forces. Finally, after adding the eddy currents in both the conductor and plate, the
superposition of both forces exists. As the directions of the forces are opposite, the values
of the forces are subtracted. The component of the force coming from eddy currents in the
conductor mainly depends on the distance between conductors and the diameter of the
conductor. The closer the conductors are to each other, the more important this force is.
On the other side, the force caused by eddy currents in the ferromagnetic plate is strongly
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dependent on the distance between cables and the plate. The closer the cables are to the
plate, the higher this force is. As a result, depending on the geometry, either the force
caused by eddy currents in cables or the force caused by eddy currents in plates is higher,
which can be seen in Figure 6b–d.
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Figure 6. Correction factors: (a) kAC middle for ∆x = 35; (b) kDC middle for ∆x = 35: (c) kDC middle for
∆x = 60; (d) kDC middle for ∆x = 100; as a function of core plate distance.

In the previous simulation, the diameter of the cable was assumed to be 30 mm.
However, eddy currents in cables strongly depend on the diameter of the cable and the
distance between the conductors. For this reason, a parametric simulation with the diameter
of the cable changing from 10 to 30 mm and the distance between cables changing from
35 mm to 300 mm was performed. Figure 7a presents the ratio of the AC force acting on
the bottom solid conductor to the AC force acting on the stranded one for different values
of the diameter of the cable and the distance between cables. This figure clearly shows
that the influence of eddy currents is more significant for a large diameter of the cable and
when cables are close to each other. This can be explained by the proximity effect. Due
to the proximity effect, the magnetic field produced by one cable influences the current
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distribution in the second cable. The smaller the distance between the cables, the bigger the
influence of the magnetic field induced by one conductor in the other one. The bigger the
diameter of the cable, the smaller the resistance of the cable, and eddy currents in the cable
have higher values. In Figure 7b, the current density in the cable and the ferromagnetic
plate is shown for phase angle 0. It can be seen that the current distribution is not uniform
because one magnetic field of a neighboring conductor influences the current distribution
in another one.
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Figure 7. (a) Ratio of AC force acting on a solid conductor to force acting on stranded one for upper
cable; (b) proximity effect for current density distribution.

The mentioned ratio of solid to stranded AC force for the bottom conductor can be
approximated by Equation (13). A similar analysis was conducted for the other components
of the force and the approximation functions will be described in the next section.

Fx solid
Fx stranded

= 1 + C
d4

∆x2 (13)

4. Improved Analytical Formulas

Based on all parametric simulations, analytical formulas are proposed approximating
the forces acting on the cables near the conductive ferromagnetic plate. At the beginning,
it was checked which parameters have a significant influence on the forces and which
have negligible influence. The parameters with negligible influence (for example, the
thickness of plate h) were not taken into consideration while developing improved formulas.
The authors studied the influence of each parameter separately and the influence of a
combination of parameters, trying to find the best mathematical function approximating
the results of the simulations. After defining the proper mathematical formula, the least
square method was used to determine the unknown constants in the equations.

Equations (14)–(16) can be used for three stranded cables near the conductive plate.
The DC force for the middle conductor in the x-direction is described by Equation (16). All
other forces in the x-direction are expressed by Equation (14). Equation (15) can be used to
determine the forces in the y-direction.

Fx stranded =
(

1 + Ae−α
∆y
∆x

)
k

µ0 I2L
π∆x

(14)

Fy stranded = B
µ0 I2L
π∆x

e−β
∆y
∆x (15)
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Fx DC middle stranded =
(

Ae−α
∆y
∆x

)
k

µ0 I2L
π∆x

(16)

Figure 8 presents the results from the simulation for different parameters and the
approximation function. The maximum relative error of approximation is less than 5%,
which is acceptable for engineering purposes.
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The analytical formulas for forces acting on the solid cables near the conductive plate
were determined and expressed by Equations (17)–(19). For all x-forces except for the DC
force acting on the middle conductor, Equation (17) can be used.

Fx solid =

(
1 + C

d4

∆x2

)(
1 + Ae−α

∆y
∆x

)
k

µ0 I2L
π∆x

(17)

For the DC component of the force acting on the middle conductor, Equation (18) must
be used:

Fx DC middle solid =

∣∣∣∣C
d4

∆x2 − Ae−α
∆y
∆x

∣∣∣∣ k
µ0 I2L
π∆x

(18)

For all y-forces, Equation (19) can be used.

Fy solid =

(
1 + D

d4

∆x2

)
B

µ0 I2L
π∆x

e−β
∆y
∆x (19)

As it is depicted in Figure 9 the approximation function are with very good agree-ment
to the results of simulations.
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5. Conclusions

1. The electromagnetic forces acting on conductors of C&L can damage the insulation of
the conductor. In order to prevent such a failure, it is necessary to know the forces acting
on these conductors. Cables are very frequently in close proximity to ferromagnetic
elements as core press plates, which makes the calculation of forces difficult.

2. In order to determine the forces acting on the conductor near ferromagnetic elements,
the classical Equation (4) for long cables in a vacuum cannot be used because it will
underestimate the forces acting on the conductors. Adding the ferromagnetic plate
near to the cables causes an increase in the force acting on these cables in the direction
parallel to the plate. The increase in force can be up to 60%, and it is stronger the
closer the cables are to the plate.

3. Adding the ferromagnetic plate nearby the cable also causes the force in a direction
perpendicular to the cables’ plane. This force attracts cables toward the plate and it
decreases when increasing the distance between the plate and cables. However, forces
in the y-direction are always significantly smaller than forces in the x-direction.

4. The eddy currents in the ferromagnetic plate and cables significantly change the forces
acting on the conductor. After adding eddy currents in the cables or the plate, the
system is unsymmetric. The magnitude of the force acting on the upper and bottom
conductor is different due to different phases of the current in those conductors.
Furthermore, the eddy currents cause a nonzero DC force on the middle conductor.

5. Eddy currents in the plate cause a decrease in forces in the x-direction, except for the
DC force acting on the middle conductor, which is nonzero, in contrast to the situation
where eddy currents are neglected.

6. Eddy currents in cables increase the forces in the x-direction due to the proximity
effect. The effect of eddy currents on forces increases when increasing the diameter of
the cable and decreases when increasing the distance between two cables.

7. Based on the parametric simulation, new improved analytical formulas were devel-
oped to calculate forces acting on the cables near the ferromagnetic plate, which will
be used in foreseen non-linear mechanical calculations of C&L set during operational
short-circuit conditions.

8. Developing improved analytical equations is a big step forward for solving the prob-
lem discussed here. However, in order to use the mentioned equations in real engi-
neering applications, a mechanical model of the conductor must be developed. Due to
the complex geometry of cleats and leads conductors, performing the mechanical sim-
ulation is very difficult. Currently, the authors are in an advanced stage of developing
the mechanical simulation, which will be described in the next paper.

9. In the future, experimental verification is foreseen by measuring the deflection of the
realistic cable support geometry. This should be compared with the results from a
complex non-linear numerical model of the structure, where the applied forces are
given by the formulas given here. The finite element meshes in the electromagnetic
and structural domains are completely different; therefore, the coupled magneto-
mechanical approach cannot be used. A dynamic analysis of the structure seems to go
beyond the scope of the presented work. The authors decided to trust the correctness
of electromagnetic calculations, which were verified only for variants for which there
is an analytical solution. The value added by this paper is the synthesis of thousands
of finite elements solutions, showing the importance of several geometric dimensions
influencing the final force value.
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Abstract: This article presents a step-by-step methodology for calculating transformer tank vibrations
caused by electromagnetic forces. This approach uses 3D finite element models for both magnetic
and structural calculations. Particular attention was paid to the description of momentum transfer
between structural and fluid areas of the transformer. The actual geometry of the coils in the phase
windings was taken into account. The dominant role of the axial component of the Lorentz force is the
main conclusion of the article. The results are given in the form of three-dimensional displacement
fields of the transformer tank presented together with the acoustic pressure field in the oil. The
theoretical analysis is verified by laser-scanned vibration patterns on the tank wall.

Keywords: power transformer; finite elements; electromagnetic forces; structural vibration; fluid vibration

1. Introduction

The windings in power transformers have a complex and heterogeneous structure
that is mechanically highly anisotropic and relatively weak, especially in high-voltage
units where the amount of insulation materials is substantial. Two main points of interest
for the structural analysis of the winding area are the winding’s resistance to buckling
under an operational short circuit and its vibrational behavior under a rated load. On first
sight, they look similar: in both cases, the displacement field in the coils is enforced by the
electromagnetic Lorentz forces. However, because of the completely different values and
time profiles of phase currents in these two issues, the methods of analysis and introduced
simplifications must also differ. When the question of possible damage to the winding is
discussed, the transient electromagnetic state in the first few milliseconds is solved together
with coupled structural calculations. The case of possible buckling of inner winding,
usually LV, under radial stress is considered in [1]. This paper includes the evaluation of
the bending stiffness of a winding disk of multiple-turn laminated construction, the effect
of supporting spacers on the deformation of a winding and the plastic deformation of a
winding caused by circumferential stress. A similar problem is also solved in [2], where
additional moments of force caused by the wiring process are also investigated. The axial
stress of electromagnetic origin may also lead to buckling. The position of windings in
the core window may be non-symmetric and which leads to additional force components
acting on the winding [3]. The important problem here is the solution to stability questions.
The key difficulty in this area is the homogenization process of the winding volume, which
means the introduction of artificial material with equivalent properties to represent the
real object. The nonlinear material constants, in both electromagnetic and mechanical
analyses [4], are the main source of the considerable computational effort required for
these calculations.

It is easier to analyze the winding vibrations: the electromagnetic and mechanical
stress values are so small that the linearization of the material properties can be applied.
However, on the other hand, the solid model of the winding is usually coupled with the
fluid area because the transformers immersed in oil are the main object of interest. This
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requires a different mathematical treatment with special attention paid to the smoothness
of the boundary between solid and fluid volumes. A regular and possibly simple shape
of solid parts of the numerical model is extremely helpful in obtaining the convergence of
the solution. Nevertheless, such a calculation is quite long and reported examples of its
application in the transformer domain are a good illustration of the progress in numerical
tools used in the analysis. The detailed model of the transformer, including the winding
structure reduced to its orthotropic equivalent, was analyzed in [5] by means of the coupled
magneto-mechanical approach. A similar treatment but extended to the real coil distribu-
tion in space may be found in [6]. In both of these works, a two-stage 2D-3D transformer
model was used to take into account construction details. The coupling between magnetic,
structural and acoustic phenomena inside the transformer tank computed by different
software can also be obtained by the external supervising algorithm [7]. The influence of
resonance effects of the transformer tank on additional devices attached to it is given in [8].
Nevertheless, the full simultaneous solution of coupled electromagnetic-structural-acoustic
fields in a power transformer is not available yet due to geometric and material complexity.
The use of several simplified models analyzed in series is necessary, but on the other
hand, it helps to find which geometric or material parameters are most responsible for the
resultant vibrations.

The significance of winding vibration in power transformers also results from the
progress in the manufacture of core lamination [9]. Modern sheets have a low magnetostric-
tion factor, under 1 µm/(mT2) [10], and the load-controlled noise dominates in units with
power over 100 MVA [11]. Knowing the path of vibration transmission from the phase
windings to the surface of the tank makes it possible to detect possible damage within the
winding [12–14]. Regardless of the progress in materials technology, the clear tendency of
the simultaneous growth of the rated power of transformers, accompanied by the pursuit
of the reduction of their costs, means that the development of accurate theoretical models
of winding behavior under possible load conditions is still an important issue.

The paper presents, in a detailed way, how the winding vibrations are transmitted via
oil in the form of the acoustic pressure wave to the transformer tank.

2. Analysis of Magnetic Field and Forces in Phase Windings

Electromagnetic calculations were carried out for a 120 MVA transformer using the
numerical model obtained with Simcenter Magnet 2022.1 finite elements (FE) software
and presented in Figure 1. It contains half of the transformer structure accompanied by
the appropriate symmetry boundary conditions. It means that the small asymmetry of the
position of the active part inside the tank was neglected together with the asymmetry of
the magnetic field distribution on the opposite walls of the tank. However, the magnetic
flux inside the axial channels of transformer windings is not sensitive to that. The case of
the short circuit test in rated conditions was analyzed. Such a test is obligatory during the
acceptance tests of the transformer, usually, the acoustic emission measurements are also
made during it to simulate these phenomena in the conditions of rated operation.

The solution was obtained in terms of time-harmonic 3D analysis using the T-Ω
approach, where the nonlinear properties of ferromagnetic parts were included in an
approximated way. The Lorentz volumetric forces acting on HV and LV windings were
extracted from the solution field and displayed in Figure 1. Due to symmetry, only half
of the windings may be considered. This figure shows the amplitudes only, however, the
directional properties of these forces in whole windings were included in further analysis.

These forces possess the following properties:

– The value of both force components does not change along the winding circumference,
the small changes from this statement, occurring mostly for the side limbs, may
be neglected,

– The value of the radial component of the volumetric force varies linearly from zero to
maximum along the radial direction,
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– The value of the axial component of the volumetric force remains almost constant
along the radial direction.
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These properties will significantly simplify further analysis. The time dependence of
the Lorentz force contains two components—DC and AC, having the same amplitudes.
From the point of view of transformer vibrations, the DC part has no meaning, and it may
be omitted. Calculation of the volumetric force field f in the winding is performed simply
by calculating the vector product of the constant in space current density J (small variations
in this parameter close to the top and bottom of the winding were not accounted for here)
by the flux density field B

f = J × B (1)

In order to allow the easy transfer of electromagnetic forces into mechanical consider-
ations, some additional tasks are required. The static equivalence between the magnetic
stress field σij and force density f is given by

div σij = − f (2)

Expanding (2) in cylindrical coordinates and including the axisymmetric properties
for the radial component, we have [15]

∂σrr

∂r
+

∂σrz

∂z
+

σrr − σθθ

r
= − fr (3)

and for the axial one
∂σzr

∂r
+

σzr

r
+

∂σzz

∂z
= − fz (4)

The diagonal elements of the Maxwell stress, taking into account Bθ = 0, are given by

[σrr, σθθ , σzz] =
1

2µ0

[
B2

r − B2
z ,−B2

r − B2
z ,−B2

r + B2
z

]
(5)

and the remaining off-diagonal element is equal to

σrz =
1

µ0
BrBz (6)

Further simplifications may be obtained for the middle zone of the winding where
Br = 0 and Bz = const. The equations of equivalence (3) and (4) are simply

fr = − ∂σrr
∂r

fz = 0
(7)
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The surface AC traction fSr acting in the radial direction on the middle section of the
winding bounded by the outer radii r1 and r2 equals to

fSr =

r2∫

r1

fr(r, z) dr ∼= 0.5JBz(rm, z)(r2 − r1) (8)

where rm is the mean value of radii r2 and r1. The volumetric force at one end equal
to zero. This traction is compensated by the hoop stress appearing in windings along
their circumference—the outer winding, usually, HV is elongated, and the inner one
is compressed. A different situation exists for the axial stress; in both windings, the
electromagnetic axial traction is self-compensated, creating the compression of the winding
structure. Assuming once again that means axial stress appears in points having the mean
radius, we may calculate the axial traction applied to the winding part between coordinates
(0,z) as

fSz =

z∫

0

fz(rm, z) dz (9)

The self-compensation of axial forces concerns the case with the symmetric placement
of phase windings on the core. When there is a slight asymmetry in the position of the
windings on the core limb, an additional force component appears, causing the windings
to move in the form of a rigid body. That displacement is limited by the properties of the
pressboard support, and this issue was not considered here. Integral (9) has no analytic
expression, and it must be calculated numerically. The volumetric force fields shown in
Figure 1 extracted and integrated along lines with the mean radii for both windings give
the distributions of the mean traction in radial and axial directions along the winding’s
height, displayed in Figure 2. Some perturbations visible in the picture of radial traction
were caused by a much smaller number of finite elements in the radial direction.
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transformer windings.

3. Numerical Model of Radial Duct in Windings

The main windings in high-power transformers are usually wired with a Continuously
Transposed Cable (CTC) and have a dozen cooling radial ducts. The outlook of the section
of such a winding is presented in Figure 3.

The majority of radial ducts are understood as the volumes limited by symmetry planes
(r,z) of subsequent spacers and symmetry planes (r,θ) of subsequent coils that have the same
dimensions in the z-direction. Each of them has two additional planes of symmetry cutting
out a quarter of the duct volume. Inside this sub-volume, we have different materials:
copper wires (half of CTC), axial and radial spacers and transformer oil filling the empty
space between them. This sub-volume was modeled by the ANSYS system as the coupled
structural-fluid continuum and solved in terms of a linear harmonic problem.
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The structural part was represented by the 3D solid elements having three unknown
displacements {u} in each node of the mesh. The solved set of the equation has the
general form

(−ω2[M] + jω[C] + [K]){u} = {F} (10)

where [M], [C] and [K] denote matrices of mass, damping and stiffness, {F} is the nodal
force vector and ω means the angular frequency.

The fluid mesh was created with 3D acoustic elements solved in terms of scalar
acoustic (velocity) potential Φ in element nodes. The acoustic state variables pressure pa
and particle velocity va are defined as

pa = ρ dΦ
dt

va = ∇Φ
(11)

where ρ is the oil density. The state variables and potential Φ fulfill the wave equation

∇2 pa =
1
c2

d2pa
dt2 (12)

where c is the sound velocity. Introducing the FE approximation, it is possible [16] to
convert (12) into the form in (10). The ANSYS 2022 software recognizes the fluid-structure
boundary where the fluid has additional unknowns describing the fluid displacements.
Therefore, definition (11) allows the preservation of continuity of normal stress and normal
velocity in both continua. The geometry of an analyzed model of the radial duct is displayed
in Figure 4. The model starts from the outer surface of the tertiary winding (r = 0.41 m) and
ends on the outer surface of the Tap winding (r = 0.76 m). These windings are shell-type
without radial ducts. Tertiary winding is placed almost directly on the core, so it may be
treated by the fluid as the stiff boundary. The Tap winding is fixed by the appropriate
symmetry boundary conditions on its (r,z) ending planes.

The vibration analysis was performed separately for radial and axial excitations having
a frequency of 120 Hz. The pressure representing the radial forces was applied to surfaces
between oil and windings in the main insulation axial channel. The axial pressure was
forced on the surfaces of both windings belonging to the boundary of the whole model.
The pressure values were taken from the traction distributions shown in Figure 2 at half of
the winding height. The oil pressure on the inner surface of the Tap winding is the main
parameter determining the transmission of vibrations to the walls of the tank, and its space
profile is shown in Figure 5. The oil pressure in the axial channel between the HV and Tap
windings created by the radial excitation is about two thousand times smaller than at the
axial case. This effect is due to the significantly different stiffness of the materials limiting
the deformation in both cases. When we have the radial excitations, they are practically
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fully balanced by the hoop stress in the windings and the oil area is almost not deformed.
In the case of axial forces, the displacement values follow the properties of radial spacers
and oil, for which the elastic moduli are many times smaller than for copper.
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Figure 5. Distribution of oil pressure (AC magnitudes, [Pa]) in the radial channel of the phase
windings zone obtained for a short circuit test at 120 Hz for (a) radial and (b) axial traction.

Additional effects appear when the frequency of traction varies. Having the same
amplitude as before, the axial case was solved for three frequency values. The results are
given in Figure 6.
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When increasing the frequency of excitation, a new spatial component appears, which
has the form of a standing wave across the radial length of the channel and the magnitude
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grows with the frequency. For sufficiently high frequency, here 900 Hz, its magnitude
rapidly falls down and simultaneously, the phase is reversed into an opposite value. This
phenomenon was caused by a resonance form occurring inside the oil channel where the
elasticities and masses of the low voltage winding (axial vibrations) and Tap winding
(radial vibrations) were coupled through the oil. The maximum vibrations occur at 365 Hz.
The shape of this eigenmode is presented in Figure 7, and it is in good agreement with the
forced mode shown in Figure 5. This means that the contribution of the higher frequencies
that are always present in the force spectrum will be enhanced.
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4. Numerical Model of Transformer Tank

The FE model of the transformer tank consists of a rectangular steel tank having walls
10 mm thick equipped with vertical stiffeners of 150 × 10 mm and nine magnetic shields of
1650 × 450 × 30 mm connected to the tank in three points along each vertical edge. The
shields are “transparent” for the oil interaction, increasing the stiffness and mass of the
tank wall only. This simplification was dictated by the need to maintain the regularity of
the FE mesh in the oil area, which is of decisive importance from the point of view of the
stability of the solution to the entire task. Inside the tank exists the set of Tap windings
having the null displacement conditions on surfaces inside the core windows. The outlook
of the structural part of the tank is shown in Figure 8. The interior of the tank shown in
Figure 9 is filled with acoustic elements modeling the oil. Its volume is limited to the area
outside the HV windings and the core yokes, which means that the outer surfaces of these
parts represent infinitely stiff media. The model is excited on the outer surfaces of the HV
windings, where the known values of the normal oil particle velocity vak were introduced
in form

vak(t) = Vmej(ωt−ϕk) (13)

where ω is angular frequency and φk = 0, ±2π/3, respectively. This mode of the excit-
ing results from the movements of the oil particles inside the radial channels, as was
calculated above.

The magnitude of the velocity Vm has been chosen in such a way that the mean value
of the resultant pressure extracted along the winding circumference in the duct between
HV and Tap is equal to the value of 6100 Pa calculated previously in the model of the radial
duct. The velocity distribution is applied to oil along the cylindrical surface a bit shorter
than the winding height, which gives the same value of excitation force. The comparison of
these two approaches is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Comparison of oil pressure distribution on the outer surface of HV winding. (a) Calculated
from electromagnetic analysis, uniform along winding circumference and (b) resultant values after
insertion into the structural-fluid model of tank.

The explanation of this procedure is as follows. First, by inserting any value of the
vibration velocity on the outer surface of the HV winding, say Vm0 = 1, and solving the
model, we have a certain sound pressure distribution. Taking the spatially averaged
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pressure value Pa0 along the line shown in Figure 10b, we obtained a specific acoustic
impedance Za0 for the requested system of excitation

Za0 =
Pa0

Vm0
(14)

The desired velocity amplitude Vm giving approximately the pressure Pam calculated
with a single radial channel is then simply

Vm =
Pam

Za0
(15)

The next two figures show the instantaneous fields of the tank wall velocity and the
sound pressure on the tank wall.

Here, we see similar shapes for the real pressure and imaginary velocity components,
as well as an inverted pair. From a fluid point of view, this means that the acoustic field
inside the tank does not create any propagating wave, and only near-field disturbances are
observed. The critical frequency fcr below which the acoustic wave cannot propagate may
be estimated for the idealized case of a cylindrical source of height L vibrating in a stiff
baffle toward the infinite fluid [15]

fcr =
c

2L
(16)

where the sound velocity in oil is c = 1480 m/s, and the winding height is L = 1.64 m. It
gives fcr = 451 Hz, which is well above the excitation frequency of 120 Hz. The presence
of obstacles, such as the tank wall or adjacent windings in the real case, will increase the
fcr value.

Velocity patterns move horizontally due to the phase shift between the axial forces
acting in the phase windings on adjacent core columns. They contain both traveling and
standing wave elements. Having in mind the harmonic relation between the displacement
u and velocity v

v = jωu (17)

Field Im(vn), shown in Figure 11b, also represents the field −Re(un), which, in turn, is
almost identical after the sign change to the pressure field, Re(pa), displayed in Figure 12a.
The lack of a significant phase shift between pressure and displacement means that reso-
nance effects observed at the tank wall at a given frequency of excitation are of second-order
in the analyzed case.
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Some comments should be added to the value of pressure magnitude obtained in the
calculations. The tank wall is also excited by the leakage field, which creates normal stress
directly on the magnetic shields’ surfaces. This stress, not accounted for in the presented
analysis, is almost in-phase with the pressure transmitted via oil because the phase currents
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are their common origin. The places on the tank wall where magnetic stress occurs are
sketched in Figure 13. The slight phase shift occurring between magnetic and acoustic
components results from wave phenomena present in the oil because the pressure at a
given point on the tank wall depends not only on the component produced by the nearest
pair of phase windings but also on the other windings carrying currents displaced in phase
and located at a different distance from this point.
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Figure 13. Cross-section of in-fluid pressure inside tank, shortened color map, block arrows show
places of magnetic stress application.

The amplitude (AC component) of magnetic stress σm is about 150 Pa, which re-
sults [17] from

σm =
B2

m
4µ0

(18)

where Bm is the amplitude of the magnetic flux density close to the shield surface. Mag-
netic stresses occur slightly further from the top and bottom of the wall than acoustic
stresses, thus creating larger moments of force bending the tank wall. Comparing it with
amplitudes equal to 485 Pa presented in Figures 12 and 13 means that both effects are of
similar significance.
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5. Experimental Validation

The vibration velocity was measured with the PSV400 laser scanning vibrometer
during the short-circuit test of analyzed transformer. The results are shown in Figure 14. It
should be mentioned that the calculated and measured Realis time points are not exactly
the same, as no special triggering was used during the experiments.
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The measured patterns of vibrations are not as clear as the calculated ones. It is
probably caused by the connection between the shielding system and the tank wall, which,
in reality, is not as precise as in the theoretical model. The welding technology applied
in the real transformer for the assembly of shields may create additional local prestress,
and also, the resultant number of connection points between the shield box and the wall
remains unknown. The lack of calculations of the magnetic forces applied directly to
the tank, which is shifted in the phase in relation to the acoustic excitation, also affects
the shape of the vibration isolines, which was discussed above. The values and shape
of measured velocities of the tank surface are in acceptable agreement with calculations
because the dominated vibrations on the tank wall appear close to the bottom and top of
the wall, as is also indicated by the calculations. Local differences in the magnitude of the
measured and calculated velocity fields are about 30%, which is almost nothing on the dB
scale commonly used in vibration analysis. However, the high value of the local maximum
shown in Figure 14b, which is almost twice as large as the calculated amplitudes, has not
been confirmed by theoretical considerations.

6. Conclusions

This article describes, in detail, the method of transferring winding vibrations caused
by electromagnetic forces to the transformer tank. It was found that axial forces are
responsible for most of the vibration energy appearing on the tank surface. The pressure of
acoustic origin on the tank wall results mainly from the compression of the oil inside the
radial channels in the phase windings. Therefore, the forced vibration analysis requires
the use of 3D numerical models of the transformer in both the magnetic, structural and
acoustic domains. The basic problem is the matching of finite element grids modeling
acoustic phenomena in the oil area close to the structural elements of the transformer. Due
to the numerical complexity of the analyzed problem, a direct approach is still not possible,
and it is necessary to take several intermediate steps. This approach, however, allows for a
deeper insight into the physics of the considered phenomena, which, in turn, can explain
the origin of excessive vibrations and emitted acoustic noise in real transformers.
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Abstract: The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) stores two high-energy counter-rotating particle beams
consisting of multiple bunches of a nanosecond length. Precise knowledge of the number of particles
within each bunch, known as the bunch intensity, is crucial for physicists and accelerator operators.
From the very beginning of the LHC operation, bunch intensity was measured by four commercial
fast beam current transformers (FBCTs) coupling to the beam current. However, the FBCTs exhibited
several shortcomings which degraded the measurement accuracy below the required level. A new
sensor, the wall current transformer (WCT), has been developed to overcome the FBCT limitations. The
WCT consists of eight small radio frequency (RF) current transformers distributed radially around the
accelerator’s vacuum chamber. Each transformer couples to a fraction of the image current induced
on the vacuum chamber by the passing particle beam. A network of RF combiners sums the outputs
of all transformers to produce a single signal which, after integration, is proportional to the bunch
intensity. In laboratory tests and during beam measurements, the WCT performance was demonstrated
to convincingly exceed that of the FBCT. All originally installed FBCTs were replaced by four WCTs,
which have been serving as the LHC reference bunch intensity sensors since 2016.

Keywords: beam instrumentation; beam intensity measurements; current transformers

1. Introduction

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is the largest and highest-energy particle
accelerator in the world [1]. It has a circumference of twenty seven kilometres and acceler-
ates two counter-rotating particle beams to energies as high as 6.8 TeV. The beams travel
for the most part in two separate vacuum chambers which are joint only close to the four
large physics experiments where the beams cross each other, the collisions take place, and
the paths and momenta of newly created particles are determined.

The LHC accelerates the beams of protons or positively charged ions of heavier
elements. The beams are ultra-relativistic (the Lorentz factor exceeding 7200 for proton
beams) and they travel very close to the speed of light (over 99.999999% c for proton beams).

As the particles flow around the accelerator, this motion of electric charge constitutes
an electric current referred to as the beam current. Consequently, the sum of electric charges
contained within a beam is called the beam charge. Another closely related beam parameter
is its intensity, which is defined as the number of particles contained within the beam and
can be simply calculated by dividing the beam charge by the elementary charge.

The beam particles do not form a continuous stream but are longitudinally grouped
into discrete packets called bunches. The distribution of particles within a bunch is approx-
imately Gaussian with a standard deviation ranging from 200 to 400 ps. A quantity which
is typically used to describe the longitudinal bunch shape is the bunch length, assumed to
be four standard deviations of the distribution.

The LHC revolution period of 88.925 µs is divided into 3564 bunch slots, each of which
is approximately 25 ns long. However, the beam production mechanism and equipment
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safety aspects require that approximately 20% of the available bunch slots are free of
particles. The LHC beams consist of up to some 2800 bunches which are interleaved with
empty bunch slots following complicated filling patterns. One complete revolution of the
beam around the LHC is often referred to as a “turn”.

Each bunch is characterised by its own current, charge and intensity. In most cases,
the LHC uses two kinds of bunches: pilot bunches with an intensity of 5–10 × 109 ppb
(protons per bunch) and nominal bunches with an intensity of 1–2.2 × 1011 ppb. The
corresponding peak bunch currents are approximately 1–2 A and 20–48 A, respectively.
Figure 1 illustrates a hypothetical LHC bunch pattern and the turn numbering convention.
Continuous and accurate measurements of the intensity of each bunch on a turn-by-turn ba-
sis are required to optimise the operation of the LHC (e.g., intensities of individual bunches
should be similar), to ensure LHC equipment safety (e.g., maximal bunch intensity must be
controlled), and to properly analyse the outcomes of high-energy collisions (e.g., individual
intensities of the colliding and not colliding bunches must be known).

σ  = 300 psb

2

48

bunch
current

[A]

time [ns]0 25 50 75 100 125

pilot
bunch empty

bunch slot

nominal bunches

time [µs]88.925 2×88.925

turn #1 turn #2 turn #3

bunch
current

Figure 1. Temporal structure of the LHC beam.

Precise measurements of beam and bunch intensities are particularly crucial for cal-
culating the luminosity L at the beam–beam collision points. The knowledge of this
fundamental parameter is necessary to determine whether the outcomes of high-energy col-
lisions are within the limits defined by the existing models or a new physics phenomenon
has been discovered. For colliders, such as the LHC, the luminosity is given by:

L =
N1N2 frev

4πσxσy
(1)

where N1 and N2 are the intensities of the two respective beams (or bunches), frev is the
frequency at which the beams (or bunches) collide, and σx and σy are the width and height
of the effective overlap region of the two beams (or bunches) in the transverse plane.
The beam and bunch intensity measurement error directly propagates to the luminosity
calculation error, and therefore, the performance of a collider is strictly linked to the quality
of its beam intensity monitoring system.

Beam and bunch intensity can be measured using one of the many techniques developed
and applied in accelerators over the years [2]. In the LHC, both those quantities are measured
with current transformers which couple to the electromagnetic field carried by the beam. In the
first years of the LHC operation, the bunch intensity was monitored with the fast beam current
transformers (FBCT) [3], which are the most widely used sensor for this purpose. A total of
four FBCTs were in service, two redundant sensors for each LHC beam. However, the FBCTs
exhibited an undesired sensitivity to the transverse beam position and an excessively long
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output pulse which prevented measurements with sufficient accuracy [4]. Both these shortcom-
ings limited the LHC FBCT performance to such an extent that studies were launched to find
an alternative solution. This manuscript describes a new sensor resulting from these studies
carried out within the framework of a Ph.D. thesis [5], the wall current transformer (WCT),
optimised for accurate measurements of the bunch intensity in the LHC. This manuscript sum-
marises the work and shows the most important measurements to disseminate this emerging
technology within a wider community. The presented results are supported by seven years of
successful and reliable operation in the LHC. The developed technology can find applications
in other accelerators and be further optimised.

2. LHC Bunch Intensity Measurements with the FBCT

The instantaneous bunch current iB(t) and the bunch charge QB are closely related
to the bunch intensity NB and can be used for its indirect measurement. Integrating iB(t)
over the duration of a bunch slot TB results in QB which, after dividing by the elementary
charge e0, gives NB:

NB =
1
e0

QB =
1
e0

∫ t0+TB

t0

iB(t) dt (2)

Therefore, the LHC bunch intensity can be calculated by continuously measuring
the instantaneous bunch current and integrating it over windows of approximately 25 ns,
corresponding to the distance between two consecutive bunches.

Moreover, it is not needed to measure the full frequency spectrum of the bunch current.
A low-pass filter does not alter the signal’s integral if its insertion loss at DC is negligible [5].
A bunch current pulse stretched by a low-pass filter can still serve as a basis for bunch
intensity measurements as long as the pulse does not extend beyond the 25 ns window.

From the very first days of the LHC operation, the bunch intensity was measured with
four commercial fast beam current transformers (FBCTs) [3], two per LHC ring. Similar
devices are widely used in other particle accelerators but are more generally referred to as
AC current transformers (ACCTs). Figure 2 illustrates their principle of operation.

iB

BB

iI

iBCT

vBCT

image current bypass

dielectric insert

magnetic core

BCT secondary winding

sensing resistor

Figure 2. Principle of operation of the fast beam current transformer (FBCT) [5].

The FBCT employs a high-permeability toroidal magnetic core, which is installed
over a dielectric insert. The conducting walls of the accelerator’s vacuum chamber enclose
the electromagnetic field carried by the charged beam in motion. The dielectric insert
serves as a “window” through which the core can couple to the beam’s field. Due to
electromagnetic induction, this coupling results in a current flow through the secondary
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wire wound around the core. For ultra-relativistic beams travelling close to the speed
of light, such as the LHC beams, the induced current iBCT is proportional to the passing
beam current iB. This is a consequence of the relativistic Lorentz contraction phenomenon,
illustrated in Figure 3, which shortens the longitudinal component of the field lines as the
field’s source approaches the speed of light. Consequently, the secondary current iBCT has
the same temporal structure as the instantaneous beam current iB.

v v

v = 0 0 < v < c v ≈ c

rBP

σW

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Illustration of the Lorentz contraction of the electric field lines of a single charge [5].
(a) Particle at rest. (b) Particle travelling below the speed of light. (c) Particle travelling close to the
speed of light.

The proportionality factor between iBCT and iB for an FBCT in which the secondary
wire makes N turns around the core is equal to N−1. The current iBCT is typically measured
as a voltage drop vBCT across a load impedance ZBCT. Hence, the bunch intensity NB can
be measured with the FBCT as:

NB =
N

ZBCT e0

∫ t0+TB

t0

vBCT(t) dt (3)

In practice, the proportionality constant between the bunch intensity and the integral
of the FBCT signal is established via cross-calibration with other beam-sensing instruments.
In the LHC, the reference values for total beam intensity are obtained from DC beam current
transformers (DC BCTs) [6].

Figure 4 shows a simple electrical model of the FBCT, which can be used to calculate
the expected signal levels and analyse the low-frequency behaviour of the monitor.

As the sensor is essentially a current transformer in which the beam represents the
primary winding, it has no response at DC and its low cutoff frequency is given by:

fl,BCT = 2π
RBCT ‖ ZL

LBCT
(4)

where RBCT is the internal load resistance built into the FBCT, ZL represents the input
impedance of the acquisition system connected in parallel (‖) to RBCT, and LBCT is the
inductance of the secondary winding.

iB

iBCT
1:N

LB LBCT
vBCT

RBCT ZL

Figure 4. Low-frequency electrical model of the FBCT.
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Due to the lack of low-frequency components, the FBCT signal is affected by the
so-called baseline droop, as shown in Figure 5, which becomes more and more severe for
increasing values of fl,BCT. As the signal’s baseline decreases, the droop lowers the value of
the signal’s integral. This leads to an error when using FBCT signals for bunch intensity
monitoring. However, this error can be significantly reduced by setting fl,BCT such that
the amount of the baseline droop over the effective integration window is negligible. For
accurate bunch intensity measurements in the LHC, the low cutoff frequency of the FBCT
cannot exceed 400 Hz [3]. As for the LHC FBCT RBCT = ZL = 50Ω, which is typical for
high-frequency systems, achieving a low fl,BCT requires sufficiently high LBCT. For the
LHC FBCT, fl,BCT ≈ 200 Hz was obtained by winding forty secondary turns around a
high-permeability nanocrystalline magnetic core [3].

signal
amplitude

time

intput signal output signal with baseline droop

Figure 5. Baseline droop in the output signal of a sensor with no DC response.

In the first years of the LHC operation, the FBCT signals were acquired with a system
based on custom analogue integrators [7]. It was later replaced by a fast-sampling system,
still used operationally, implementing the numerical integration of the digitised signal [8].

Forty secondary turns terminated with RBCT ‖ ZL = 25Ω translate into an FBCT
transimpedance vBCT/iB of 625 mΩ which results in a very large output pulse amplitude
of 12.5 V for even a modest nominal bunch with a peak current of 20 A. Therefore, the LHC
FBCT signal has to be strongly attenuated before it can be measured by a high-speed data
acquisition system.

Already in the first years of the LHC operation, some limitations of the FBCTs were
observed. Most importantly, the sensors exhibited an undesired sensitivity to the transverse
beam position and the bunch length. The bunch intensity measured by the FBCT would
change when the beam was transversely displaced inside the vacuum chamber even
though the true bunch intensity remained constant. Similar behaviour was seen when
the bunch length changed. These two effects contributed to a measurement error of a
few percent exceeding the original specification of ±1 % for measurements averaged over
1 s [9]. The FBCTs outputs were fitted with analogue 80 MHz low-pass filters which
reduced the sensitivity to the beam position and bunch length [10]. However, the effects
remained measurable and were deemed a significant limitation of the LHC bunch intensity
monitoring accuracy. Any modelling of these effects seemed very difficult, if at all possible,
so they were studied only empirically.

The most severe limitation of the FBCT, the dependence of its output signal on the
transverse beam position, was traced to the fact that the distribution of the beam’s elec-
tromagnetic field was changing with respect to the beginning and the end of the core’s
secondary winding as the beam changed its position. Then, due to core losses, the field
induced further from the winding end had a smaller contribution to the output signal than
the field induced closer to the end of the winding connected to the output terminal.

The second crucial limitation of the FBCT was the size of its core, with an external
diameter of 130 mm, an internal diameter of 90 mm, and a thickness of 25 mm, which
required some 2.4 m of wire to make the forty-turn winding. Such a long winding is
prone to parasitic capacitance between turns, which gives rise to resonances at frequencies
as low as 30 MHz. This makes the FBCT inadequate to fully separate the consecutive
LHC bunches spaced by 25 ns. Moreover, the forty-turn secondary winding of the large
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high-permeability magnetic core forms a lossy delay line. The resulting frequency disper-
sion of the signals originating from different parts of the winding significantly deteriorates
the FBCT’s frequency response.

These two effects were convincingly demonstrated in a laboratory with a setup con-
sisting of a one-turn loop, acting as the primary winding of the FBCT toroid, connected
to a pulse generator (for time-domain measurements) or a network analyser output (for
frequency-domain measurements). The output of the forty-turn secondary winding was
connected to an oscilloscope or an input of the network analyser. When the one-turn
primary loop was moved along the FBCT winding, large signal changes were observed in
both the time and frequency domains.

3. Desired Characteristics of a New LHC Bunch Intensity Sensor

The FBCT imperfections were understood as coming from the monitor itself, rendering
them very improbable to effectively overcome. Therefore, CERN decided to launch a fully
in-house development aiming to find a solution that would eventually overcome the
limitations and replace the LHC FBCTs.

In order to limit the changes to other LHC components, it was decided that the new
sensor must ensure mechanical compatibility with the existing vacuum chamber and the
dielectric insert over which the FBCTs were installed. These requirements constrained the
mechanical dimensions of the new sensor to a minimum internal diameter of 84 mm, an
external diameter smaller than 300 mm, and a total length of 40–290 mm.

The performance specifications have also been revised compared to the original LHC
requirement of ±1 % accuracy. For the new monitor, the combined bunch intensity mea-
surement error should not exceed 0.1% for measurements averaged over 1 s. The sensor’s
bandwidth should span from the low cutoff frequency fl < 640 Hz up to the high cutoff
frequency fh > 59 MHz.

The output signal of the new sensor must be adapted to acquisition electronics based
on both analogue integrators and fast sampling. The signal amplitude at the input of the
data acquisition electronics should not exceed ±1.2 V and the duration of a pulse generated
by a single LHC bunch should be less than 22 ns.

4. LHC Wall Current Transformer

To overcome the inherent FBCT design flaws, its replacement cannot employ a large
magnetic core. Therefore, the standard solution with a single toroid around the beam
vacuum chamber was immediately rejected. It is then evident that the new sensor cannot
directly sense the beam current itself but should rather rely on the beam image current.
To remain insensitive to the beam position changes, the image current must be probed at
several radial positions. The corresponding individual signals must be summed with a
power combiner to ensure the linearity of the signal superposition and the independence of
the beam position. Finally, to maximise the sensor’s bandwidth, its magnetic cores should
be as small as possible and contain only a few secondary turns wound with a short wire.

With the above considerations in mind, the new sensor, named by the authors the wall
current transformer (WCT), was conceived. It does not couple directly to the bunch current
but rather to the current induced by it on the conductive walls of the vacuum chamber [5].
Following Gauss’s law, the beam charge QB induces an equal charge of the opposite sign
QW on the inner walls of the accelerator’s vacuum chamber [11]. This phenomenon, as
illustrated in Figure 6, is typically referred to as the image or wall charge.
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Figure 6. Image charge induced on the wall of a vacuum chamber by an ultra-relativistic beam [5].

Due to the Lorentz contraction of the field lines, the longitudinal distribution of the
image charge for ultra-relativistic particle beams travelling very close to the speed of
light is the same as that of the bunch charge. Both charges move together, which gives
rise to an electric current flowing on the walls of the vacuum chamber. This current is
interchangeably referred to as the image current or the wall current iW. However, as the
induced image charge is of the opposite sign to the bunch charge, both currents also have
the same magnitude but the opposite polarity:

iW(t) = −iB(t) (5)

Instead of using one large high-permeability toroidal magnetic core, the WCT uses
eight small toroidal cores made of a nanocrystalline magnetic material. The cores are
attached to a printed circuit board (PCB) and are evenly distributed around the dielectric
insert embedded into the vacuum chamber. Since, for the wall current, the dielectric insert
constitutes a high-impedance discontinuity, the current is forced to flow via conductive
screws going through the centre of each toroid. The cores serve as RF current transformers
with their primary windings formed by the screws. A thin wire is wound around each core
as the secondary winding. An additional wire making a single turn around each core acts
as a calibration winding allowing for a reference calibration current to be sent to the sensor.

Devices using a similar beam-coupling method were realised in the past [12–14]
but they were all designed for measuring the transverse beam position at relatively low
frequencies. The WCT developed by the authors is optimised for the precise measurement
of the intensity of the LHC short bunches.

Figure 7 illustrates the WCT principle of operation. When the wall current reaches the
monitor, all the components above the low cutoff frequency flow through the conductive
screws and are sensed by the RF transformers. To avoid radiating the beam’s electromag-
netic field towards other accelerator components, the sensor is enclosed in a conductive
housing through which low-frequency image current can flow. The WCT housing is filled
with high-permeability ferrite cores which magnetically load the housing to increase its
inductance. This lowers the frequency at which the image current starts flowing through
the conductive screws. Both sides of the dielectric insert are connected with an additional
RF bypass circuit composed of capacitors and resistors to provide a well-defined path
for the high-frequency image current components. Such high frequencies are beyond the
operational bandwidth of the WCT and should therefore be bypassed to avoid an excita-
tion of the parasitic RF cavity formed by the WCT housing, which would deteriorate the
longitudinal beam-coupling impedance of the WCT.

An equivalent electric model of the WCT is shown in Figure 8, which illustrates its
principle of operation and can be used to calculate the most important parameters.

The image current iI has an equal magnitude but the opposite polarity to the beam
current iB. Inside the WCT, iI is divided into three constituents:
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• The low-frequency iLF flowing through the housing with inductance LLF defined by
the housing geometry and the ferrite permeability;

• The very-high-frequency iRF flowing through the RF bypass with capacitance CRF,
resistance RRF, and some parasitic inductance LRF;

• The intermediate-frequency iW flowing through the screws with inductance LW and
resistance RW defined by the RF transformer.

iB

iW
iLF

iRF

housing

RF bypass

ferrite core

conductive screw

dielectric insert

RF transformer

Figure 7. Principle of operation of the wall current transformer (WCT) [5].
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iRFiLF iW iWCT1:N

vWCTLLF

LRF

CRF

RRF
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RW

LWCT RWCT

RBM

ZL

Figure 8. Electrical model of the WCT [5].

As in any current transformer, iW induces a current iWCT on the RF transformer’s
secondary side represented by LWCT. This rises a voltage vWCT across the load resistor
RWCT. To match the WCT output to the standard 50Ω characteristic impedance of high-
frequency transmission lines, the sensor includes a back-matching resistance RBM which
sets the monitor’s output impedance to 50Ω. The WCT output signal can then be measured
by an acquisition system, represented by ZL.

For frequencies at which iW ≈ −iB, the WCT output voltage vWCT is given by:

vWCT = − 1
N

RWCTZL

RWCT + RBM + ZL
iB (6)
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After matching the source and load impedances by selecting resistors such that RWCT +
RBM = ZL, the above equation becomes:

vWCT = −RWCT

2N
iB = −ZWCT iB (7)

As vWCT is proportional to the instantaneous beam current, the WCT can measure
bunch intensity. The factor ZWCT is called the transimpedance and it is helpful for compar-
ing various bunch intensity monitors. In practice, ZWCT is a function of frequency.

The frequency range at which Equation (7) is valid is determined by the sensor’s
bandwidth defined by its low and high cutoff frequencies fL and fH, respectively.

Analysis of the circuit shown in Figure 8, assuming that LLF � LW on the primary
side and that RWCT � RBW + ZL on the secondary side, leads to a simple equation for an
approximate value of fL:

fL ≈
1

2π

(
RW

LLF
+

RWCT

LWCT

)
(8)

As RW ≈ RWCT/N2 and LWCT ∝ N2, increasing the number of secondary turns N
quickly decreases fL. However, as shown before in Equation (7), a higher N also reduces
the WCT output voltage, and therefore a compromise between the cutoff frequency and the
sensitivity must be found.

The precise modelling of the WCT on the high-frequency side is difficult, mostly due
to many parasitic capacitive effects that can be collectively referred to as the interwinding
capacitance. Nevertheless, from the circuit shown in Figure 8, assuming that, at high
frequencies, the screw’s impedance is dominated by LW and that the RF bypass capacitance
CRF can be neglected, the following equation can be drawn up:

fH ≈
RRF

2π
√

L2
W − L2

RF

(9)

Deriving a corresponding formula for the FBCT is not feasible, mostly due to the
fact that its high frequency behaviour is not well defined as it is not evident how the
image current traverses the sensor. The FBCT could also be equipped with an RF bypass,
similar to the one used in the WCT, which would limit the sensor’s longitudinal impedance
presented to the beam. Nevertheless, such an addition to the FBCT would not solve its
other fundamental limitations addressed by the WCT design.

The circuit shown in Figure 8 does not implicitly account for the eight RF transformers
installed in parallel inside the WCT. The components only represent the effective values of
a simplified equivalent circuit rather than physical components installed in the sensor.

At the heart of the WCT, there are eight RF transformers based on Vacuumschmelze
T60006-L2009-W914 toroids made of nanocrystalline iron-based VITROPERM 500 F ma-
terial. They were selected due to their high inductance factor AL = 25.5 µH at 10 kHz
and a sufficiently small size. The cores, after stripping them of their protective plastic
casing, have dimensions of only 6.5 mm (inner diameter) by 9.9 mm (outer diameter) by
4.8 mm (height).

Each core is wound with N = 10 secondary turns and loaded with 5Ω. With eight
transformers in parallel, this translates into an effective RWCT = 625 mΩ. From Equation (7),
the WCT transimpedance is ZWCT = 31.25 mΩ which is 20 times smaller than that of the FBCT.
With the typical LHC bunch currents, before any filtering or attenuation, the WCT output would
have an amplitude of 31 mV for a pilot bunch and 625 mV for a nominal bunch. Such levels are
perfectly appropriate for typical front–end signal conditioning electronics.

To improve the low-frequency behaviour of the WCT, the housing was filled with
Ceramic Magnetics CMD5005 nickel–zinc machined ferrite cores with relative permeability
µr = 2100 up to 600 kHz and overall dimensions of 176.8 mm (outer diameter), 117.2 mm
(inner diameter), and 60 mm (length). With such a high-permeability core inside, the WCT
housing has an inductance of LLF = 10 µH.
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The effective secondary-side inductance LWCT = 320 µH is formed by eight parallel
cores with a ten-turn winding each. Together with the aforementioned housing inductance
LLF and the secondary-side resistance RWCT, it is possible to use Equation (8) to calculate
the low cutoff frequency of the WCT as fL = 410 Hz.

An internal RF bypass made from two flexible PCBs controls the WCT’s high-frequency
behaviour. The bypass consists of series resistors and capacitors with effective values of
RRF = 1.67Ω and CRF = 60 nF. The capacitance decouples the bypass at low frequencies,
forcing the current to flow through the conductive screws instead. At very high frequencies,
the bypass and the screws form a current divider. The screws’ impedance is dominated by
their self-inductance of approximately LW = 250 pH. The RF bypass’ parasitic inductance
was conservatively estimated as LRF < 50 pH. Therefore, the theoretical high cutoff
frequency of the WCT calculated from Equation (9) is at least 1.1 GHz.

To produce a single WCT output, the signals generated by the eight RF transformers
are added up through a network of passive power combiners. The outputs of two adjacent
transformers are directly averaged on the internal WCT PCBs. Each 5Ω secondary-side load
is followed by a series 95Ω back-matching resistor to set the source impedance to 100Ω.
Short transmission lines of the same characteristic impedance merge pairs of transformer
outputs into four intermediate WCT outputs, thus becoming 50Ω sources. The intermediate
outputs can then be summed with three external resistive power combiners producing a
single common WCT output. To mitigate the sensor’s sensitivity to the transverse beam
position, the internal WCT resistors are matched to within 0.01%.

The passive four-way combiner used at the WCT output generates a thermal noise
with a spectral density of 2 nV/

√
Hz. Within the theoretical 1.1 GHz bandwidth of the WCT,

this corresponds to the root-mean-square (RMS) noise of 66 µV. Numerical simulations
show that the RMS value of an expected WCT output signal shape calculated over a 25 ns
window is equal to nearly 15% of the peak voltage. Therefore, the RMS WCT output signal
level is 5 mV for a pilot bunch and 94 mV for a nominal bunch. The resulting signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is 37 dB for a pilot bunch and 63 dB for a nominal bunch which is equivalent to
a non-averaged measurement error of 1.3% and 0.07%, respectively. However, as the LHC
bunch intensity measurements are averaged over 1 s, i.e., over 11,245 samples, the effective
SNR and measurement error are better by some 40 dB, i.e., two orders of magnitude.

Besides the secondary winding generating beam-related signal, each RF transformer of
the WCT has an additional one-turn winding which can accept external calibration signals.
The WCT is optimised for calibration with long current pulses, the amplitude of which can
be precisely measured. The input impedance of its calibration port is 10Ω which, for a 1 A
current, generates a modest voltage of 10 V. To decouple the calibration winding from the
high-frequency current flowing through the conductive screw, the calibration signal path
includes several ferrite beads with a high impedance at RF frequencies.

Figure 9 shows a schematic of the internal LHC PCBs together with the external
combiner network. The schematic does not account for the sensor’s conductive screws.

Figure 10 shows the WCT’s internal PCBs and some details of RF transformers. All
boards were assembled by hand using manually matched resistors. The PCBs only use
the top layer for signal routing and the impedance of all traces is controlled. The RF
transformers were carefully wound by hand and fixed to the PCB with a small amount
of acrylic adhesive which was also used to secure the windings to the core. The four
intermediate signal outputs, as well as the calibration inputs, use standard SMA connectors
(not visible in the photographs).

A noteworthy feature of the WCT mechanical design is that all its parts are cut in
half to allow the assembly and disassembly of the sensor around a closed LHC vacuum
chamber. Such a solution was chosen to make it possible to install and remove the first
prototype WCT without uninstalling the original FBCT from the accelerator. Instead, the
FBCT could be simply slid away from the dielectric insert along the vacuum chamber.
Figure 11 show both sensors installed in the LHC side-by-side. However, in a general case,
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when retrofitting is not required, the WCT mechanical design can be simplified if its parts
are not cut in half.

Further technical details about the WCT and a thorough derivation of the sensor’s
electrical model can be found in [5].
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Figure 9. Schematic of the internal WCT PCBs [5].
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Figure 10. Internal WCT PCBs [5].

Figure 11. The new WCT (left) installed next to a displaced FBCT (right) [5].
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Besides the sensor itself, a complete set of custom analogue front–end electronics
has been designed and deployed for the LHC WCT with their functional diagram shown
in Figure 12. The WCT output signal’s bandwidth is first reduced by a non-reflective
linear-phase low-pass filter (LPF) directly located after the final signal combiner. The signal
then is sent over a short run of low-loss coaxial cable to the head amplifier located closer
to the accelerator tunnel floor. The head amplifier provides two copies of the signal with
20 dB amplitude difference, foreseen for low- and high-intensity bunches. The signals are
then sent through about 20 m of low-loss coaxial cable to a nearby technical gallery where
the remaining electronics are well shielded from ionising radiation present during the LHC
operation. A common-mode (CM) choke suppresses any interference picked up on the
cable. The signal bandwidth is further reduced by another LPF and the signal is boosted
by a distribution amplifier which makes four copies of each signal. Each output of the
distribution amplifier is equipped with an LPF and an attenuator to adapt the signal to a
given acquisition system. The expected signal levels along the WCT signal path are listed
in Table 1. The amplifiers lose linearity with outputs exceeding 2.7 V and saturate at around
3.8 V; therefore, the high gain channel cannot be used for observing high-intensity bunches.
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Figure 12. WCT front–end electronics diagram [5].

The WCT’s noise performance is dominated by the noise of the head amplifier which
has an RMS value of 0.4 mV and 2.5 mV at the output of the “low” and “high gain” channels,
respectively. The RMS value of a WCT head amplifier output signal calculated over a 25 ns
window equals approximately 25% of the peak voltage. Therefore, from the estimated
signal levels listed in Table 1, it is possible to calculate an SNR of 34 dB for a pilot bunch
measured with the “high gain” channel and 57 dB for a nominal bunch measured with
the “low gain” channel. Similarly to the SNR directly calculated at the sensor output, the
effective SNR for measurements averaged over a 1 s window is better by two orders of
magnitude. Hence, the noise-related measurement error is well below the required 0.1%.

Further technical details concerning WCT electronics can be found in [5].
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Table 1. Signal levels of the WCT and its front–end electronics with typical LHC bunches.

Pilot Nominal

Bunch intensity (charges) 5 × 109 1.2 × 1011

Bunch Bunch length (ns) 1.2 1.2
Peak bunch current (A) 1.1 25.5

WCT output In 1.1 GHz BW 29 694
amplitude (mV) In 400 MHz BW 20 460

Head amplifier Low gain (in 220 MHz BW) 51 1184
amplitude (mV) High gain (in 220 MHz BW) 517 Saturated

Distribution amplifier Low gain (in 70 MHz BW) 70 1621
amplitude (mV) High gain (in 70 MHz BW) 708 Saturated

5. Results

The WCT and FBCT were compared through extensive laboratory tests followed
by beam measurements in the LHC. The first prototype WCT was installed in the place
originally occupied by the FBCT, which was temporarily slid away from its dielectric insert.
As the WCT can be assembled and disassembled around a closed vacuum chamber, such an
approach allowed us to thoroughly test the new detector with the real LHC beam, leaving
the option of a quick return to the original sensor in case any problems were discovered.

Figure 13 shows the FBCT and WCT amplitude-normalised time response to a real
nominal LHC bunch (bunch intensity of 1.1 × 1011 protons, bunch length of 1.2 ns, beam
energy of 450 GeV) measured with a Teledyne Lecroy HDO6104 12-bit oscilloscope (pro-
cured from Teledyne Lecroy SA, Vernier, Switzerland) with 1 GHz analogue bandwidth
sampling at an equivalent rate of 125 GS/s installed close to the sensor. To reduce the
noise level, 100 consecutive acquisitions were averaged. The FBCT was equipped with its
standard 80 MHz LPF, while the WCT was measured in two configurations: unfiltered full
bandwidth and through a 120 MHz non-reflective LPF.

The FBCT produces a pulse of about 12 ns followed by a tail lasting some 40 ns. The
FBCT response clearly extends over 25 ns, potentially overlapping with a subsequent bunch.

The unfiltered WCT response is short enough to be easily shaped with external low-
pass filters. After passing through a 120 MHz LPF, the signal almost fills the entirety of
the available 25 ns bunch window, leaving approximately 2 ns of baseline following the
pulse. This proves that the WCT signal allows the individual LHC bunches to be clearly
distinguished and that there is no signal leakage to subsequent bunch slots.
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Figure 13. Amplitude-normalised time response of the WCT and the FBCT to a nominal LHC bunch [5].
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Figure 14 plots the absolute signal levels measured in the same way at the output of
the WCT distribution amplifier for typical LHC bunches. For comparison, the right plot
also includes a response of the WCT to the nominal bunch measured directly at the sensor’s
output. A pilot bunch with an intensity of 5.8× 109 protons measured through the “high gain”
channel generates a pulse with a 702 mV amplitude. This can be translated into a sensitivity of
121 mV/109 ppb. The “low gain” channel outputs peaks at 1363 mV for a nominal bunch with
an intensity of 1.2× 1011 protons yielding a sensitivity of 11 mV/109 ppb.
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tion amplifier [5].

Figure 15 shows the frequency response of the FBCT and the WCT in the range of
1–2000 MHz. The sensors were measured without any additional filtering (“full BW”)
and with their typical external LPF. The measurements were performed with an Agilent
Technologies E5071C Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) (procured from Agilent Technolo-
gies Schweiz AG, Basel, Switzerland) on a custom-built laboratory coaxial test setup, as
illustrated in Figure 16. The data were normalised to equal 0 dB at 1 MHz.
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Figure 15. WCT and FBCT frequency response measured on a laboratory coaxial test bench [5].
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Coaxial input
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Figure 16. Connection diagram for frequency domain measurements [5].

The non-filtered FBCT has a high cutoff frequency close to 1 GHz, but the sensor’s im-
perfections start being clearly visible already above 30 MHz with a very distinct resonance
at 450 MHz. The FBCT’s 80 MHz LPF strongly attenuates the high-frequency resonance,
but the magnitude fluctuations in the range of 30–100 MHz remain visible.

The frequency–domain measurements of the WCT further substantiate its excellent
time–domain performance. The frequency response remains flat within ±1 dB over the
entire measurement range. Even though some mild fluctuation can be seen above 700 MHz,
the LHC bunches carry relatively little power at such high frequencies. The standard
WCT 400 MHz LPF almost completely mitigates the high-frequency imperfections without
compromising the sensor’s time–domain response.

The laboratory coaxial test setup was also used to quantify the longitudinal beam-
coupling impedance of the FBCT and the WCT. The beam’s electromagnetic field unavoid-
ably interacts with any component installed on the vacuum line inside which the beam
travels. For components made from certain material and with certain geometries, the
amount of electromagnetic energy extracted from the beam might be significant and lead to
heat generation and other detrimental consequences. These effects are typically modelled
as an additional impedance that the component exerts on the beam, and hence are referred
to as the longitudinal beam-coupling impedance [15].

The longitudinal beam-coupling impedance of the FBCT and the WCT, as shown in
Figure 17, was measured using the traditional stretched-wire technique [16]. With its well-
defined paths for high-frequency currents, the WCT impedance remains below 6Ω over
the entire tested frequency range. On the other hand, the FBCT impedance is significantly
higher and features two strong peaks at 380 MHz and 1.1 GHz. Even though both monitors
are very minor contributors to the overall LHC impedance budget, the WCT qualitatively
demonstrates another improvement over the FBCT design.
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Figure 17. WCT and FBCT beam-coupling impedance measured on a laboratory coaxial test bench [5].
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The sensitivity of the WCT and the FBCT to the transverse beam position and the bunch
length were quantified during dedicated measurement sessions with the LHC beams. For
the former, a beam consisting of five nominal bunches with an intensity of approximately
1.05 × 1011 ppb each was displaced in a series of steps, as plotted in Figure 18. The top plot
shows the total beam intensity (i.e., the sum of five individual bunch intensities) measured
by the FBCT and the WCT. The bottom plot displays by how much the beam was displaced
in the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) plane from its average orbit at the location of the
FBCT and the WCT. These values were calculated by interpolating the measurements of
the closest upstream and downstream beam position monitors.

The total beam intensity measured by both sensors steadily decreased by about 0.5%
over the data collection period. This decay is a natural phenomenon as the bunches lose
some of their particles over time. However, the FBCT measurements are also visibly corre-
lated with the transverse beam position and they vary by 0.5–0.8% mm−1 depending on the
plane in which the beam was moved. Conversely, the WCT displayed no sensitivity to the
transverse beam position down to the detection limit of 0.005% mm−1. The measurements
prove that the outputs of the WCT’s eight internal RF transformers are combined with an
excellent symmetry.
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Figure 18. Sensitivity of the WCT and FBCT to the transverse beam position measured with the
LHC beam [5].

The sensitivity of both sensors to the bunch length was tested with a beam consisting
of 13 nominal bunches with a total intensity of around 13.1 × 1011 protons. The bunches
were shortened and lengthened by adjusting the amplitude of the sinusoidal electric field
applied to the bunches by the LHC RF cavities. Figure 19 shows the total beam intensity
measured by the FBCT and the WCT when the bunch length was intentionally changed.
The average bunch length, as shown in the bottom plot, was recorded by the beam quality
monitor (BQM). Besides the natural slow beam intensity decay, both monitors also recorded a
sharp drop of approximately 0.02% when the bunch length was quickly increased by 200 ps.
However, when the bunch length was just as quickly decreased by 200 ps, a minute later,
the readings of both sensors remained stable. Therefore, the observed drop is considered
to be an observation of a true beam loss rather than a proof of bunch length sensitivity of
either monitor. Overall, neither the FBCT nor the WCT displayed any sensitivity to the bunch
length within the detection limit of 0.2% ns−1. Such a result obtained for the FBCT is better
than what had been previously published [10]. It is assumed that the apparent elimination of
the FBCT’s bunch length sensitivity might be caused by the 80 MHz low-pass filter installed
on the FBCT output, which stretches the signal pulses to the extent that their shapes do not
change significantly with the bunch length variations.
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Figure 19. Sensitivity of the WCT and FBCT to the bunch length [5].

A practical example demonstrating the difference in performance of the WCT and the
FBCT under real operational conditions are beam chromaticity measurements. Chromaticity
links the beam’s transverse oscillation frequency and its momentum and is one of the
most fundamental parameters to monitor and control in a circular accelerator such as the
LHC [17]. Chromaticity is typically measured by modulating the RF frequency used to
accelerate the beam while keeping a constant field in the bending magnets. This results in
a sinusoidal modulation of the horizontal beam position. Figure 20 shows an example of
beam intensity measurements performed by the WCT and the FBCT of a beam consisting
of eight pilot bunches at an energy of 450 MeV as the RF frequency is being modulated for
beam chromaticity measurements. The FBCT readings are evidently correlated with the RF
frequency while the WCT behaves as expected from a good beam intensity sensor.
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Figure 20. Beam intensity measured by the FBCT and the WCT during RF Frequency Modulation
(FM) for beam chromaticity measurements [5].

Another situation in which the beam position can drastically change during operation
is the calibration process of one of the beam profile monitors which requires displacing
the beam by several millimetres [18]. This procedure is carried out several times each year
with Figure 21 showing one such period. The intensity of a beam consisting of a single
nominal bunch was measured by the WCT and the FBCT (top plot), while the change in
the beam position was recorded by nearby beam position monitors. Once again, WCT’s
insensitivity to the beam position results in much more accurate intensity measurements
than those provided by the FBCT.
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Figure 21. Beam intensity measured by the FBCT and the WCT during beam profile monitor calibra-
tion procedure [5].

The prototype WCT either matched or exceeded the FBCT performance in every
laboratory and beam test. Based on these results, the WCT became the new reference LHC
bunch intensity sensor. The four FBCTs originally installed in the LHC were removed and
replaced by four WCTs. Moreover, an additional WCT of the same design was installed in
the second largest accelerator at CERN, namely the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS).

6. Conclusions

The developed WCT has successfully addressed the main performance limitations of
the original LHC bunch intensity monitor, the FBCT. Due to its relatively large magnetic
toroid, the FBCT’s frequency response is insufficient to cleanly distinguish the consecutive
LHC bunches. Moreover, the inherent asymmetry of the core secondary winding with
respect to the particle beam results in a beam position dependence of the FBCT output
signal. The WCT design addresses the former issue by using much smaller RF transformers
producing a better frequency response. The latter limitation is overcome by employing
eight transformers symmetrically distributed around the accelerator’s vacuum chamber.
Each of the individual transformers measures a part of the beam image current and their
outputs are summed by an external RF power combiner. Consequently, the new sensor’s
bandwidth, transimpedance, and SNR are adequate for precise measurements of individual
LHC bunches spaced by 25 ns. During dedicated measurements sessions with the LHC
beam, the WCT has been conclusively demonstrated to be insensitive to the transverse
beam position and the bunch length.

Table 2 summarises the most important parameters of the LHC FBCT and WCT. The
notable difference of the magnetic core sizes and the secondary winding wire length are the
prime factors contributing to the different high-frequency responses of the two monitors.

The WCT’s mechanical design allows it to be assembled and removed without the
need to vent the accelerator vacuum chamber. Thus, it was possible to install the first
prototype WCT without removing the original FBCT from the LHC. Once the prototype
was fully validated, the WCT became the new reference bunch intensity monitor and
completely replaced the FBCT on both LHC rings. The mechanical design of the WCT can
be simplified if its installation around an existing dielectric insert is not required.

Although the WCT described in this manuscript has been optimised for the measure-
ments of the short current pulses generated by high-intensity proton bunches circulating
in the LHC, the same technology can find use in other applications requiring precise non-
intercepting wideband measurements of current signals. The WCT’s low beam-coupling
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impedance and its relatively small footprint make it a good candidate for facilities dealing
with high-power beams, such as spallation sources, or where space is limited, such as
medical accelerators.

Table 2. A summary of the most important FBCT and WCT parameters.

FBCT WCT

Sensed quantity Beam field Image current
Number of magnetic toroids One large Eight small
Position component superposition Toroid External RF combiner

Beam position sensitivity (% mm−1) 0.5–0.8 <0.005
Bunch length sensitivity (% ns−1) <0.2 <0.2

Number of secondary turns 40 10
Secondary-side load (Ω) 50 5

8 = 0.625
Transimpedance (mΩ) 625 31.25

Low cutoff frequency (Hz) 200 410
Clean response limit (MHz) ≈ 30 ≈ 700

Toroid dimensions (mm) ≈ ∅130×∅100× 25 ≈ ∅10×∅7× 5
Secondary winding wire length (cm) ≈ 240 ≈ 8

The final advantage of the WCT is that it is based on inexpensive off-the-shelf small
magnetic cores, making it an interesting option for in-house developments.
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CM choke Common-mode choke
FBCT Fast-beam current transformer
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LPF Low-pass filter
PCB Printed circuit board
RF Radio frequency
RMS Root mean square
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
VNA Vector network analyser
WCT Wall current transformer
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Abstract: This paper presents a newly developed method to determine the values of current error and
phase displacement for the transformation of distorted current harmonics by the inductive current
transformers. This approach eliminates the necessity for the utilization of an expensive, high-current
supply system for the measuring setup. In this method, the secondary winding is fed by the distorted
voltage with RMS values of harmonics calculated in order to reproduce the operation point of the
inductive current transformer on the magnetization characteristic of its magnetic core, as in primary
winding excitation conditions. This proposed approach is successfully verified with the typically
used primary current excitation method, where the secondary currents of the reference and tested
current transformers are compared in the differential measuring setup. It was confirmed that the
inductive CT with current error and phase displacement for transformation of distorted current
harmonics determined in the rated ampere-turns conditions may be effectively used in the measuring
setup as the reference source of the primary current.

Keywords: secondary current excitation; transformation accuracy; distorted current; harmonics;
current transformer; phase displacement; current error

1. Introduction

Inductive current transformers (CTs) are devices that are used to transform high
currents into an appropriate level for measuring and as a protection apparatus of the
electrical power system [1,2]. CTs are widely used in the monitoring of power generation,
transmission and distribution. The transformation accuracy of the CTs is critical to the
reliability of the power network and energy billing. Inductive CTs are designed to ensure
transformation accuracy over a specific range of the primary current. Its upper value is
limited by the knee point on the magnetization characteristic of the magnetic core. This is
where its nonlinear part begins. Further increase in the value of magnetic flux density will
cause saturation of the magnetic core [3–7]. The secondary current of the inductive CT will
be strongly distorted by the self-generation of higher harmonics caused by the nonlinearity
of the magnetization characteristic of the magnetic core. This phenomenon is typical for
CTs with the magnetic core. The magnetization characteristic, even below the knee point, is
nonlinear, and some level of the low order higher harmonics is generated to the secondary
current. The pure sinusoidal waveforms of the current never exists in the electrical power
system. Its frequency spectrum consists of not only fundamental components but also
higher harmonics. This is due to an increased number of loads connected to the power
grid with the nonlinear current to the voltage relationship [8,9]. Moreover, the renewable
energy sources may introduce additional distortion. Therefore, all devices belonging to the
electrical energy system are exposed to the current components other than rated frequencies.
The new edition of the standard IEC 61869-1 will be introduced in 2023 and contains the
optional requirements for transformation accuracy of higher harmonics by the inductive
CTs. Many of the papers [10–16] present behavior and accuracy tests of inductive CTs
during transformation of the distorted current. However, most of them are based on the
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utilization of the high-current test system, which have to be able to generate distorted
currents associated with the rated primary current of the tested CT. Other problems concern
the devices which may be adopted as a reference source of the primary current. A solution
for this problem is presented in the papers [17–19]. In this case, the low primary current
transformer (LPCT) was used. Another device, which can be adopted for this purpose, is
the inductive CT characterized by a high accuracy of transformation for distorted current
higher harmonics. Its accuracy is then tested in its rated ampere-turns conditions [20–22].
The inductive CT must be a bushing or window type. The additional primary winding
with the number of turns equal to the rated current ratio has to be made. It is required to
be evenly spread on the surface of the magnetic core.

The paper presents a new approach to evaluate the transformation accuracy of in-
ductive CTs for transforming distorted current harmonics. In this method, the secondary
winding is fed by the distorted voltage with the RMS values of harmonics calculated in or-
der to reproduce the operation point of the inductive CT on the magnetization characteristic
of its magnetic core under primary winding excitation conditions. Therefore, the values
of resistance and reactance of the secondary winding and its load must be considered. It
has been proven that the value of reactance of the secondary winding may be estimated
from the measured value of its DC resistance by multiplying it by the factor equal to 0.1. To
determine the value of the current error and phase displacement for a given hk harmonic
of the distorted secondary voltage representing the considered distorted primary current,
the RMS values of the hk harmonics of the secondary winding excitation current and phase
shift between them are measured.

The novelty of this paper is summarized in the following bullet points:

• The method to determine current error and phase displacement for the transforma-
tion of distorted current harmonics by the inductive CTs without the high current
generation system is proposed;

• It is confirmed that the effect of the nonlinearity of the magnetic core is covered by the
secondary current excitation method;

• The proposed approach is successfully verified with the typically used primary current
excitation method, where the secondary currents of the reference and tested current
transformers are compared in the differential measuring setup;

• Inductive CTs with current error and phase displacement for transformation of dis-
torted current harmonics determined in the rated ampere-turns conditions may be
effectively used in the measuring setup as the reference source of the primary current.

The differences between the results obtained by the means of the secondary and
primary current excitation methods are the most significant for the main and 3rd harmonics
of the considered distorted primary current. The highest difference does not exceed ±0.1%
for the current error at the harmonic and ±0.1◦ for phase displacement at the harmonic.
These values are the most important for the main component, taking into consideration
the limit values of current error and phase displacement defined for a given accuracy class
in the standard IEC 61869-2 and IEEE C57.13 for transformation of the sinusoidal current
of frequency 50 Hz/60 Hz. Therefore, the equivalent method is found not yet suitable
for accuracy tests in accordance with appropriated standards for the transformation of
sinusoidal currents. The accuracy requirements for higher harmonic transformation by
the inductive current transformer are still not defined by the standards. Nevertheless, the
requirements for transformation of distorted current higher harmonics are expected to be
several times less restrictive, and the measurement uncertainty of the proposed method
would be acceptable.

Presented in this manuscript is an approach and method that can be used for the
protection and measuring the types of inductive CTs. It is crucial to determine the correct
values of inductance and resistance of the CT’s secondary winding. Moreover, this method
can be utilized to determine the values of the current error and phase displacement of the
distorted current harmonics transformation by the inductive CT characterized by even
distribution of the winding turns on the surface of the magnetic core. In the other case, the
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measurement uncertainty of the method increases. In our laboratory studies, we tested only
inductive CTs with even distribution of the primary and secondary winding turns. This is
important, because the even distribution of the magnetic field strength in the magnetic core
is required in order to reproduce the same conditions from the secondary side as it would
be obtained during the primary excitation. To summarize, the advantages of the proposed
method are listed below:

• It eliminated the necessity of the utilization of expensive, high-current supply systems
of the measuring setup;

• It did not require the utilization of the reference source of the primary current (e.g.,
reference transducer/transformer);

• It enabled the determination of the values of current error and phase displacement
even for very high frequencies;

However, the disadvantages are pointed out below:

• It required the determination of the correct values of inductance and resistance of the
CT’s secondary winding,

• It was applicable only to the inductive CTs with even distribution of the winding turns
on the surface of the magnetic core.

2. Measuring Circuits

To discuss in detail the idea of the developed, secondary current excitation method
used to determine the transformation accuracy of distorted current harmonics by the
inductive CTs, their equivalent circuit, presented in Figure 1, is analyzed.
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Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of the inductive CT.

where:

i”0hk is the instantaneous value of the secondary excitation current;
i”µhk is the instantaneous value of the reactive component of the secondary excitation current;
i”Fehk is the instantaneous value of the active component of the secondary excitation current;
L”µhk is the nonlinear mutual inductance between windings of the inductive CT;
R”Fehk is the nonlinear resistance representing the active power losses in the magnetic core;
L2 is the leakage inductance of the secondary winding;
R2 is the resistance of the secondary winding;
u”µhk is the instantaneous value of the voltage on the mutual inductance between windings;
and u20hk is the instantaneous value of the equivalent secondary winding supply voltage.

In order to determine the values of the current error and phase displacement using
the secondary current excitation method, the first stage involves calculating the RMS
values of the distorted voltage harmonics required to supply the secondary winding of
the TCT (tested current transformer). These values must be determined for the given
RMS values of the distorted primary current harmonics converted to the secondary side,
taking into account the resistance and reactance of the secondary winding and its load.
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These assumptions are necessary to adequately represent the TCT’s operation for the
transformation of the distorted primary current with a specific secondary winding load.
In accordance with the results and method presented in paper [23], the reactance of the
secondary winding may be estimated from the measured value of its DC resistance by
multiplying it by a factor equal to 0.1. To ensure the same operating point of the tested CT
on the magnetization characteristic of its magnetic core, as in the conditions of primary
winding excitation, it is necessary to calculate the RMS values of the harmonics of the
secondary winding supply voltage. The RMS value of each harmonic is calculated in
accordance with the following formula:

U20hk = I ′′ z1hk·
√
(R2 + RL)

2 + (2·π· fhk·L2)
2, (1)

where:

I”z1hk is the RMS value of the hk higher harmonic of the considered distorted primary
current for which the values of the current and phase displacement are determined;
RL is the load resistance of the secondary winding;
LL is the load inductance of the secondary winding;
and U20hk is the RMS value of the hk higher harmonic of the equivalent secondary winding
supply voltage.

In the second stage of the developed method, the TCT is connected to the measuring
circuit presented in Figure 2. To determine the value of the current error and phase
displacement for a given hk harmonic of the considered distorted primary current, the RMS
values of the excitation current I ′′0hk and applied supply voltage U20hk as well as the phase
shift between them ωhk must be measured. The value of the hk harmonic of the composite
error for a given RMS value of the hk higher harmonics of the considered distorted primary
current I ′′z1hk can be calculated with the following formula:

ε%IAhk =
I ′′0hk
I ′′z1hk

100%, (2)

where:
I”0hk is the RMS value of the measured hk harmonic of the distorted excitation current.
The RMS value of a given voltage harmonic of the mutual inductance Uµhk is equal to:

Uµhk =

[
U2

20hk + I
′′2
0hk·[R2

2 + (2·π· fhk·L2)
2]− 2·U20hk·I ′′0hk·

√
R2

2 + (2·π· fhk·L2)
2

·cos
(
ωhk − arctg 2·π· fhk ·L2

R2

)] 1
2

,
(3)

The value of the hk harmonic of the current error is defined by the following equation:

∆IAhk = ε%IAhk·cos
(

arccos
(

U2
20hk+U2

hk−I
′′2
0hk ·(R2

2+(2·π· fhk ·L2)
2)

2·U20hk ·Uµhk

)
+ωhk

−arctg
(

2·π· fhk ·(L2+LL)
R2+RL

))
,

(4)

The value of the hk harmonic of the phase displacement is defined by the
following equation:

δϕAhk = arcsin (ε%IAhk

·sin
(

arccos
(

U2
20hk+U2

hk−I
′′2
0hk ·(R2

2+(2·π· fhk ·L2)
2)

2·U20hk ·Uµhk

)
+ωhk

−arctg
(

2·π· fhk ·(L2+LL)
R2+RL

))
· 1

100%

)
,

(5)
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The measuring circuit of the proposed secondary current excitation method is pre-
sented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Measuring system (a) and photo (b) of the secondary current excitation method used to
determine the current error and phase displacement of the TCT.

In Figure 2 the following abbreviations are used:

DPM is the digital power meter;
TCT is the tested inductive CT;
PPS is the programmable power supply;
IT is the insulation transformer;
I0 is the instantaneous value of magnetic core’s excitation current;
RA is the current shunt used to measure value of I0;
V1/CS1 is the input terminal of the DPM;
P1/P2 is the primary terminal of the tested CT;
and S1/S2 is the secondary terminal of the tested CT.

The verification of the results obtained from the proposed method was performed
by comparing the determined values of the current error and phase displacement with
the utilization of the primary current excitation method. The measuring setup had to
be supplied with a high value of the distorted primary current resulting from the rated
current ratio of the tested inductive CT. This may be accomplished using the high current
generation system composed of the step-up current transformer (SCT), programmable
power source (PPS) and isolation transformer (IT). The reference current transformer (RCT)
is also supplied by the same primary current as the tested unit. Therefore, their secondary
current may be compared.

The accuracy of the RCT is determined in the rated ampere-turns method described in
detail in paper [20]. The differential circuit is used to ensure low measurement uncertainty.
The value of the composite error for a given higher harmonics is directly determined from
the measured value of voltage on the current shunt RD. In the measuring circuit presented
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in Figure 1, the current shunt RS is used to measure the RCT’s secondary current. The load
of the secondary winding of the TCT is represented by the current shunt RL.

In Figure 3, the abbreviations are the same as those in Figure 1, with the addition of
the following:

SCT is the step-up current transformer;
RD is the current shunt used to measure instantaneous value of the differential current;
RCT is the reference CT tested in the ampere-turns conditions;
RL is the load of the secondary winding of the tested CT;
RS is the current shunt used to measure the instantaneous value of RCTs secondary current;
i2 is the instantaneous value of the tested CTs secondary current;
i2r is the instantaneous value of the RCTs secondary current;
and iD is the instantaneous value of the differential current between the TCT and RCT
secondary currents.

The digital power meter (DPM) enables instantaneous measurements of the RMS
value of a given higher harmonics of voltages on current shunts RS and RD as well as the
phase angle between them.

The percentage value of the RCT’s secondary current is determined from
Equation (6) [22].

I2hk =
UShk
RS
·100%, (6)

where:
UShk is the RMS value of the hk voltage higher harmonic of the current shunt RS.
The value of the current error specified for a given hk harmonic of the distorted primary

current is equal to [22]:

∆Ihk =

√(
UShk
RS

)2
+
(

UDhk
RD

)2
− 2 UShk

RS
·UDhk

RD
cosφhk − UShk

RS

UShk
RS

·100%, (7)

where:

UDhk is the RMS value of the hk voltage higher harmonic of the current shunt RD;
and φhk is the phase angle of the hk higher harmonic measured between voltages of the
current shunts RD and RS.

The value of the phase displacement is calculated from the following equation [22]:

δϕhk = arcsin




√(
UDhk ·RS
RD ·UShk

·100%
)2
− ∆I2

hk

100%


, (8)

The tests were performed for the transformation of the distorted primary current
with the main component of a 50 Hz frequency and a single higher harmonic frequency
from 100 Hz to 5 kHz. The RMS value of the higher harmonic is equal to 10% of the main
harmonic. In accordance with the standard IEC 61869-2, both inductive CTs are tested for
5%, 20%, 100% and 120% of the rated primary current RMS value. The CT with an accuracy
class of 0.2S was additionally tested for 1%. Due to the different phase angle of higher
harmonics in relation to the main harmonic of the distorted primary current, various values
of the current error and phase displacement may be determined. Therefore, during the
tests in the primary current excitation method, the phase angle of the transformed distorted
primary current higher harmonic is changed by 5◦ in the range from 0◦ to 355◦ in relation
to the main component. While, in the secondary current excitation method, the phase
angle of the secondary winding supply voltage higher harmonic is also changed by 5◦ in
the range from 0◦ to 355◦ in relation to the main component. This approach enables the
possibility to evaluate the most positive and negative values of the current error and phase
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displacement that may be obtained for TCT due to the influence of the self-generation
phenomenon [14,21,22,24]. In this paper, the highest absolute values of the current error
and phase displacement are presented.
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3. Reference and Tested CTs

The developed, secondary winding excitation current method was applied to two
different inductive CTs. The first one had a rated current ratio of 1500 A/5 A, and its
accuracy class determined for the transformation of the sinusoidal current, with a frequency
of 50 Hz, was 0.2S. The second one had a rated current ratio of 100 A/5 A, and its accuracy
class was 0.5. The developed, secondary current excitation method requires specifying
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the values of inductance and resistance of the secondary winding and parameters of the
load for which the RMS values of harmonics of the secondary winding supply voltage in
accordance with Equation (1) are calculated. These values for both CTs are given in Table 1.

Table 1. The values of resistance and inductance of the secondary winding and load of tested
inductive CTs are shown.

Tested CTs Lr2 [mH] R2 [Ω] LL [mH] RL [Ω]

1500 A/1 A, cl. 0.2S 0.074 0.305 - 5
100 A/5 A, cl. 0.5 0.0035 0.0121 - 0.1

The TCT 1500 A/1 A, cl. 0.2S is connected to the measuring circuit presented in
Figure 2. To determine the value of the current error and phase displacement, the RMS
values of the excitation current I ′′0hk and applied supply voltage U20hk as well as phase
shift between them and ωhk were measured. In Table 2 the results for the equivalent test
conditions representing 20% of the rated primary current are reported.

Table 2. The measured values of the hk harmonics of the excitation current I ′′0hk and applied supply
voltage U20hk as well as phase shift between them and ωhk for the TCT 1500 A/1 A, cl. 0.2S in the
equivalent test conditions, representing 20% of the rated primary current, are shown.

Harm. Order [-] U20hk
[V]

I”0hk
[mA]

ωhk
[◦]

1 1.0610 3.7551 167.79
3 0.1061 0.4353 182.86
5 0.1061 0.3333 192.33
7 0.1061 0.2736 193.44
10 0.1062 0.2605 197.24
15 0.1063 0.2800 202.26
20 0.1065 0.2887 206.37
25 0.1067 0.3078 209.62
30 0.1070 0.3367 212.23
40 0.1077 0.4152 215.61
50 0.1086 0.5254 217.87
60 0.1097 0.6261 219.99
70 0.1110 0.7615 221.65
80 0.1124 0.9671 222.97
90 0.1141 1.1419 225.21

100 0.1158 1.3028 227.41

The values of the voltage U20hk for a given hk harmonic were calculated in order to
ensure equivalent conditions for the operation of the TCT magnetic core as obtained for
transformation of the distorted primary current. The above presented calculations were
conducted to obtain the secondary supply voltage under conditions where 20% of the rated
primary current with the RMS value of the higher harmonic equal to 10% of the main
harmonic is transformed by the TCT. Similar calculations were performed for 1%, 5%, 100%
and 120% of the rated primary current RMS value.

The TCT 100 A/5 A, cl. 0.5 was connected to the same measuring circuit. In Table 3, the
results for the equivalent test conditions representing the transformation of the distorted
primary current for 100% of its rated value are reported.
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Table 3. The measured values of the hk harmonics of the excitation current I ′′0hk and applied supply
voltage U20hk as well as phase shift between them and ωhk for the TCT 100 A/5 A, cl. 0.5 in the
equivalent test conditions, representing 100% of the rated primary current, are shown.

Harm. Order [-] U20hk
[V]

I”0hk
[mA]

ωhk
[◦]

1 0.5605 5.9601 167.79
3 0.0561 0.6593 182.86
5 0.0561 0.5146 192.33
7 0.0562 0.4698 193.44
10 0.0563 0.4661 197.24
15 0.0567 0.4636 187.20
20 0.0571 0.4467 187.77
25 0.0577 0.4446 188.53
30 0.0584 0.4422 189.25
40 0.0602 0.4403 191.01
50 0.0624 0.4447 192.77
60 0.0650 0.4598 194.29
70 0.0680 0.4640 195.96
80 0.0712 0.4897 197.17
90 0.0748 0.4899 198.58

100 0.0785 0.5076 199.68

In the above presented case, the calculations were performed to obtain secondary
supply voltage under the conditions where the TCT transforms 100% of the rated primary
current with the RMS value of the higher harmonic equal to 10% of the main harmonic.
Similar calculations were performed for 5%, 20% and 120% of the rated primary current
RMS value.

The results presented in Tables 2 and 3 enable the calculation of the values of the
current error and phase displacement for the transformation of a given hk harmonic of the
distorted primary current by TCTs using Equations (4) and (5).

The developed, inductive RCT is designed for the rated primary current RMS value
equal to 300 A. It has two secondary windings for rated secondary currents equal to 1 A and
5 A. The values of the current error and phase displacement of the RCT for transformation
of the distorted current harmonics are determined by the means of the rated ampere-turns
method described in detail in paper [2]. The tests were performed for the transformation of
the distorted primary current with the main component of frequency being 50 Hz and a
single higher harmonic frequency ranging from 100 Hz to 5 kHz. The RMS value of the
higher harmonic is equal to 10% of the main harmonic. To test the CT, an additional primary
winding must be made, and its number of turns results from the rated current ratio of the
tested inductive CT. However, this solution is only applicable to window-type CTs. In the
differential circuit, the currents in the additional primary winding and in the secondary
winding of the tested CTs are compared. The frequency characteristics of the current error
and phase displacement of the RCT for the rated current ratio equal to 300 A/1 A are
presented in Figure 4.

The presented results in Figure 4 indicate that the values of the current error and phase
displacement were the highest for the main harmonic of the transformed distorted primary
current. They did not exceed −0.05% and 0.08◦, respectively.

The frequency characteristics of the current error and phase displacement of the RCT
for the rated current ratio equal to 300 A/5 A are presented in Figure 5.

The presented results in Figure 5 indicate that the values of the current error and phase
displacement were the highest for the main harmonic of the transformed distorted primary
current. They did not exceed −0.05% and 0.06◦, respectively.
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Figure 5. The frequency characteristics of (a) current error and (b) phase displacement of the RCT for
the rated current ratio equal to 300 A/5 A are shown.

4. Results

The results of the values of the current error and phase displacement determined for
a given harmonic of the tested CT with a rated current ration equal to 1500 A/1 A in the
proposed secondary current excitation method and primary reference excitation method
are presented in Figure 6. The dotted lines present the results without the consideration of
the correction of the secondary winding turns. The method to determine the turns ratio
correction of the tested CT is described in paper [25], where its value of considered TCT is
equal to six turns. This value changes the current error by 0.4% towards positive values.
The results of the tests are presented for the distorted primary current equal to 120% and
20% of the TCT’s rated current value.

The high values of the current errors and phase displacements obtained from the 3rd to
10th order harmonics result from the self-generation of low-order higher harmonics in the
secondary current. The proposed method also allows for determining the influence of this
phenomenon on the values of the current error and phase displacement. The convergence
of the results obtained from the secondary current excitation method and the reference
method confirms the effectiveness of the developed approach. However, it is necessary to
also consider the turns ratio corrections. The discrepancies between the results are within
the extended measurement uncertainty of both methods.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the obtained values of the current error and phase
displacement of the TCT with the rated current ratio of 100 A/5 A in the proposed secondary
and primary current excitation methods. The TCT was made with the applied turns ratio
correction of the secondary winding by a value of 0.1 turns. This can be achieved when the
last turn is divided into 10 wires, 9 of which are made through the window of the magnetic
core. The tests were conducted for the distorted primary current equal to 100% and 5% of
the TCT’s rated current value.

It is important to note that the differences between the results obtained by the sec-
ondary current excitation method and the primary current excitation method are significant,
especially for the main and 3rd harmonics. The highest difference reaches±0.1% for current
error and does not exceed ±0.1◦ for the phase displacement. These values are significant
for the main component of the distorted primary current, considering the limit values of the
current error and phase displacement defined for a given accuracy class in the standards
IEC 61869-2 and IEEE C57.13 [26,27]. However, it should be noted that the accuracy require-
ments for higher harmonic transformation by the inductive current transformer are not yet
defined by the standards. The limiting values of the current error and phase displacement
at harmonics are proposed in paper [19]. The values defined in the standard IEC 61869-6
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for the low-power instrument transformers may be also adopted [28]. Nevertheless, the
requirements for the transformation of distorted current higher harmonics are several times
less restrictive. The differences between the values of the current error and phase displace-
ment determined by both methods are acceptable and do not have a significant influence on
the possible designation of the wide frequency accuracy class, as the requirements for the
transformation of the distorted current higher harmonics are several times less restrictive.
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5. Conclusions

This paper presents a newly developed method to determine the values of the current
error and phase displacement for the transformation of distorted current harmonics by the
inductive current transformers. The proposed method eliminates the need for expensive,
high-current supply systems in the measuring setup and provides an efficient way to
determine the accuracy of inductive current transformers for the transformation of distorted
current harmonics. In this method, the secondary winding is fed by the distorted voltage
with RMS values of the harmonics calculated in order reproduce the operation point of
the inductive current transformer on the magnetization characteristic of its magnetic core,
as in the primary winding excitation conditions. The accuracy of the inductive current
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transformer depends on the turns ratio correction and the value of the magnetic flux
density of the magnetic core resulting from the instantaneous value of the secondary
voltage. All of the inductive current transformers suffer from the self-generation problem
caused by the nonlinearity of the magnetization characteristic of the magnetic core. This
is the main factor that determines their wide frequency transformation accuracy. The
efficiency of the secondary current excitation approach was verified with the typically
used primary current excitation method, where the secondary currents of the reference
and tested current transformers are compared in the differential measuring setup. The
convergence of the results from both methods have also confirmed the applicability of the
inductive current transformer as the source of the distorted reference current. The values
of the current error and phase displacement for transformation of the distorted current
harmonics by the reference inductive current transformer were determined in the rated
ampere-turns conditions.
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Abstract: Power grids are a combined system where the electrical energy produced by the power
plants is transmitted to consumers. This forms a specific interdependence where the recipients have a
significant impact on the power quality. Therefore, the nonlinear loads connected by households and
industrial customers cause current and voltage distortion in the power networks. This creates the
need for accurate measurement of nonsinusoidal voltage and current composed not only from the
fundamental component but also containing higher harmonics, interharmonics, and subharmonics.
In order to ensure high transformation accuracy of distorted current and voltage, the inductive
instrument transformers have to be tested in these conditions. Many papers describe their behavior
during the transformation of sinusoidal current or voltage. Nowadays, the scientific field in this
scope is focused on the evaluation of their exploitation properties for distorted signals. The common
problem of inductive instrument transformers is the self-generation of low-order higher harmonics to
the secondary current or voltage. In the case of the inductive VTs, an additional problem results from
the resonance caused by the parasitic capacitance of the primary winding. The proposed solutions to
compensate for the values of current or voltage errors and phase displacement of inductive instrument
transformers are also analyzed.

Keywords: transformation accuracy; current transformer; voltage transformer; distorted current;
distorted voltage; higher harmonics; current error; voltage error; phase displacement; self-generation;
instrument transformer; resonance

1. Introduction

Power grids are a combined system where the electrical energy produced by the
power plants is transmitted to consumers. This forms a specific kind of system with
interconnected vessels, where the recipients have a significant impact on the power quality.
Therefore, an increasing number of nonlinear loads connected by households and industrial
customers cause current and voltage distortion in power networks. This creates the need
for the transformation of nonsinusoidal voltage and current composed not only from
the fundamental component but also containing higher harmonics, interharmonics, and
subharmonics [1–5]. Many papers describe their behavior during the transformation of
only sinusoidal current or voltage [6–9]. A new concept is to evaluate the long-period
accuracy and influence of the ambient temperature [10,11]. Nowadays, the scientific field in
this scope is focused on determining exploitation properties for distorted signals [3,12–15].
The transformation accuracy of the inductive CT and VT is strongly dependent on the
value and the power factor of the load of the secondary winding. Another aspect that has
a significant influence on the wideband accuracy of inductive CTs is the self-generation
of low-order higher harmonics to its secondary current [4,16–18]. This phenomenon is
caused by the nonlinearity of the magnetic core’s magnetization characteristic. It causes
additional distortion in the inductive CT’s secondary current, even for transformations
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of the sinusoidal current. Considering inductive VTs, the main factor influencing their
wideband accuracy is resonance [3,19–22]. However, self-generation may also be present
during the operation of inductive VTs [1,3,18,19]. Previously, over 15 years ago, the wide
frequency operation of inductive ITs was limited by the insufficient magnetic permeability
of higher frequency components of the current or voltage [14,23–26]. This was caused
by the poor quality SiFe magnetic material. In modern constructions of inductive CTs,
cold-rolled SiFe or permalloy tape NiFe is used, as well as composed magnetic cores from
electrotechnical steel SiFe and nanocrystalline tape FeCuNbSiB [25,27–29]. To improve the
wide frequency transformation characteristic of inductive ITs, compensation techniques are
used [30–34]. This requires active components for the control of the secondary current or
voltage and generates low-order higher harmonics in counterphase to the self-produced
ones as a result of the presence of the magnetic core. The required compensation RMS
values and phase angles of the self-generated higher harmonics by the inductive CT/VT
are measured for the transformation of the sinusoidal current/voltage with various loads of
the secondary winding. This approach has one significant disadvantage, the matrix of the
measured results is large and requires a high number of test points. This problem increases
if the influence of the low-order higher harmonics needs to be evaluated [17].

2. Nonlinear Behavior of Inductive CTs

The metrological properties of inductive CTs remain unaffected by the leakage in-
ductance and resistance of the primary winding during steady-state operation. This is
because the primary winding can be considered a current source. The dissipative field of
the primary winding only plays a role during transient conditions or in transformers with a
large air gap in the core. By ignoring the primary winding’s inductance and resistance, the
equivalent circuit comprises solely the elements of the secondary circuit and the magnetiz-
ing branch. Figure 1 illustrates this circuit while also considering a particular hk harmonic
of the distorted primary current.
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Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of inductive CT for transformation of distorted current. Where: i”1—
instantaneous value of distorted primary current; i2—instantaneous value of distorted secondary
current; i”0—instantaneous value of distorted excitation current; i”Fe—instantaneous value of dis-
torted current associated with active power losses in the magnetic core; i”µ—instantaneous value of
distorted magnetization current; u”µ—instantaneous value of distorted voltage on the mutual induc-
tance of the windings; u2—instantaneous value of distorted secondary voltage; R”Fehk—resistance
representing the active power losses in the magnetic core; L”µhk—mutual inductance of the wind-
ings; R2—resistance of the secondary winding; Lr2—leakage inductance of the secondary winding;
RL—resistance of the load connected to the secondary winding; LL—inductance of the load con-
nected to the secondary winding; CS—capacitance between terminals to the secondary winding;
P1/P2—primary winding terminals; S1/S2—secondary winding terminals.
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Transformation errors in inductive CTs are predominantly caused by the excitation
current of the magnetic core. This is because the non-linear magnetization characteristics of
the core result in transformation accuracy being influenced by the magnetic flux density,
as well as the RMS values of primary current harmonics and the load of the secondary
winding. Inductive CTs without error compensation, in particular, secondary winding
turns correction, are characterized by negative current error values. In order to comply
with the requirements of the specific accuracy class, a common practice is to reduce the
number of turns of the secondary winding. The turns ratio of the inductive CT is then
not equal to the rated current ratio. As a result, the RMS value of the secondary current
is increased. Moreover, the magnetization characteristic of the magnetic core obtained
in the non-load state of the inductive CT is different from the equivalent magnetization
characteristic of the inductive CT determined for various loads of the secondary winding.
An example of three magnetization curves is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Operation points of the corrected inductive CT on the equivalent magnetization charac-
teristic of the magnetic core [35]. Where: TC LL—equivalent magnetization characteristic of CT
with applied turn correction determined for the low value of the load of the secondary winding; TC
HL—equivalent magnetization characteristic of CT with applied turn correction determined for the
high value of the load of the secondary winding; Non-load state—magnetization characteristic of
the magnetic core determined in the non-load state of CT; BHL120%—the value of the magnetic flux
density of the inductive CT obtained for 120% of the rated primary current and rated load of the
secondary winding; BHL100%—the value of the magnetic flux density of the inductive CT obtained for
100% of the rated primary current and rated load of the secondary winding; BHL20%—the value of the
magnetic flux density of the inductive CT obtained for 20% of the rated primary current and rated
load of the secondary winding; BHL5%—the value of the magnetic flux density of the inductive CT
obtained for 5% of the rated primary current and rated load of the secondary winding; BLL120%—the
value of the magnetic flux density of the inductive CT obtained for 120% of the rated primary current
and 25% of the rated load of the secondary winding; BLL100%—the value of the magnetic flux density
of the inductive CT obtained for 100% of the rated primary current and 25% of the rated load of the
secondary winding; BLL20%—the value of the magnetic flux density of the inductive CT obtained for
20% of the rated primary current and 25% of the rated load of the secondary winding; BLL5%—the
value of the magnetic flux density of the inductive CT obtained for 5% of the rated primary current
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and 25% of the rated load of the secondary winding; HHL120%—the value of the magnetic field
strength of the inductive CT obtained for 120% of the rated primary current and rated load of the
secondary winding; HHL100%—the value of the magnetic field strength of the inductive CT obtained
for 100% of the rated primary current and rated load of the secondary winding; HHL20%—the value
of the magnetic field strength of the inductive CT obtained for 20% of the rated primary current
and rated load of the secondary winding; HHL5%—the value of the magnetic field strength of the
inductive CT obtained for 5% of the rated primary current and rated load of the secondary winding;
HLL120%—the value of the magnetic field strength of the inductive CT obtained for 120% of the rated
primary current and 25% of the rated load of the secondary winding; HLL100%—the value of the
magnetic field strength of the inductive CT obtained for 100% of the rated primary current and 25%
of the rated load of the secondary winding; HLL20%—the value of the magnetic field strength of
the inductive CT obtained for 20% of the rated primary current and 25% of the rated load of the
secondary winding; HLL5%—the value of the magnetic field strength of the inductive CT obtained for
5% of the rated primary current and 25% of the rated load of the secondary winding.

Figure 2 shows the operation points of a corrected inductive CT on the equivalent
magnetization characteristic of the magnetic core for four rated primary current values.
As the load on the secondary winding rises, the inductive CT’s equivalent magnetization
characteristic approaches the shape of the magnetic core’s magnetization curve obtained
in the non-load state. The operating point for a primary current of 120% of the rated
value and rated secondary winding load (BHL120%, HHL120%) is positioned within the upper
knee region of the equivalent magnetization characteristic. As a result, the RMS values
of self-generated low-order higher harmonics increase. The same trend is noticed for low
percentage values of the rated primary current, where the operating point is located near
the lower knee of the equivalent magnetization characteristic. This occurrence alters the
current error and phase displacement values measured for the low-order higher harmonic
based on its phase angle relative to the transformed distorted current’s main component.
Figure 3 shows the range of current error and phase displacement values for the low-order
higher harmonics from the 2nd to the 15th, computed for 100% of the rated current and
rated load of the secondary winding.
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Figure 3. The area of the possible values of (a) current error and (b) phase displacement of the
low-order higher harmonics from the 2nd to 15th determined for 100% of the rated primary current
and the rated load of the secondary winding.

Each of the low-order higher harmonics self-generated to the secondary current of
the inductive CT are added with the same frequency higher harmonic present in the
transformed distorted primary current. Therefore, its RMS value in the secondary current
depends on their mutual phase angle, which depends on the phase angle of the transformed
higher harmonic in relation to the main component of the distorted primary current. In
order to determine all possible values of the current errors and phase displacement for a
given higher harmonic, it is necessary to smoothly adjust this phase angle. Obtained values
will be in between the most positive (+) and the most negative (−) values of the current
error and phase displacement determined for the phase angle when the self-generated and
the transformed harmonics are in phase or antiphase, respectively.

In Figure 4, the concept of the most positive (+) and the most negative (−) values of
the current error and phase displacement is further explained. In the presented case, the
results of the evaluation of the transformation accuracy of the distorted primary current
containing a main component of frequency at 50 Hz and one higher harmonic of frequency
from 100 Hz to 750 Hz by the inductive CT with a current ratio equal to 300 A/5 A are
shown. The conditions of its operation are essential for accuracy. Therefore, it is required to
define that, to the secondary winding, its rated resistance is connected. The RMS value of
the higher harmonics is equal to 10% of the main component.

The presented results show that for each RMS value of the distorted primary current
different most positive (+) and most negative (−) values of current error and phase dis-
placement are determined. In the tested frequency range of higher harmonics of order
ranging from the 2nd to 15th, the self-generation of the low-order higher harmonics is the
most significant factor that determined the wideband accuracy of the inductive CT. In this
case, depending on the phase angle of the transformed higher harmonic in relation to the
main component of the value of current error for the third-order harmonic, it changes from
−1.2% to 0.9% for 120% of the rated RMS value of the primary current. In these conditions,
the value of phase displacement changes from 0.05◦ to 0.73◦. This is a typical situation for
inductive CTs.
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winding [4].

To show how the value of the secondary winding load resistance influences the results
in Figure 5, the most positive (+) and most negative (−) values of (a) current error and
(b) phase displacement determined for the same inductive CT with the 25% of the rated
resistive load of the secondary winding are presented.
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Figure 5. The most positive (+) and most negative (−) values of (a) current error and (b) phase
displacement determined for inductive CT 300 A/5 A with 25% of the rated resistive load of the
secondary winding [4].

A decrease in the load resistance of the secondary winding of the inductive CT typically
causes a decrease in the RMS values of the self-generated low-order higher harmonics to
the secondary current. Therefore, the change between the most positive (+) and the most
negative (−) values of current error and phase displacement is also significantly smaller.

To define the worst possible transformation accuracy of the distorted current har-
monics by the inductive CT, the maximum absolute values of the current error and phase
displacement should be determined, as presented in Figure 6. These are the highest abso-
lute values chosen from the most positive (+) and the most negative (−) values of current
error and phase displacement determined for a given RMS value of the primary current
and load of the secondary winding.
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value of the primary current and 25% of the rated resistive load of the secondary winding. 
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Figure 6. The highest absolute values of (a) current error and (b) phase displacement determined for
inductive CT 300 A/5 A with 25% of the rated resistive load of the secondary winding [4].

The defined maximum absolute values of the current error and phase displacement
presented in Figure 6 are the highest absolute values chosen from the most positive (+)
and the most negative (−) values of the current error and phase displacement presented
in Figure 5. These results are analyzed for 5%, 20%, 100%, and 120% of the rated RMS
value of the primary current and 25% of the rated resistive load of the secondary winding.
The procedure should be repeated for the rated load of tested inductive CT 300 A/5 A.
During the evaluation of the distorted current transformation accuracy, these maximum
absolute values of the current error and phase displacement should be considered as ±
values because some positive and negative values from 0 up to this limit may be obtained.

Another aspect that may affect the high transformation accuracy of the distorted
currents by the inductive CTs is the power factor of the load connected to its secondary
winding. The frequency characteristics of the current error (a) and phase displacement (b)
for inductive CT with a rated current ratio of 300 A/5 A are shown in Figure 7. The results
are presented for two load power factors equal to 0.8 ind. (dashed lines) and 1 (solid lines),
The analysis involves four different primary current values, which correspond to 5%, 20%,
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100%, and 120% of the rated value. The results of the tests and analyses are focused on the
transformation of distorted current containing a main component of 50 Hz frequency and a
single higher harmonic ranging from 100 Hz to 5 kHz.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the highest absolute values of (a) current error and (b) phase displacement
determined for inductive CT 300 A/5 A with two values and power factors of the load [12].

The analysis of the results from Figure 7 shows that the values of current error and
phase displacement determined for higher harmonics increase much more rapidly with
frequency when the load power factor is 0.8 inductive. In contrast, when the load has the
same impedance but a power factor of 1, the increase in these values is not as significant with
increasing frequency. The shift in the inductive CT’s operating point on the magnetization
characteristic of the magnetic core towards saturation is the main cause of this phenomenon,
especially for resistive–inductive load of the secondary winding. However, for the resistive
load, the increase in the transformed higher harmonic’s leakage reactance of the secondary
winding is the only cause of this behavior, as it increases with frequency. If the load
power factor is 0.8 inductive, the reactance of the load also increases with the frequency
of the transformed higher harmonic. The self-generation of low-order harmonics in the
secondary current of the inductive CT can have a major impact on the accuracy of harmonic
transformation up to the 13th order. For higher-order harmonics up to 100th, the accuracy
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depends on the mutual inductance between the CT windings L”µhk and the resistance
representing the active power losses R”Fehk in the magnetic core. Decreasing these values
with increasing harmonic frequency leads to an increase in the RMS values of the reactive
I”µhk and active I”Fehk components of the core excitation current, resulting in higher current
errors and phase displacement.

The presented analysis indicates that using a resistive load for the secondary winding
of the inductive CT results in significantly lower values of current error and phase displace-
ment for the transformation of the higher-order harmonics in the investigated frequency
range. The resistive load ensures a wider frequency range of operation for the inductive
CT with the accuracy class defined for the transformation of sinusoidal currents of 50 Hz
(60 Hz) frequency.

Figure 8 presents a comparison of the percentage values of the self-generated low-
order higher harmonics for an inductive CT 300 A/5 A with two different power factors
and two secondary winding load values.
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The investigation of the percentage values of the self-generated low-order higher
harmonics by the inductive CT is important as it corresponds to its non-linear behavior.
Therefore, it may not be appropriate for wideband operation due to the low transformation
accuracy of the third, fifth, and seventh higher harmonics. This possibility is detected up to
the order 13th with the main frequency of the distorted primary current equal to 50 Hz.
Typically, the self-generated higher harmonics are significantly lower for the case with
the load of the secondary winding decreased to 25% of the rated value. Moreover, the
resistive–inductive loads of the secondary winding of the inductive CT cause an increase in
the percentage values of the self-generated low-order higher harmonics.

3. Inductive VT’s Resonance for Higher Harmonics of the Distorted Voltage

The main factor that determines the wideband accuracy of the inductive VTs is res-
onance [3,19–22]. Of course, an increase in the leakage reactances with the frequency of
the transformed higher harmonics causes an additional increase in the voltage drop on
its windings. Therefore, the values of voltage error and phase displacement for the trans-
formation of the distorted primary voltage higher harmonics also increase up to a few or
tens of percent values or degrees, respectively. However, the resonance may occur for the
low-order higher harmonic of distorted primary voltage, e.g., the fifth, causing the values
of voltage error and phase displacement to increase to, e.g., 500% or ±100◦. The frequency
mainly depends on the number of turns of the primary winding affecting the size of the
primary winding cross section and resulting from the RMS value of the rated primary
voltage of the inductive VT [3]. It is very important to notice that inductive VT may have
more than one resonance frequency. Therefore, its equivalent circuit for transformation of
distorted voltage must reflect the partial resistance, leakage inductance, and capacitance of
each layer of the inductive VT’s primary winding (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. The equivalent circuit of the inductive VT for transformation of distorted voltage [3].
The following abbreviations are used: u”1—instantaneous value of distorted primary voltage;
u2—instantaneous value of distorted secondary voltage; R”1n/R”12/R”11—partial resistance
of the primary winding; L”1n/L”12/L”11—partial leakage inductance of the primary winding;
C”T1n/C”T12/C”T11—partial equivalent capacitance between the primary and secondary windings;
C”G1n/C”G12/C”G11—partial equivalent capacitance of the primary winding to the ground; A/B(N)—
terminals of the primary winding; a/b(n)—terminals of the secondary winding; R”Fe—resistance
representing the active power losses in the magnetic core; L”µ—mutual inductance of the windings;
R2—resistance of the secondary winding; L2—leakage inductance of the secondary winding.

According to the analysis presented in papers [3,36], the parasitic capacitance and
leakage inductance of the primary winding of the inductive VT are divided into parts to
properly reproduce its multi-resonance properties. The conductive path to ground of each
layer of the primary winding is formed by the partial equivalent capacitance of the primary
winding to ground, which results from the parasitic capacitance between each layer of
the winding. The equivalent capacitance between the primary and secondary windings is
caused by the parasitic capacitances between turns of the windings connected in series, and
its value depends on the thickness of the insulation layer between them. The equivalent
circuit indicates that the resistive–inductive load of the secondary winding of the inductive
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VT will have a positive influence on its limiting frequency of operation. This is because it
will cause a decrease in the secondary current higher harmonic component, limiting the
increase in the voltage drop on the reactance of the windings with the frequency of the
transformed higher harmonic.

In Figure 10, the comparison of the highest absolute values of the voltage error and
phase displacement determined for five medium-voltage (MV) inductive VTs is presented.
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In Figure 10, the results labeled VT1 and VT2 concern the transformation accuracy
tests of distorted voltage transformation performed on the indictive VTs with rated primary
voltage equal to 15 kV/

√
3, while VT3, VT4, and VT5 refer to results obtained for 20 kV/

√
3

units. In the presented case, the distorted primary voltage contains a main component
of frequency at 50 Hz and one higher harmonic frequency from 100 Hz to 5 kHz. The
conditions of inductive VT operation are essential for the determined accuracy. Therefore,
it is required to define that, to the secondary winding, no additional load is connected,
except the measuring apparatus with above 1 MΩ impedance. The RMS value of the higher
harmonics is equivalent to 10% of the main component. The presented results indicate
different levels of accuracy in the transformation of distorted voltage higher harmonics
among the MV inductive VTs. For three units of inductive VTs with a rated primary voltage
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of either 15 kV/
√

3 or 20 kV/
√

3, resonance is the primary factor that affects their wideband
accuracy. In the other cases, the increase in the leakage reactances with the frequency of
the transformed higher harmonics causes an additional increase in the voltage drop on
their windings. Therefore, the values of voltage error and phase displacement for the
transformation of the distorted primary voltage higher harmonics also increase up to a few
or tens of percent or degrees, respectively.

4. Summary of the Results of the Inductive IT’s Transformation Accuracy Evaluation
for Distorted Signals

The increase in the frequency of the transformed higher harmonic causes a decrease in
the magnetic permeability of a used magnetic core, leading to an increase in current/voltage
error and phase displacement [34,37–39]. However, wide frequency operation of inductive
voltage transformers (VTs) or current transformers (CTs) up to several or dozens of kHz
can be ensured by using silicone steel (VT) or permalloy as well as composed magnetic
cores from electrotechnical steel and nanocrystalline material (CT) [25,27–29].

The transformation accuracy of higher harmonics by the inductive VTs is limited
by the resonance phenomenon. Its frequency mainly depends on the size (number of
turns and layers) of the primary winding resulting from the required RMS value of their
rated primary voltage [3,36]. Thus, while 15 kV inductive VTs may ensure wide frequency
operation up to 5 kHz, an increase in the RMS value of the primary voltage may result in a
decrease in the resonance frequency to only 250 Hz for HV units such as 420 [3,19,20,37,40].
In such cases, the voltage error and phase displacement may increase to large values (e.g.,
500%, ±100◦). Without resonance, the values of voltage error and phase displacement
may increase with frequency up to a few percent and degrees, respectively [3,41]. In
inductive VTs, the self-generation phenomenon is less significant than in inductive CTs
because the measuring units typically operate in the linear region of the magnetization
characteristic of the magnetic core. The values of the voltage error and phase displacement
of the transformation of the low-order higher harmonic may increase by about ±0.2% and
±0.2◦, respectively [3,18].

In the case of inductive CTs, the transformation accuracy for distorted current may
be significantly deteriorated by the self-generation phenomenon of the low-order higher
harmonics. The values of current error and phase displacement may reach about±1.5% and
±1.5◦, respectively [4,17,18,32]. However, the high transformation accuracy of distorted
currents was confirmed in the case of the inductive CT class 0.2S, where the values of
current error and phase displacement in the frequency range of harmonics from 50 Hz
up to 5 kHz did not exceed the limits defined for the transformation of sinusoidal current
of frequency 50 Hz [4]. Additionally, it is possible to make inductive CTs with values of
current error and phase displacement that do not exceed ±0.1% and ±0.1◦, respectively, in
the frequency range of harmonics from 50 Hz up to 5 kHz [42]. When an inductive CT is
operating with a 0.8 inductive power factor of its secondary winding’s load, the RMS values
of the self-generated low-order higher harmonics may significantly increase. Additionally,
as the frequency of transformed higher harmonics increases, the secondary voltage of the
inductive CT will also increase. This will cause an increase in the values of current error
and phase displacement as the magnetic flux density in the magnetic core increases [12,43].
Therefore, the resistive load ensures a wider frequency range of operation.

5. Error Correction Methods

Many of the papers present solutions to correct the values of current or voltage errors
and phase displacements of inductive CTs and VTs during their operation in distorted con-
ditions [33,34,44–46]. The majority of them concentrate on inductive voltage transformers
(VTs), where the impact of the magnetic core’s non-linear characteristics is less significant,
resulting in a relatively low level of self-generated low-order higher harmonics in the
secondary voltage. The presented method in paper [33] is based on the linear approxima-
tion of the inductive VT’s secondary voltage by the defined frequency response function.
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In the first step, such function is estimated for the power amplifier and step-up voltage
transformer that supply the primary winding of tested inductive VT by injecting a random
phase multisine signal [47]. In the next step, the quasi-sinusoidal multisine signals with
50 Hz main frequency are sampled from the defined probability density functions. These
signals are used to supply the tested VT while the primary and secondary steady-state
voltages are measured. The discrete Fourier transform is used to compute the input and
output frequency spectrum. The defined numerical models are used to compensate for the
response of the inductive VT. Another approach presented in paper [37] is the application
of the digital filter to enable compensation of the frequency response of inductive VTs. This
requires an additional device in which the frequency characteristic of voltage error and
phase displacement of tested VT are implemented. Therefore, the secondary voltage is
modified by the voltage generated by this device with counter-phase harmonics. Their RMS
values and phases are measured for various RMS values of transformed sinusoidal voltage
and chosen loads of the secondary winding. The paper [45] presents a frequency-domain
nonlinear model of the inductive VT based on a simplified Volterra model. The number
of coefficients in comparison with the standard model is reduced. This ensures faster
identification procedures and computing. The proposed approach evaluates bandwidth
limitations and nonlinearity of the magnetic characteristic of the magnetic core. Thus, it can
be applied to determine the behavior of any kind of VT. Another approach shown in [34]
is based on the implementation of the mapping function between the secondary and pri-
mary sides of the tested inductive VT and compensation for its accuracy even in nonlinear
operating conditions. In case of the inductive CTs, the compensation methods are more
difficult to implement due to the strong influence of the nonlinear behavior of the magnetic
core. In paper [46], the compensation method is proposed that is based on the polynomial
modeling of the harmonic distortion. Utilization of the least-squares approach results in
easier implementation and low computational complexity of this method. However, for
the best performance, each inductive CT has to be individually characterized in specified
conditions. Therefore, the RMS values of the individual higher harmonics in the secondary
current must be determined for all possible conditions, including the change in the RMS
values of the primary current, its harmonic content, as well as the value and power factor
of the load. The disadvantage of this method is that it requires aggregation of 2500 current
waveforms for the compensation lookup table. In paper [32], this compensation method
is called SINDICOMP. In the first stage, the tested inductive CT is characterized for the
transformation of sinusoidal currents of the rated frequency where the harmonic content of
the distorted secondary current is measured. In the second stage, determined phasors of
higher harmonics are used to compensate for the frequency response. A similar approach is
presented in paper [31], where the compensation factors of the inductive CT are determined
using a frequency domain model based on tensor linearization. To obtain a real-value
compensation matrix, the tested inductive CT is characterized for the transformation of
sinusoidal currents of the rated frequency where the higher harmonics phasors are deter-
mined. A similar solution is presented in [48]. However, it uses a developed algorithm
with determined coefficients under various operating conditions of the tested inductive CT.
The input values are the RMS values and phase angles of individual harmonics recorded
for various RMS values of the primary current of the rated frequency. In papers [49,50], the
compensation technique of the DC component is studied. The presented solution is based
on the measurement of the frequency spectrum of the inductive CT’s secondary current,
and then required to eliminate the 2nd harmonic DC current is injected to the compensated
CT’s secondary winding. The proposed idea has two disadvantages: an expensive lock-in
amplifier is required, and the presence of a second harmonic in the primary current will
be also compensated in the secondary current. An effective solution for this problem is
fluxgate sensors [51,52].
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6. Conclusions

This review article discusses advanced works devoted to the characterization of the
inductive voltage and current transformers’ transformation accuracy of distorted currents
and voltages. The presented results and cited references show that conventional instrument
transformers may ensure the required transformation accuracy not only for the sinusoidal
currents of the rated frequency 50 Hz/60 Hz but also for the higher harmonic components
of distorted currents/voltages. Proposed compensation techniques are necessary only
for poor-quality inductive instrument transformers. Additionally, these methods increase
complexity and cost of the measuring circuit. A better solution is to properly design the
inductive instrument transformer, including the application of modern magnetic materials,
oversizing of the magnetic core (inductive CT), and reduction in the number of turns of
the primary winding (inductive VT). Typical inductive instrument transformers designed
for the transformation of the sinusoidal current/voltage may ensure, in the frequency
range of higher harmonics from 50 Hz to 5 kHz, ±0.5%/±0.5◦ transformation accuracy
in the case of the inductive CTs and ±5%/±5◦ in the case of the MV inductive voltage
transformers. The challenges of accurate measurement of distorted current and voltage in
the power grid by conventional instrument transformers are self-generation and resonance
phenomena. Additional distortion of the secondary current by the inductive CTs is much
more significant and important for their transformation accuracy of the low-order higher
harmonics than self-distortion of the secondary voltage by the inductive VTs. Recent
studies show that the resonance was only detected in the case of the inductive VTs, and it
concerns the transformation of higher harmonics of distorted voltage by the medium and
the high voltage units. Moreover, the power factor of the secondary winding’s load of the
inductive IT may significantly affect its limiting frequency of the wideband operation with
the required maximum values of ratio error and phase displacement.
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Abstract: A three-dimensional analysis of the leakage magnetic field in a transformer with beveled
edges in a magnetic shunt is described. This paper contains a mathematical description of the finite
element method used in performing numerical calculations. Formulas allowing to determine the
differential and integral parameters of the magnetic field were presented. Magnetic flux density
distributions and the points with high values were determined in the shell-type core and movable
shunt sub-areas. For different positions of the magnetic shunt, the short-circuit transformer reactance
was calculated as the integral parameter of the above-mentioned magnetic field analysis. Their
amounts for the extreme positions of the shunt were given, as well. The movable magnetic shunt
geometry impact on the short-circuit current value is given. In order to validate the calculation results,
the research included some point measurements of magnetic flux density vectors and the winding
reactances as well, and good compliance with the simulation data has been obtained. Thus, this
analysis can also be applied to other objects with movable shunts in their magnetic systems.

Keywords: shell-type core transformer; high leakage reactance; magnetic shunt with beveled edges; 3D
magnetic field; finite element method; short-circuit current regulation; verification by measurements;
physical model testing

1. Introduction
1.1. Introduction

In the era of electronic static converters used in both low and high-voltage electric
networks, many harmonics related to current and voltage distortions have appeared in
the power net, which should be eliminated as much as possible. Therefore, one should
use methods of changing voltage and current parameters without digitizing their wave-
forms. First, the systems operating with sinusoidal waves of the main electrical quantities
should be introduced in designing. Among them are regulating transformers (RT) that
adjust the external characteristics to specific loading requirements. Such structures can
be called “natural” and apply to rectifier systems for charging energy sources (batteries)
and supplying an electric arc. Due to the above, such special transformers (RT) operation
enables obtaining the demanded operating characteristics [1–3]. For example, we need high
leakage reactance (HLR) transformers that supply the electric arc [4]. Their characteristics
are as well as those for the devices that operate close to short-circuit state [5]. Field analysis
is needed to obtain the demanded characteristics or optimize their constructions [6,7].

Knowledge of the magnetic field distribution allows for determining the transformer
key parameters without the need to build expensive prototypes or perform time-consuming
and highly approximate analytical calculations [8,9]. In addition, knowledge of the mag-
netic flux density vector values at individual points in the area surrounding the core and
windings makes it possible to determine the windings leakage reactance for different
configurations of the core and windings arrangement [10]. In addition, it is possible to
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determine the impact of changes in these configurations on the transformer parameters.
The results obtained through analytical calculations are often malformed with a large error,
primarily due to the need for significant simplifications of the object’s physical geometry.
The use of many correction factors requires knowledge of the approximate flux distribution,
which is not always possible due to the complexity of the tested object structure [11].

The finite element method used in the calculations performed in this paper can be
successfully adapted not only to electromagnetic field distribution but also to thermal [12],
mechanical simulations [13–15], or transformer loss determination [16,17]. In addition,
good compatibility is obtained not only for transformers but also for other objects, e.g., in-
ductive sensors [18].

1.2. Historical Outline of Calculations of Hlr Transformers with Movable Magnetic Shunts

The variety of regulating transformers’ (RT) construction [5] makes it difficult to
classify them. This also applies to high leakage reactance transformers (HLR) with shunt
regulation of their current intensities. Therefore, the most general division seems to be in
terms of the main leakage flux direction in relation to the windings axes. As a result of
many analyses of the magnetic field in these transformers, B. Tomczuk proposed such a
division in his Ph.D. [19]. They were divided into transformers with axial (yoke) leakage
and those with radial ones.

Calculations for high leakage reactance transformers (HLR) with extreme magnetic
shunt positions were performed repeatedly. For the transformer with yoke leakage, the su-
perposition method of 2D magnetic field solutions was given in [19], which was published
later [20]. In addition, for these transformers, but without a shunt, the method of integral
equations developed by B. Tomczuk was also used [21,22].

Knowledge of leakage inductance is a particularly important parameter for trans-
former designers since it has a principal effect on the transformer’s short-circuit voltage.
For objects with adjustable magnetic shunt positions, the use of 2D numerical computa-
tional methods is insufficient and can only be used at extreme magnetic shunt positions,
due to the object asymmetry. The novelty of the presented work is to carry out a 3D analysis
of the magnetic field distribution considering intermediate states of the magnetic shunt
position and its different geometries. The results of 3D magnetic field analyses for many
fixes of the transformer shunt were presented by the authors of this paper but only for a
transformer with yoke dispersion.

2. Three-Dimensional Mathematical Modeling of Magnetic Flux Distribution in
Radial Dispersion HLR Transformer
2.1. The Object under Consideration

In the present work, the authors describe three-dimensional magnetic field modeling
in an HLR transformer with radial leakage field dissipation (Figure 1) and beveled edges
in its magnetic shunt. The movable shunt packages are fastened with an armature made
of stainless steel structural elements (Figure 1). Due to this, within our field analysis, we
considered the magnetic system of the shell-type core and only shunt packages without non-
magnetic structural components as well as the two windings made of different materials.
The primary winding is made from a copper profile wire of rectangular cross-section
(1.6 mm × 5 mm) and the secondary one is a two-section made of aluminum strip of
cross-section (2.5 mm × 17 mm).

The transformer’s primary and secondary windings turn numbers equal 180 and 34, re-
spectively. The transformer magnetic circuit with dimensions of 213 mm × 240 mm × 100 mm
is a shell-type core structure [23]. Table 1 presents the rated parameters of the studied object.
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Figure 1. The HLR transformer with radial magnetic leakage.

Table 1. Parameters of the analyzed transformer.

Parameter Value

Rated voltage 400 [V]
Maximum primary winding current 41 [A]

Maximum secondary winding current 225 [A]
Power 16 [kVA]

2.2. The Analysed Magnetic Field Area and Its Boundary Conditions

Due to the variable nature of the magnetic field distribution depending on the extrac-
tion of the shunt in relation to the transformer core, the mathematical model considers the
appropriate adjustment of the analyzed area (Figure 2). The movable shunt providing a vari-
able magnetic coupling between the primary and secondary windings in the object above
allows for step-less regulation of the secondary voltage to maintain a secondary current.
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For systems with a highly spatial distribution of the leakage fluxes, it is necessary
to conduct a three-dimensional (3D) analysis of the unbounded magnetic field, which is
the principal goal of this work. One of the most frequently used and well-programmed
numerical methods is finite element one (FEM). Thus, this method has been used in this
work. The magnetic potentials and flux distribution calculations were performed using
FEM, applied in the commercial ANSYS Maxwell 2022 R1 software [24].

Our numerical calculations of the magnetic field distribution take place in a finite and
defined by the boundary conditions space. The limitation of the computational region Ω
is implemented by the Dirichlet and Neuman conditions. In the Dirichlet condition, the
solution function takes known values on the edges of its domain, as in Equation (1) [25,26].

u(P) = g(P) for P ∈ S (1)

where:

• u(P)—the function sought at points inside the region Ω;
• g(P)—specified function for points P belonging to the S edge of the Ω area.

In the case of the Neumann boundary condition, the normal derivative on the S edge
of the region takes known values, Equation (2) [25,26].

∂u
∂n

(P)= g(P) for P ∈ S (2)

The HLR transformers with increased leakage reactance, depending on the magnetic
system structure and position of the movable shunt, can be characterized by an extensive
magnetic field. The analysis of the computational area can be limited to the two extreme
magnetic shunt positions, fully retracted and extended. In the case of a fully retracted shunt,
the magnetic flux closes through the core-shunt gaps, so the magnetic flux density values
outside the transformer window will be relatively small compared to those contained in
the transformer window.

For the field analysis, we assumed a cubic computing space in which the transformer is
located. Figure 2 shows the object under consideration, placed in the center of the cube area
space of the “k” edge length. Therefore, before performing the proper field calculations,
the influence of the cube’s edge length on the total energy accumulated in the leakage zone
was analyzed (Figure 3). Although the transformer shell-type structure analyzed in this
article characterizes relatively small leakage flux density values outside the transformer
window, their influence on the leakage reactance must be considered.
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Figure 3a shows that the increase in the calculation cube edge length above 0.6 m does
not translate into a significant increase in the energy values of the outer air zone while
causing a rise in the magnetic field analysis time. Based on Figure 3b, one can see that for
the fully inserted magnetic shunt, the leakage energy outside the core has stabilized for the
computational cube of a smaller edge value of 0.45 m. In conclusion, for the transformer
without the magnetic shunt, a part of the magnetic field lines goes outside the transformer
window, which requires consideration of a higher expanse. To increase the certainty of the
correctness of the simulations, in further calculations described in this paper, the length of
the edge of the computational area cube was assumed to be 1 m, regardless of the location
of the magnetic shunt.

Symmetry and antisymmetry planes make it possible to reduce the computational area
and thus reduce the number of discretization grid elements, which significantly reduces
the size of the equations necessary to solve and the calculation time while maintaining
the solution’s accuracy. Due to the movable magnetic shunt position and the object’s
unsymmetrical winding execution, it is possible to include only one symmetry plane in the
analysis, as in Figure 4. The conditions of symmetry and antisymmetry can be described
by vector potential identities on both sides of these planes using Equations (3) and (4),
respectively [25,26].

A1(x2, y2, z2) = A′1(x2, y2, −z2) (3)

A2(x2, y2, z2) = A′2(x2, y2, −z2) (4)

In transformers with adjustable magnetic shunt position, the area requiring special
attention during discretization is the core-shunt gap, which is characterized by a high
magnetic field variation; therefore, at least two mesh layers were forced in this area, and
the maximum tetrahedron edge length did not exceed 2 mm. During the analysis, current
excitation was used, and the non-linear magnetization characteristics of the transformer
core sheets were considered, as in Figure 5.
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The magnetic shunts used to regulate the current can be in cuboidal or tetrahedral
shapes. For the shell-type transformer structure, the chamfering (beveling) magnetic shunt
(Figure 6a) allows smooth current regulation in the secondary winding. The advantage of
this shape is to increase the current regulation linearity by pulling out the magnetic shunt
relative to the transformer window at the expense of hotspots in the corners of the core and
shunt, which causes construction heating. Significantly increasing the beveling affects the
maximum adjustment of the leakage reactance range. The paper examines the influence
of the shunt chamfering on the transformer leakage reactance for different positions, with
a constant of both primary and secondary ampere-turns windings, equal to θ = 1800 A.
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The simulation was performed by considering the transformer symmetry. Angle α was
changed in the range of 0–50◦, and the shunt extraction was in the range of 5 to 180 mm.
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2.3. Partial Differential Equations of the Field and Its Integral Parameters

Performed magnetic field analysis assumed its quasi-stationarity, where time-varying
phenomena and the eddy currents effects were omitted. This allows for the calculation
time reduction, which is of great importance due to the multi-variant calculation’s nature,
and simultaneously allows for compliance satisfactory for technical purposes. This limits
the equations given in the second half of the 19th century by J.C. Maxwell and describes
the electromagnetic field with Equations (5) and (6) given below [27].

∇×
→
H =

→
j (5)

∇×
→
E= 0 (6)

The electromagnetic field equations can be solved using the
→
T −Ω potential method,

where
→
T describes the electric potential vector and Ω the scalar magnetic potential. In the

magnetostatic analysis, the potential
→
T is omitted, which simplifies the equation describing

the intensity of the electromagnetic field to the form of Equation (7) [28].

→
H =

→
HS −∇Ω (7)

∮
l
→
HS·d

→
l = θ (8)

The vector
→
HS (Equation (8)) describes the field intensity coming from the current

density
→
J of the external source’s excitation and can be determined from the circuital law.

The −∇Ω component is related to the ferromagnetic core material’s magnetization. Given
the zero rotation value of this term, it can be expressed by the reduced scalar potential in
the form −∇φ. Considering the above dependencies and substituting them to Equation
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(7), Expression (9) is obtained, which is solved in the sub-areas of air and the transformer
windings [29,30].

−∇·(µ∇φ) +∇·
(
µ
→
HS

)
= 0 (9)

In the transformer ferromagnetic area, due to the zero value of the current density
external sources, Equation (10) is solved.

∇·(µ∇Ω) = 0 (10)

Knowledge of the distribution of magnetic potentials allows the calculation of their
spatial derivatives in order to determine the components of the cartesian magnetic flux
density vectors. However, the most relevant parameters are those calculated from the flux
density vectors’ field integration. These are fluxes in the magnetic core and the leakage
ones, stored energy, as well as windings inductances linked with the fluxes and magnetic

forces. Assuming the flux density vector
→
B distribution in a surface S, flux linkage with

this surface can be determined via Equation (11).

Ψ =
∫

S

→
B ·
→
dS (11)

Using the leakage energy stored in non-magnetic areas (Equation (12)), the transformer
static leakage inductance can be determined from Expression (13). The dynamic leakage
inductance in a linear environment can be determined using Equation (14) [31].

W =
1

2µ



∫

V

B2dV


 (12)

Lrs = ω
2W
I2 (13)

Lrd = Lrs + I
∂Lrs

∂I
(14)

The magnetic shunt inserted into the transformer window causes the division of the
flux generated by the primary winding into two parts, in both the short-circuit and the no-
load state. One of them closes through the magnetic shunt and is unrelated to the secondary
winding, and the other part passes through this winding. Considering the above, the static
(Equation (15)) and dynamic (Equation (16)) mutual inductance were calculated by forcing
the current excitation only within the primary winding, simultaneously determining the
value of the magnetic flux Ψ(I) linked with the secondary winding.

Lµs =
Ψ(I)

I
(15)

Lµd =
∂Ψ
∂i

(16)

3. Results of Field Analysis for Various Constructions and Partial Protrusion of the
Magnetic Shunt
3.1. Magnetic Field in the Transformer with the Same Shunt Construction, but Its Different
Protrusion from the Window

The performed magnetic field distribution analysis considered the primary winding
current intensity in the range of 1–41 A and various positions of the beveled shunt fixes in
the range of w = (20–180) mm. Figures 7 and 8 show the magnetic flux density distribution
for the two exemplary positions of the same shunt under the same ampere-turns for both
the primary and secondary sides of the transformer windings. Due to the object symmetry,
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the distributions have been presented only for half of the transformer core, i.e., for one part
of the shunt system. The current intensity value in the primary winding was equal to 9 A.
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For the transformer short-circuit state, with no magnetic shunt presence or its complete
pulling out, the flux generated by the primary winding is almost entirely compensated in
the core by the secondary winding flux. Inserting the magnetic shunt into the transformer
window allows some of the magnetic flux to flow through it. In Figures 7 and 8, one can
see the flux division into two parts: one closed by a magnetic shunt and the other one
related to the secondary winding. The amount of flux flowing through the shunt depends
on the ratio of the equivalent reluctance for the magnetic shunt with its two air gaps and
the reluctance of the core part with the secondary winding. At a small shunt extraction, the
flux divides into almost equal parts. With its pulling out the so-called hot spots, i.e., areas
of shunt saturation, are visible. This is due to a relatively small cross-section of the shunt’s
active parts.

3.2. Field Simulation for Different Chamfering (Beveling) of the Magnetic Shunt

Figures 9–12 show the magnetic flux density distribution in the half of the transformer
core, magnetic shunt, and air gaps for beveled shunt exemplary positions. The first one
presents the flux density histogram for the simple cuboidal shunt, which is the shunt
geometry special case (α = 0◦) mentioned above. The shunt extraction from the transformer
window was equal to w = 30 mm. Figure 10 shows the flux density histogram for the same
shunt extraction but beveled with the angle α = 45◦.

Pulling the magnetic shunt out causes a part inside the transformer window and the
core edges slightly saturation. For the cuboidal shunt (α = 0◦) only, its slight saturation
is visible on both sides; see Figure 11. For the beveled shunt, at this value of its protru-
sion, the magnetic “hot spot” (saturation) occurs only in the place of the shunt’s shorter
surface inserted into the transformer window (Figure 12). This has a direct impact on the
local construction overheating, so the temperature field analysis could be undertaken in
further research.
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3.3. Short-Circuit Current and Leakage Reactance for Various Positions and Shunt
Chamfering (Beveling)

Based on the magnetic field distribution, the transformer leakage reactance was
determined for each beveling and shunt position. Based on this, the current I2 related to
the secondary winding was calculated, with the primary side powered with a voltage
equal to 380 V. When the shunt is fully inserted into the transformer window, its beveling
in the range of 0–20◦ does not affect transformer leakage reactance. Further angle α in-
creasing shortens the active length of the shunt width located in the transformer window,
which translates into a decrease in maximum leakage reactance value. This situation
could be interpreted as an intermediate shunt position in the transformer window. On
the opposite, for the extreme case when the magnetic shunt is fully extracted, the shunt
beveling will have no significant effect on the leakage reactance, which is almost constant.
Considering the above, at small bevel angles, the short-circuit reactance characteristic in
the initial stage of shunt extraction is somewhat flattened. However, in the final phase
of shunt extension, the reactance values change significantly. Beveling the shunt below
20 degrees does not affect the leakage reactance adjustment range. For bevel values above
20 degrees, the maximum leakage reactance value decreases, reducing the adjustment
range while increasing the smoothness of the secondary winding short-circuit current
regulation. The reactance changes impact strongly the short-circuit current intensity I2,
which is visible in Figure 13.
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4. Measurement Verification of the Simulations

The proposed simulation model of the described transformer was verified by com-
paring the flux density distributions at the chosen leakage zone points and by comparing
the most important integral parameter of the electromagnetic field—transformer leakage
reactance. The first verification allows for a detailed assessment of the quality of the mathe-
matical model and works very well in finding the so-called magnetic hot spots. However,
a comprehensive local errors assessment would require measurements of all magnetic
flux density vector components for the entire transformer leakage zone. Therefore, due
to the multitude of variants of shunt positions, and current excitation, the comparison
of the calculated and measured leakage reactance values was chosen as the main criteria
for evaluating the model quality. Figure 14 shows the tested object with instruments that
enable performing precise tests related to the magnetic shunt positioning in the trans-
former window.

4.1. Comparison of Three-Dimensional Magnetic Flux Density Distribution

The magnetic flux density vector components distribution comparison was limited to
the magnetic shunt outer plane; see Figures 15 and 16. Their values in this area reflect the
field’s asymmetric nature concerning the XZ plane. The flux density values comparison
was made in the short-circuit state at 4.5 mm from the shunt ferromagnetic surface, under
the constant ampere-turns of the windings current flow equal θ = 1020 A. The current value
was selected considering the possibility of forcing the same flux density for a transformer
with a fully inserted shunt, as well as for a transformer without a magnetic shunt. The
comparison was limited to the normal component since it has a major impact on the field’s
nature. The principal differences between the measured values and those obtained during
simulation were at the outer edges of the magnetic shunt and close to the transformer core
edges. These differences are due to the higher contribution of the remaining components of
the magnetic flux density vector due to the inaccuracy of the probe mounting. This problem
is highlighted at a small magnetic shunt extraction, where there is a large variability in
the direction of the magnetic field force lines and the flux density values on a small core
segment area.
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Figures 15 and 16 show the distribution of the normal to the magnetic shunt, Bx
components on the outer shunt surface, obtained on the simulation basis along with the
marked values at the measure points, with the pulling shunt out from the transformer
window equal to 30 mm and 70 mm, respectively.

4.2. Comparison of the Leakage Reactances

One of the transformer’s magnetic field integral parameters is its leakage inductance
associated with each winding. By calculating the leakage energy stored in nonmagnetic
objects, it is impossible to directly determine the part of the energy associated with a specific
winding. So, these inductances could be calculated by assuming that the leakage reactance
of the primary and secondary transformer windings are equal. Based on the magnetic field
distribution, the static leakage inductance related to the primary winding was determined
from the Expression (13), Figure 17. The static inductance associated with the secondary
winding was calculated with the square of the turn’s ratio (N 2/N1)

2 and is considerably
smaller, see Figure 18.

The leakage reactance values comparison allows for a comprehensive evaluation of
the field model. Figure 19a,b show the calculated and measured values of the windings’
leakage reactance transferred to the primary side.

Table 2 shows the relative error calculated from Expression (17), depending on mag-
netic shunt extraction w in relation to the transformer window and the primary winding
current I1.

δXr =

∣∣∣∣
Xrsym − Xrmes

Xrmes

∣∣∣∣·100% (17)

where:

• Xrsym—calculated leakage reactance;
• Xrmes—measured leakage reactance.

Table 2. Percentage relative error value δXr calculated at each measurement point.

Extraction w [mm]
Primary Winding Current Intensity in Amps

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19

25 7.4% 2.2% 1.3% 5.7% 11.1% - - - - -
35 8.6% 3.5% 0.5% 4.9% 9.7% - - - - -
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Table 2. Cont.

Extraction w [mm]
Primary Winding Current Intensity in Amps

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19

45 5.6% 2.9% 0.7% 4.7% 9.1% 10.6% - - - -
55 5.6% 3.1% 0.7% 4.5% 8.3% 9.5% - - - -
65 3.5% 3.7% 0.2% 3.3% 6.7% 8.5% 9% 8.7% - -
75 4.3% 3.5% 0.8% 2.2% 5.3% 7.1% 8.4% 8.6% 8.5% 8.4%
85 5.1% 4.5% 2% 0% 2.8% 4.7% 6.6% 7.8% 8.1% 8.4%
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5. Discussion

The field distribution analysis was started by determining (based on the simulations)
the smallest size of three-dimensional computational space that one should consider during
transformer field distribution calculation, as in Figure 3. Then, to increase the field analysis
accuracy and reduce the computational costs, the symmetry plane was applied, which
reduced the field analysis to half the area of the leakage region.

A comparison of the magnetic flux density components distribution confirmed the
asymmetric nature of the magnetic field for intermediate magnetic shunt positions. Pulling
the shunt out of the transformer window pulls the magnetic field behind it, causing its
asymmetric distribution, which makes it impossible to use the symmetry with respect to
the XZ plane; see Figures 15 and 16. The above is confirmed by both the simulation and
measurement results.

In the leakage field sub-areas characterized by relatively lower magnetic flux density
values, good agreement between simulation and performed measurements was obtained,
mainly due to smaller measurement errors related to the influence of other magnetic
flux density vector components, which are presented in Figures 15 and 16. Magnetic flux
density components values comparison allows for assessing the object’s mathematical
model quality. However, a comprehensive assessment would require measurements of all
magnetic flux density vector components for the entire transformer leakage area. Therefore,
due to variants multitude, shunt positions, and current excitation, the determined and
measured leakage reactance value comparison was chosen as the principal criterion for
evaluating field model quality, performed as part of measurement verification.

The average percentage relative error between calculated and measured transformer
leakage reactance values equals 5.4%. Considering performed simplifications, which in-
cluded physical model dimensions averaging, assumption of air gap equality in the entire
magnetic shunt positions range, as well as computational area limitation, a good agreement
with the measured values was obtained, which confirms the correctness of the used method
and the assumed symmetry conditions for the leakage zone.

In the HLR transformers with increased leakage reactance and the movable magnetic
shunt, the main factor limiting the short-circuit current is its leakage reactance, which
mainly depends on the magnetic shunt position in the transformer window, Figure 19.
It reaches a maximum value for a fully inserted into the transformer window magnetic
shunt and the minimum value when the transformer is without the shunt. The maximum
value of the leakage reactance for the considered transformer equals 43.3 Ω and the min-
imal value 6.8 Ω, which gives a six-fold change in the short-circuit current in the entire
adjustment range.
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Increasing the shunt bevel angle α improves secondary winding current regulation
linearity. Changes in this angle from 0◦ to 20◦ have almost no effect on the maximum
leakage reactance value, but at the same time, they only slightly improve the above-
mentioned regulation linearity. Due to the constant magnetic shunt length, further angle
α increases, causing the maximum reactance value to decrease, while transformer short-
circuits current control linearity is improved, Figure 13.

6. Conclusions

Three-dimensional field analysis enables the magnetic field distribution simulation of
an HLR transformer with a movable magnetic shunt. This makes it possible to determine
its static and dynamic characteristics over the entire range of magnetic shunt positions. The
numerical calculations results give good (for technical purposes) compliance with the mea-
surements, which confirms the developed model’s correctness. This allows for determining
the mentioned key parameters without the need to build expensive prototypes or perform
time-consuming analytical calculations. Although the magnetic flux flowing through the
magnetic shunt, inserted in the transformer window, forces the non-linear characteristic of
the leakage inductance, the short circuit current control is effective. The magnetic shunt
enables smooth regulation of the secondary winding current in a wide range.

Analysis of the magnetic field distribution showed that pulling the magnetic shunt
out from the transformer window results in saturation of its core and shunt corner. This
leads to the appearance of so-called “hot spots”. A thermal analysis covering the above
phenomenon will allow the design of an appropriate cooling system and maybe a conducted
research continuation.
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Abstract: Solid-state transformer (SST) is an emerging technology that integrates with transformer
power electronics converters and control. The most noticeable advantages of SST are the size and
weight reduction compared with low-frequency transformers. Since this device is used in many
devices such as smart grids, traction systems, systems with renewable energy sources (RESs) and
electric vehicle charging devices, it is important to build a high-efficiency device at a low cost. The
article evaluates a medium frequency transformer (SST) operating at a frequency of 500 Hz to 6000 Hz
with coils wound with aluminum foil or Litz windings and of a grain-oriented electrical steel (GOES)
core. The calculations were made using the 3D field method using the numerical finite element
method, and the results were compared with the tests of the real model. The measurement method
based on the Fourier analysis of real signals was used for the research.

Keywords: medium frequency transformer (SST); wound core; design methods; FEM; Litz winding;
aluminum foils winding

1. Introduction

Medium Frequency Solid State Transformers (SST) are part of a new technology that
integrates transformers with power electronics converters and controls.

The importance of this topic is demonstrated by articles dealing with SST transformers.
Examples are article [1] for 166 kW and 20 kHz transformer with copper windings, very
high copper losses and cooling, and [2] for material compatibility design, insulation, leakage
inductance, and temperature limits for medium frequency transformer with Litz winding
and nanocrystalline core rated at 1 kV and 200 kVA, and frequency 10 kHz. In article [3],
however, the relevant SST topologies for various voltage levels and with different degrees,
their control action, and multiple trends in applications were comprehensively reviewed;
this did not apply to foil windings but only to the Litz type.

These are special high-power transformers that operate practically at short circuits.
The idle state for this type of transformer is an emergency state, not an operating state.

Therefore, it is tested at a measurement short-circuit, and the parameters of the transverse
branch tested in the idling state are unimportant.

The most important parameter that needs to be limited to transmit the greatest power
possible is leakage inductance. Because the leakage flux, which does not pass through the
secondary windings, partially closes through the core and causes unnecessary power loss.

With high-power Solid-State Transformers (SST) above 500 kVA, losses in electronic
components are very high [4,5]. For a long time, efforts have been made to achieve
higher power densities in energy conversion units, especially in applications such as wind
farms and electric traction [4,6]. Reducing the weight and volume of the device parts
is the simplest solution here. The use of higher frequencies allows for higher power
densities. A 500 Hz transformer is more than three times lighter than a 50 Hz equivalent [7].
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Higher frequencies increase the density of losses in the core and the windings [4–8], but
the advantage is the reduced size and weight of the device. Medium high-frequency
transformers are the central components of SSTs; they are placed between two electronic
converters. The leakage inductances of these transformers must be as small as possible [8].

The article presents a preliminary windings design of a 500 kVA medium frequency
transformer with a core made of grain-oriented electrical steel (GOES). Research using
GOES wound cores to construct high-power medium-frequency SST transformers began
several years ago [9–11]. The first step was to define the field of application of such cores
before ferrite and nanocrystalline materials were explicitly developed for high-frequency
transformers. Initial studies showed that it was interesting to raise the core temperature
of GOES, as the magnetic properties of GOES are maintained up to 500 ◦C. Higher tem-
peratures correspond to lower losses [12]. The analytical study also proves that in GOES
cores at medium frequencies, core losses are lower for rectangular voltages than sinusoidal
voltages [11]. A special thermal model was also developed to enable a hot core inside the
coils at much lower temperatures [13]. Experimental parts of these studies show that with
0.1 mm thick GOES strips, it is not possible to operate above 6000 Hz.

On the other hand, below 500 Hz SST technologies are not attractive. Therefore, the
test is carried out between these frequencies. This first step focuses on the hot core of the
GOES, not the windings.

The article considered two winding technologies: coils made of Litz wire and coils
wound with aluminum foil. Contacts with manufacturers show that implementing large-
section Litz wires is very expensive; therefore, it has been decided to study interleaved
aluminum foil windings adapted to skin and proximity effects and able to provide very
low leakage inductance. A significant article is the article [14] concerning the use of foil
windings and related problems. However, the article concerns a power transformer, but
these are phenomena occurring usually when using foil windings.

Previously used two-dimensional methods FEM requires thousands of finite element
simulations on foil and round wires to account for the edge effect to solve a similar
problem [15]. Therefore, 3D simulation was used to calculate the leakage resistance and
inductance for the proposed structures.

The first part of the paper is a numerical study that provides a first idea of leakage
inductance. The small values obtained allow us to build the interleaved foil coils with a
transformer manufacturer’s standard tools. The objective was not to make an ideal winding
but a realistic one at a reasonable cost.

The work aimed to investigate the behavior of transformer windings made of thin
aluminum foil instead of Litz windings at different power frequencies. A prototype winding
made of aluminum foil was built in the second stage. The short-circuit test was carried out
at a current of 100 A and a frequency of 500 Hz to 6000 Hz.

The experimental part gives the actual values of the leakage inductances considering
the actual shapes of the prototype. Measurements were made at a relatively low current
(100 A peak) to limit the temperature increase during tests. On the other hand, the available
Tektronix A621 precision AC probe gives maximum accuracy at a peak current of 10 A,
100 A, or 1000 A.

Previously, transformer tests were carried out based on approximate analytical mod-
els [4,16–18], which did not allow for considering the physical phenomena and depen-
dencies resulting from a three-dimensional system. Many authors currently applied the
three-dimensional finite element method for the design of electromagnetic devices [19,20],
both power transformers [20–22], instrument transformers [23], motors [24], etc. It is used
to design magnetic circuits in steady [23] and transient states [25] when supplied with
various currents and voltages (also distorted [26]) and insulation of devices [25,27].

The work of a medium-frequency transformer with a GOES wound core and aluminum
foil wound coils was assessed in the article. The standard winding technology, based on Litz-
type copper wires, is compared with a low-cost solution based on interwoven aluminum
foils. The criteria for comparison are the leakage inductances. The calculations were made
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using the 3D field-circuit method using the numerical finite element method, considering
the real three-dimensional phenomena occurring in the core and windings of the foil. This
method allows for high modeling accuracy. During the design, it was also checked by the
field method whether the use of a nanocrystalline material for the core instead of GOES
electrical steel for the core would reduce the leakage induction. Experimental studies on a
real model confirmed the results of the method used. The simulation results show much
lower leakage inductances for the winding made with interleaved aluminum foils. This
result helped the authors build a full-size prototype that applies the principle of interleaved
aluminum-foil winding.

The following parts of this article are structured as follows. Section 2 presents a
structure of a geometric 3D model of the medium frequency transformer and magnetization
characteristics of cores. Section 3 describes the mathematical model of the transformer.
Section 4 describes the result of computer simulations of tested transformer construction
examples, including various core materials, foil, and Litz windings. Section 5 describes the
prototype and results of the measurement method based on the Fourier analysis of real
signals. Section 6 compares the simulation and experimental studies results and explains
the higher leakage inductances of the prototype by considering the winding building
processes. Practical conclusions from the research are presented in Section 7.

2. Construction of Medium Frequency Transformer

The core of this special transformer differs significantly from the design of power
transformer cores. It consists of two parts wound from thin strips of ferromagnetic sheets
and is not composed of sheets (like cores from power transformers). The GOES wound cores
are made with strips wound on a steel mandrel whose shape defines the internal dimensions
of the core. Core losses are acceptable thanks to using a GOES sheet with a thickness of
0.1 mm. After a thermal annealing cycle that eliminates the internal stresses, the mandrel
is removed, and the wound core is cut. The cores are cut so that the windings can be put
on. The cutting planes are polished with great accuracy with the range of 0.01 to 200 µm.
Thus, the value possible for the air gap is from 0.02 to 400 µm. The half-cores are delivered in
pairs and must be mounted together in the direction defined by the colored dots affixed by
the manufacturer. The two half-cores are held together by a clamp band, which imposes a
well-defined mechanical tension (70 kg for the experimental GOES transformer). Figure 1
presents the general shape of such wound cores, and Figure 2 shows the magnetization
curves of both materials. Litz wire winding has a standard construction of two concentric
coils, without interleaving or with interleaving turns of bundles, which needs no further
explanation. The coil structure made of aluminum foil spacers is shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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electrical steel) of the considered transformer.
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electrical steel (GOES) [29].
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The tested transformer has windings made of aluminum foil, a primary coil of 10 turns,
and two secondary coils of 7 turns. Primary and two secondary winding are interleaving
together (Figures 3 and 4). The windings are made of 1 mm thick aluminum foil with
0.2 mm insulation.

The work aimed to compare the behavior of transformer windings made of thin
aluminum foil or Litz windings. Two variants of the Litz winding were considered without
interleaving (sequentially wound primary winding and then two secondary windings) and
with interleaving of the primary and two secondary windings (Figure 5).
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Calculations were also made for a transformer with the same core of grain-oriented
electrical steel but with Litz windings.

Windings type Litz with technical data for frequencies up to 10 kHz were used:

• wire diameter—0.2 mm
• number of copper wires in a bundle—100
• cross-sectional area of copper in a bundle—3.14 mm2

• bundle outer diameter 2.89 mm.
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3. Mathematical Model of the Medium Frequency Transformer

The application of the aluminum foil windings forming the medium frequency trans-
former coils was analyzed using the 3D field method based on Maxwell’s equations. Using
this method, it was possible to calculate both the currents and voltages induced in the
windings of the transformer and the distribution of the magnetic field. The equation of the
Helmholtz type for the harmonic electromagnetic field was used. The complex potential of
the magnetic vector A (B = ∇ × A) applied in the steady state of the transformer leads to
the equation of the Helmholtz-type time-harmonic equation

∇2A− µ∇
(

1
µ

)
×∇×A− jωµσA = −µJw (1)

where A is the complex magnetic vector potential, B complex magnetic induction, Jw is the
complex vector of primary current density, ω is the angular frequency of voltage, µ is the
permeability, σ is the conductivity of materials.

At the boundary of the area, i.e., the transformer with the surrounding air, there are
the following boundary conditions for the magnetic vector potential A × n = 0, which
means that only the tangential part of the vector B exists on the boundary and n is a normal
vector to the surface boundary.

This mathematical model (1) was used, with the nonlinear magnetic characteristics
B-H of the ferromagnetic materials (nanocrystalline magnetic material and GOES) consid-
ered. As in previous research, a method was considered for power losses in laminated
cores [30,31].

The commercial software OPERA 3D was used to compute field distributions. For
steady state, the ELEKTRA STEADY-STATE module was used. The numbers of subdivision
mesh elements for both models were determined by accuracy analyses performed by
refining the mesh until the results did not change. The aluminum foil, 1 mm thick, was
divided into four elements of 0.25 mm each and the height (where it is not of special
importance) into 6 mm. The thickness of the insulation was 0.2 mm. As a result of the
accuracy analysis, a mesh of 2,072,724 elements was adopted for all model variants with
foil windings and 757,994 elements for variants with Litz windings. In the second case, it
was possible to consider 1/4 of the system due to symmetries. Calculations for all variants
of 3D models of transformers were made on the same principles.

Due to the possibility of performing tests, both calculations and tests were performed
in the short-circuit state of the transformer (Figure 6). In this state, it is possible to measure
the leakage inductance of a transformer; this inductance represents a magnetic field that
does not connect both primary and secondary windings and is closed by air.

Lz = L1r + L’2r (2)

where Lz short-circuits inductance, L2r, L’1r leakage inductance appropriately of the primary
and secondary windings.
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The short-circuit inductance is the sum (2) of the leakage inductances of the primary
and secondary windings. The value of this inductance should be reduced to a minimum.
Therefore, the research concerns this transformer parameter.

4. The Result of the Computation
4.1. Comparison of the Materials Used for the Core

The calculations and tests present an assessment of the operation of a medium-
frequency transformer with a wound core of grain-oriented electrical steel (GOES) (Figure 2)
and coils wound with aluminum foil at a short circuit and frequency of 500 Hz to 6000 Hz.

The computation and tests were carried out in the same state of the transformer. The
10-turn primary coil of the tested transformer was short-circuited, while the 14-turn coil
from the connection of two secondary coils of 7 turns was connected to a sinusoidal voltage
of different frequencies.

Verification of previous tests using the field method confirmed that the use of nanocrys-
talline material cores instead of grain-oriented electrical steel (GOES) in the leakage induc-
tance calculations gave practically the same result (Table 1). Differences in the distribution
of magnetic induction result only from slight differences in the magnetic permeability of
both materials (Figure 2).

Table 1. The short-circuit inductance of transformers with interleaved foil coils.

Frequency GOES Nanocrystalline Material

6000 Hz 0.1987 µH 0.1965 µH

4000 Hz 0.2308 µH 0.2080 µH

3000 Hz 0.2739 µH 0.2468 µH

2000 Hz 0.2732 µH 0.2459 µH

500 Hz 0.3101 µH 0.2804 µH

During the measuring short circuit, the core is unsaturated (Figure 7). However,
significant differences will occur when the transformer is loaded with high power (i.e.,
high current will flow) because the nanocrystalline material, despite its high magnetic
permeability, saturates very quickly (Figure 2). Then, the transformer fails to fulfill its
task. Therefore, grain-oriented electrical steel is not only cheaper but also a better material
for cores.
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4.2. Comparison of the Use of Aluminum Foil Windings or Litz Windings

To obtain the same flow in the Litz winding as in the foil windings, the area occupied
by the windings in the core window must be increased (Figures 3d and 5). This is because
each interleaving copper wire in a bundle has its own insulation.

During the measurement short-circuit, when using foil windings, the core is very
slightly saturated (Figure 7), and when using Litz windings, the core induction decreases
even more (Figure 8). In contrast, leakage inductance increases because most of the magnetic
flux passes through non-magnetic materials such as air and insulation (Table 2). Also,
the use of interlaced Litz windings makes the induction in the core higher than non-
interlaced, and the leakage inductance is slightly smaller. However, in relation to the
leakage inductance, it is still an order higher (Table 2).
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Table 2. The short-circuit inductance of transformers GOES core with Litz windings and foil windings
at 6000 Hz.

Litz Windings Foil Windings

Without Interleaving With Interleaving With Interleaving

9.1056 µH 3.8245 µH 0.1987 µH

The short-circuit inductance, and thus the leakage inductance, are much higher in the
case of Litz windings. This allows us to conclude that the interleaving windings made of
aluminum foil are much more advantageous in this respect (Table 2).

In addition, it is not without significance that copper, although it has a higher conduc-
tivity of approx. 1.6 times 5600 S/mm than aluminum 3600 S/mm, the winding is much
more expensive. The price of copper is about 5.4 times higher than aluminum, and the
bundle Litz is more labor-intensive, which also affects its price.

4.3. Influence of Power Frequency on the Short-Circuit Reactance and Inductance of Transformers
with GOES Core and Interleaved Foil Coils

The results of resistance and inductance calculations at different voltage frequencies,
based on field calculations for transformer with GOES core and interleaved foil coils, are
given in Table 3. The leakage reactance decreases with increasing supply frequency.
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Table 3. The short-circuit inductance and reactance of transformers with GOES core and interleaved
foil coils.

Frequency 500 Hz 2000 Hz 3000 Hz 4000 Hz 6000 Hz 8000 Hz 10,000 Hz

Inductance 0.31015 µH 0.27323 µH 0.27395 µH 0.23082 µH 0.19873 µH 0.17670 µH 0.16176 µH
Reactance 3.4603 mΩ 4.1988 mΩ 4.8324 mΩ 5.5133 mΩ 5.9340 mΩ 7.4873 mΩ 8.0932 mΩ

The change in resistance with increasing frequency is noticeable only at very high
frequencies and results from the skin effect and the phenomenon of the proximity of
conductors (Figure 9, Table 3).
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5. Prototype Description and Measurements

The 3D finite element simulation shows that the interleave aluminum foil winding
structure yields a lower leakage inductance than the classical Litz one. Therefore, a pro-
totype has been built for performing experimental verifications. Figure 10 presents this
winding with 1 mm thick aluminum foils insulated by a 0.2 mm mylar sheet.

Accurate measurements are obtained when the recorded signal levels are significantly
above the surrounding noise level. In the case of the short-circuit test of the transformer,
the impedances are low; consequently, it is important to make measurements at high
currents for obtaining voltages of the order of one volt. Considering the available current
probe, the peak current was fixed to 100 A peak. At medium or high frequencies, the skin
effect in the conductors is an important element that depends on frequency. Therefore, the
measurements must be made with sine waves containing only one frequency. In practice,
producing sinusoidal currents of such levels is very difficult. This problem has been solved
using the actual voltage produced by an inverter that is not sine and decomposition in
Fourier series for computing the resistance and the inductance with the first harmonic.
Figure 11 presents the testing circuit; the feeding transformer provides high currents
(100 A peak) with a standard inverter that operates up to 6000 Hz. It also provides galvanic
insulation that connects the test point directly to the oscilloscope, accurately measuring the
instantaneous voltage vp. The Tektronix A621 precision AC probe is used for the current
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ip. This probe has a bandwidth of 50 kHz. For each command frequency, the oscilloscope
records the instantaneous values with 100,000 points on several periods and provides the
corresponding data files to a computer.
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Figure 11. Short-circuit tests, measurement circuit [32].

The phase lag introduced by the limited bandwidth of the current probe is compen-
sated by filtering the recorded data for the voltage: a Butterworth first-order low-pass
numeric filter at 50 kHz is used for the voltage data, while the current data are used directly.
This filter introduces the same phase lag on voltage as the current probe. It also eliminates
the fast transients due to the classical high-frequency perturbations due to the inverter’s
fast switching.

Figure 12 presents an example of the recorded and filtered signal measured at 5 kHz.
The current y-scale is on the left, and the voltage is on the right. High-frequency pertur-
bations are observed on the recorded signal vP (red curve), while the natural filtering of
the current probe cleans the recorded current iP (black curve). The blue curve shows the
filtered voltage, and the high-frequency perturbations are eliminated.

A Fourier series of the recorded current and the filtered voltage is computed using
an integer number of periods of the signals. The equivalent resistance and inductance are
calculated with the first harmonic of the filtered voltage and current. Figures 13 and 14
show the recorded signal and the Fourier composition using ten harmonics. They also
show the first harmonic of the voltage and od the current.
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6. Comparison of Simulation and Experimental Results

Measurement errors are estimated considering that the oscilloscope (with the probes)
acquires each signal with an error equal to ±1% of the channel’s full range. Therefore, the
100 A probe provides an absolute error of ±1 A on each recorded point, corresponding to a
relative error of ±1.21% for the peak value of the first harmonic. The voltage is measured
using a 5 V full scale; the absolute error is ±0.05 V on each recorded point, corresponding
to a relative error of ±2.31% for the first harmonic peak value. The relative error on the
complex impedance is estimated to be ±3.52%, supposing that the numeric process that
uses the recorded files is exact.

Results of the relative change of short-circuit resistance and leakage inductance versus
frequency are presented in Figure 15a,b.
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The results of measurements and calculations of the short-circuit resistance and leakage
induction of the transformer differ by about 17%, but the values at 3000–4000 Hz are very
similar.

The differences are much more significant for leakage inductance. The greater spacing
between the aluminum foils can explain the higher leakage inductance measured on the
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prototype. During the winding process, the mechanical stresses of the aluminum foils
wound on a square mandrel cause close contact with the 0.2 mm thick insulation layer only
in the corner. Therefore, the actual shape differs from the theoretical; the distances between
the foils are not constant but are much more significant in the middle of each side of the
square. The leakage flux is greater due to the greater distance between the foils; therefore,
the leakage inductance is higher.

There are considerable differences between simulation and measurement. In the 3D
model, according to the design, the insulation between the foils was 0.2 mm, i.e., along the
width of the windings along the core window, the insulation cross-section of the windings
is 1.2 mm × 24 = 28.8 mm, and the insulation between the turns takes 4.8 mm and the same
in the perpendicular direction (Figures 3 and 9).

However, in the prototype (Figure 10) in the same cross-section, it is approx. 38 mm,
i.e., 38 mm ÷ 24 = 1.58 mm, and the insulation and air together give 13.98 mm. It should be
added that six connection bars 32 × 5 mm are attached to the windings. Bars are connected
perpendicularly on different sides and in other places of windings (Figure 10). Additional
air gap dimensions due to connections can be estimated at approx. 5 mm, i.e., 18.98 mm in
total. This is a significant difference. It causes a different value of the leakage inductance
than assumed. The proportion of gaps between the prototype and the 3D model is about
four times. Similarly, the measured value of the leakage inductance at 6000 Hz is 0.795 µH,
and the calculated value is 0.19873 µH, nearly four times higher.

The above phenomenon is described in detail in the article [14] for a different type of
transformer with foil windings. Of course, this is not a linear relationship.

In the case of resistance, the calculated resistance of the foil windings increases with
increasing frequency due to the skin effect and proximity of foils, which is visible in
Figure 9. However, the measurements on the prototype also show an almost constant value
of resistance, which is related to significant air gaps and the lack of proximity effect.

The effect of frequency on changes in inductance is the same in both cases (Figure 15).
However, the measured leakage inductance remains very low (less than 1 µH), four

times less than the value calculated for interlaced Litz coils. The inductance is, therefore,
minimal, but it strictly depends on the spacing between successive layers of windings. In
the target device, it will be necessary to use some technology to ensure the adhesion of the
layers of the windings (probably gluing during winding).

7. Conclusions

For designing high-power SSTs, the MFT leakage inductance is a critical parameter.
As stated previously, the correct operation of the system requires obtaining the smallest

value of the leakage inductance because the power that can be transferred through the
transformer depends on it. So far, leakage inductance calculations have been based on
approximate analytical formulas or 2D simulations. Unfortunately, in the 2D simulation,
only a part of the windings in the transformer window is modeled, and the remaining
significant portion of the winding, about 70% working in the air, is not modeled. Therefore,
there are substantial differences between simulation and measurement. The second problem
is the edge effect and proximity phenomena, which, apart from the skin effect, cause a
considerable unevenness of the current distribution in the foil winding. As the analysis
shows, the end effect (uneven current distribution at the height of the winding foil) is more
important than the skin effect itself.

For this reason, only the 3D model allows us to consider all these phenomena (correct
field distribution inside and outside the transformer window). For the over 2 million
elements, it is practically impossible to 3D model the entire transformer under load. The
control method would require a time-step solution with a sufficiently short time step, which
exceeds the current calculation possibilities even when using parallel calculations. We tried
to carry out such simulations in 2D, and the calculation time was very long. Therefore, the
3D harmonic variant using the complex representation of field quantities seems to be the
best solution for now.
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The use of 3D modeling was critical in determining the choice of winding type. This
first step convinced the researchers that the chosen structure in the form of an interlaced
aluminum foil winding could give good experimental results; this paved the way for the
construction of a prototype. Measurements of the actual resistance and leakage inductance
confirm this trend despite slightly higher leakage inductances (Figure 15), explained by
the winding construction process. In addition, the experimental phase using the prototype
identifies critical elements of the winding design that can be improved if lower leakage
inductances are required.

Further work on the medium frequency transformer (SST) design operating at a
frequency of 500 Hz to 6000 Hz will include an analysis of the interaction of the transformer
with the converters and the load and, therefore, further optimization of the structure. The
next step towards a more powerful SST will be a detailed study of its ability to operate at
higher voltages compatible with a new generation of high-power electronic switches.
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Abstract: DC electronic current transformer is the data source of the system control and protection de-
vice, so its measurement delay has always been concerned. In this paper, the DC current transformer
is modelled equivalently and the key factors affecting the delay of shunt and the remote module are
analyzed. A field test method for the delay characteristics of the DC electronic current transformer is
proposed. Moreover, a complex multi-state large current generator and integrated test system are
developed. On the basis of the IEC 60044-8 standard transmission protocol, the accuracy of standard
signal acquisition with the shunt is better than 0.2%. The maximum output current of the established
testing system is 600 A. Based on the field test in an actual HVDC project, transient step and various
frequency signal components are applied for analyzing.

Keywords: DC electronic current transformer; group delay; field test

1. Introduction

Ultra (extra) high-voltage DC transmission (HVDC) is widely used in large-capacity
and long-distance transmission projects, which has incomparable advantages in terms
of controllability and flexibility. However, it also increases the risk of system resonance,
especially in the asynchronous operation mode of the power grid. For example, the impact
of harmonics on the safe and stable operation of the power grid is more prominent because
harmonic resonance has a direct impact on transformer tap changers, stabilization devices,
and other secondary equipment. In serious cases, it can even affect the isolation of the main
equipment [1]. As a key device for the measurement data of the control and protective
system, the measurement delay of DC current transformers is prone to the risk of broadband
oscillations. Therefore, it is of great importance to understand the measurement delay of
the direct current electronic current transformer to develop on-site testing systems for delay
characteristics. It is crucial for adjusting control system circuit parameters, conducting
rapid wideband oscillation suppression, and achieving precise measurements.

Nowadays, the widely used DC electronic current transformer is based on the shunt-
sensing principle, which covers a whole data transmission chain, including primary sensing
conversion, analog voltage acquisition, digital signal conversion, fiber optic transmission,
merging unit (MU) processing, telegram transmission, control, and protection device recep-
tion processing [2]. The rated secondary signal of the DC electronic current transformer is a
voltage signal of several tens of millivolts with digital information, which is different from
the traditional instrumentation transformer with analog output.

In order to model and calibrate DC current transformers, the reference [3] proposes
a laboratory calibration method for DC current transformers and conducts research on
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the uncertainty assessment of calibration results. Reference [4] presents a field calibration
method for DCCT. This method synchronizes the DC current transformer field calibration
by using GPS to measure the readings of the digital multimeter on the standard source side
and the calibrated transformer’s two ends. The measurement principle of this method and
system is analyzed. If the calibrated DC current transformer has an analog output, GPS
synchronization is used, and the data from the two-end digital multimeters are obtained.
If the calibrated DC current transformer has a digital output, communication radios are
used for synchronization. However, employing method, it is challenging to achieve on-site
synchronization verification of the delay characteristics and transient characteristics of
direct current electronic current transformers. This is because it relies on the stability of
the current source and may not be suitable for achieving precise synchronization in the
field. Reference [5] describes the design and setup of the new AC current transformer
(CT) calibration system, which uses enhanced, actively compensated current comparators
(CCs) for improving measurement accuracy. Reference [6] proposes a 3D magnetic-field
model to analyze the impact of the magnetic sensor circular array position on current
measurements, which successfully maintains accuracy class 1.0 under various position
deviations in balanced or unbalanced three-phase power delivery systems. References [7,8]
study from the perspective of shunt to improve measurement accuracy. Reference [9]
proposes that the disparity in practical environmental conditions, which influences the
proximity electric field, is a significant reason for active electronic voltage transformers
exhibiting excessive errors at substation sites. The principles of selecting materials for
capacitive voltage dividers and rationalization proposals for error calibration are given. In
paper [10], a new method for performing power current measurement is proposed; this
method involves the use of Hall sensors without iron cores, which greatly reduces the
interference of environment on measurement. Currently, there is a lack of in-depth research
on the delay characteristics of direct current electronic current transformers (DCCT). Due to
limitations in testing methods and technical conditions, on-site calibration of delay testing
under simulated operating conditions has not been effectively conducted. In particular,
there is a lack of in-depth research and on-site test data analysis on the calibration of delay
under different signal excitations. In DC systems, various signal waveforms occasionally
appear, especially in wideband signal detection, relay protection, and control parameter
adjustments, which requires more accurate measurement of the delay of direct current
electronic current transformers.

The installation position of DC electronic current transformers in converter stations
is dozens of meters high above the ground, so the disassembly and reconnection of high-
voltage joints pose difficulties [11–14]. In order to complete the field test, this study first
establishes an equivalent model for the delay characteristics of DC current transformers.
Then, the impact of shunts and low-pass filters on the delay is analyzed. In the actual
converter station, a field test method to measure the delay characteristics of direct current
electronic current transformers is proposed. Furthermore, a complex polymorphic high-
current generator and a related integrated testing system for delay characteristics are
developed. Based on these devices, a field equivalent test circuit topology is constructed.
Finally, the testing results in practical engineering are analyzed and compared.

2. Delay Analysis and Test Method Research
2.1. Causes of Delay

The DC electronic current transformer contains a remote module and an analog-to-
digital conversion unit; hence, its structure can be simplified into three parts as shown in
Figure 1. In Figure 1, Rk is the resistance of the shunt; Lk is the distribution inductance of
the shunt; Is the primary current flowing through the shunt; Up is the secondary disconnect
output voltage of the shunt.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of DC electronic transformer transmission link.

The voltage and current in Figure 1 adhere to the following equation:

UP = (jωLk + Rk)Is. (1)

Lk in Equation (1) has an impact on the transient characteristics of the shunt, not only
on the phase shift of the transmitted high frequency signal but also on the rising edge of
the step signal waveform. The shunt can have good transient response characteristics if
Lk is reduced as much as possible. In addition, the low-pass filter in Figure 1 is generally
composed of passive components. The filters commonly used in engineering are Bessel,
Chebyshev, and Butterworth types, which present different transfer functions, resulting in
different frequency delay characteristics.

The shunt and the low-pass filter together constitute the physical delay time part of
the DC electronic current transformer. However, the delay time of the remote module after
the AD acquisition is not related to input signal but to its sampling rate, processing method,
and other factors, which can be called the rated delay time. The purpose of this paper is to
accurately measure and calibrate the delay time of the DC electronic current transformer in
actual operating conditions.

2.2. Field Equivalent Test Method for Delay Characteristics

Generally, the operating signals acting on the DC electronic transformer can be divided
into two categories: steady state and transients. The steady-state signal is composed of DC
component and high-frequency AC harmonics. The transient signal is the sudden change
in electrical quantity after a fault or disturbance in the DC system. As a result, the delay
characteristics field test circuit topology is designed as shown in Figure 2. It is mainly
composed of current source, test object (DC electronic type current transformer), standard
load (high precision resistor Rb), circuit control, and test system, etc.
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The current source in Figure 2 can output many types of complex typical current
waveforms. In Figure 2, Rd and Ld are the equivalent resistance and inductance of the test
circuit, respectively; ub is achieved by the high-precision resistor Rb; and us is the digital
telegram signal output from the DC electronic current transformer under test. Moreover,
the test system needs to synchronize the acquisition of two signals from the standard load
and the test object to accurately quantify the delay.

3. Delay Characteristic Test System
3.1. Test System Design and Its Operating Mechanism

The core problem of field test is how to simulate the complex polymorphic signal
waveforms in the actual operating conditions with a small engineering cost in the converter
station. Thus, the main technical details are determined as follows:

(1) The step current signal is more or equal to 300 A (considered at 10% of the rated
current of 3000 A) [15]; the rise time is less than 50 µs (one fifth of the step rise time of
the DC transformer); and the duration is more or equal to 10 ms;

(2) The high-band steady frequency current amplitude is adjustable; the output maximum
value is 300 A; and the frequency range covers at least 50–1200 Hz;

(3) It can output high-band frequency current with the DC component;
(4) The steady-state accuracy, frequency response, and transient step response character-

istics must be tested;
(5) The digital interface of the delay testing system needs to comply with the transmission

protocol in IEC 60044-8 standard;
(6) The testing system is small in size and easy to install at the site;
(7) The testing system complies with the international standard IEC 61869-14-2018.

Based on the above and the actual situation in the field, the complex multi-state current
signal delay test system is established as shown in Figure 3. First, the current waveform
required for the test is configured in the complex multi-state high-current source system to
form a series of discrete sampling points as digital signals. Second, the signal generator
converts the digital signal into an analog voltage and outputs the current through the
power amplifier. Third, the P1 and P2 terminal of the high-precision resistor and the subject,
in turn, receive the current. Driven by the synchronous clock, the calibrator receives the
standard signal collected by the front unit and the FT3 digital signal output of the test
product through two optical fibers. Finally, the calibrator completes the calculation of
the delay.

A large capacity signal generator is home-made for testing the DC electronic current
transformer. The output high-band frequency current of the complex high-current power
supply is 600 A maximum; the frequency band covers 50 Hz~1.2 kHz; the output frequency
accuracy is better than 0.01 Hz; the step signal rising time is less than 30 µs; and the steady
step can last 100 ms. The sampling frequency is designed to be 500 kHz to meet the complex
multi-state current signal sampling requirements. The measurement error of the calibrator
does not exceed 5 µs. To verify the adaptability of the complex multi-state high current
source and calibration system, the multi-state current signal source system generates step
currents which are collected by the DC transformer calibrator. Figure 4 shows the current
waveform at a step amplitude of 600 A with step width of 100 ms.
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3.2. Key Parameters of Delay Characteristics

(1) Calculation method of delay of steady-state signals

The test current source outputs single frequency or DC component Idc with a high-
band frequency component Iac, equivalent to the composition of the composite current
source acting on the actual project. The expression is as follows:

i(t) = Idc + ∑24
n=1 Iacsin(nωt +ϕn). (2)

In this paper, the 50 Hz component, which is the power frequency in China, is applied
as the fundamental frequency.

The essence of the delay calculation of the steady-state signal is to accurately calculate
the phase error. In this test, the transformer calibrator is triggered by a synchronous
clock with an error of less than 0.5 µs. The front unit of the standard voltage signal for
high-precision acquisition extracts the phase ϕ1 of the standard signal as the moment of
appearance of the steady-state signal on the primary side of the DC electronic current
transformer. The digital output (FT3 message) of the DC electronic current transformer
under test is received in real time with the same synchronous clock. Then, the phase ϕ2 of
the measured transformer signal is extracted when the digital sampling value corresponds
to the analog input. Assuming the current frequency is f, the absolute delay td is calculated
by converting the phase error as follows:

td = (ϕ2 −ϕ1)/2πf. (3)

(2) Calculation of delay of transient step signal

Figure 5 gives the extraction process of the delay of transient step signal. u(t) is the
input step signal (standard acquisition signal); U0 is the initial value of the input variable;
V(t) is the output signal of DC electronic current transformer; V0 is the initial value of
the output variable before the step is applied; V∞ is the steady-state value of the output
variable after the step is applied; ∆Vs is usually 5% of V∞; and Td1 and Td2 are the delay
times at different parts of step signal, respectively.
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The transient delay Td of DC electronic current transformer is defined as

Td = tbc − tbz, (4)
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where tbc and tbz are the moments when the tested DC electronic current transformer and
the standard reach a certain value, respectively. First, the steady-state value, V0, before
the step and the steady-state value, V∞, after the step are applied. Second, the moment
corresponding to 10% or 90% of the variable reaching V∞ is measured. Finally, the absolute
delay of the DC current transformer is obtained.

4. Hardware Experiment
4.1. Field Test System Establishment

According to the requirements of GB/T 26216.1, IEC 61869, and other related standards,
the field test system of the DC electronic transformer delay characteristics [6–10] is built as
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of field test equipment.

This equipment is designed to obtain a greater primary current output with small
impedance. In addition, this equipment has to be transported over a long distance of about
400 km, mostly on mountainous road, from the storage location to the convertor station.
To ensure the accuracy and credibility of the field test, this equipment is tested in the field
again, which verifies its effectiveness and accuracy.

The rated primary current of the DC current transformer under test is 3000 A with
10 kHz sampling rate output. First, the delay test under 50 Hz with the accuracy level of
0.01 S of 600 A current is carried out to the DC electronic current transformer and the load.
The delay of 483 µs and 486 µs are calculated in two independent tests.

4.2. Field Test of Delay Time under the Action of Steady-State AC Signal

During the experiment, sinusoidal current signals from 50 Hz to 1200 Hz are se-
quentially applied to the DC current transformer. The calibration of the testing system
is triggered and controlled by a high-precision synchronous clock. Figure 7 shows the
variation of delays of different frequency components.
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In Figure 8, it can be seen that the delay is gradually decreasing as the input current
frequency increases, the value of which decreases from 483 µs to nearly 455 µs. In order
to survey the influence of current amplitude, the current amplitude of 600 A, 410 A, and
365 A is applied on the primary side of the transformer, but the equivalent current does
not have any significant effect on the delay.
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In the case of HVDC system fault, AC components are able to transmit to HVDC
transmission lines, which can induce large AC components superimposing DC component.
Therefore, the waveform applied to the DC electronic current transformer in fault is not a
single AC or DC but a composite current waveform. To be closer to the actual operating
conditions in the field, waveforms with 600 A of DC, 50 A of 50 Hz, and 40 A of 200 Hz
AC components are applied to the DC electronic current transformer. In Figure 8, the
waveforms from the primary side and the secondary side are illustrated, and the calculated
delay is 481 µs.

4.3. Field Test of Transient Step Signal

The field test result of the transient step signal on the DC electronic current transformer
is shown in Figure 9.
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The transient delay of the DC electronic current transformer is 415 µs at the start of
rising time (the moment corresponding to 10% of step current amplitude) and 490 µs at the
end of rising time (the moment corresponding to 90% of step current amplitude). There
is 75 µs difference in step test, which may affect the low-pass filter by cutting off some
high-frequency components.

4.4. Equivalent Analysis

This effectively analyzes the characteristic waveforms under different input to demon-
strate the delay characteristics of DC electronic current transformers. These waveforms are
applied to the tested DC electronic current transformers for conducting delay testing and
calibration. It is necessary to ensure that the characteristic waveforms generated by the
current source include single-frequency signals, DC overlaid with high-band frequency
components, transient step signals, and other complex waveforms. Therefore, some re-
quirements, e.g., 0~1500 Hz and 0~600 A current output, are imposed on the performance
of the current source.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the effects of shunt and low-pass filter on delay characteristics of DC
electronic current transformers are studied. Furthermore, a field equivalent test method
for the delay characteristics of DC electronic current transformers is established. Specific
conclusions are as follows.

A complex multi-state high-current generation device and an integrated test system
are developed, which support the IEC 60044-8 standard transmission protocol. It has a
maximum output current of 600 A, with a measurement accuracy better than 0.01 Hz.
Then, by simulating various signals to DC electronic current transformers, the accurate
measurement and calibration of absolute delay are realized. Based on measurement results,
the different frequency components are transmitted with various time delays via the
transmitting of the DC electronic current transformer, which may result in the maloperation
of the control system. Furthermore, the step response also reflects a nearly constant time
delay of the DC electronic current transformer, even though the sampling rate of digital
output of DC electronic current transformer is lower than the primary side.
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Abstract: This article analyzes the problem of modeling the properties of such magnetic elements as
inductors, coupled inductors, and transformers using the SPICE software (version 17.2). Both the
classical models of magnetic elements, built in this software, and the models implemented in the form
of subcircuits are described. In particular, attention was paid to the possibility of taking into account
the non-linearity of the characteristics of the considered elements and mutual couplings between
electrical, magnetic, and thermal quantities. Using the results of thermographic measurements, the
need to take into account the differences in temperature values between the individual windings and
the core of inductors and transformers was justified. Selected models of the considered elements
given in the literature are briefly characterized. The network structures of the electrothermal models
of the considered elements elaborated at Gdynia Maritime University are presented. The results
of calculations and measurements illustrating the correctness of the described models and their
prac-tical usefulness for the elements of different structures are presented and discussed.

Keywords: inductors; transformers; coupled inductors; power losses; compact models; windings;
ferromagnetic cores

1. Introduction

Magnetic elements such as inductors, coupled inductors, and transformers are com-
monly used in different electronic and power electronic systems [1,2]. These elements
perform different functions in the mentioned systems, which include, among others, elec-
tricity storage, voltage equalization and filtering, ensuring galvanic separation between
circuits, etc. [3]. They are typically made of a ferromagnetic core and one or more wind-
ings wound on this core in the form of a winding wire, tape, or track on a printed circuit
board [3,4].

Designers of electronic systems, before deciding on their structure, carry out proper
computer analyses to design a device characterized by the most favorable values of operat-
ing parameters [5]. Thanks to computer simulations, it is possible to minimize or eliminate
undesirable phenomena that may affect the correct operation of the designed systems
already at the design stage [5].

When analyzing and designing such systems, computer programs supporting the
work of engineers are commonly used [6]. One of the most popular programs of this
type is SPICE [7,8], which has been used for several decades. It requires appropriate
models of elements present in the analyzed systems. The manufacturer of this program
implemented equations describing the most important electronic components, and in the
attached libraries, the parameter values of such models for selected types of components,
including magnetic elements such as inductors and transformers, are given. Of course, the
credibility of the obtained calculation results depends on the accuracy of the models used,
resulting from the consideration of the phenomena occurring in the considered elements.

According to the literature, the properties of magnetic elements significantly affect the
characteristics of electronic systems [9,10]. In many papers concerning computer analysis
of electronic or power electronic systems [11,12], the influence of the non-linearity of the
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characteristics of magnetic elements, the phenomenon of self-heating in these elements, and
mutual couplings between their components are usually omitted. For example, inductors
in the SPICE program are typically modeled using a linear coil model whose inductance is
constant or a non-linear core model coupled with a linear winding model [13].

Despite the simple construction of magnetic elements, during their operation, electrical,
magnetic, and thermal phenomena occur in them, causing deviations of these characteristics
from the characteristics of ideal linear elements. These phenomena are characterized, e.g.,
in [14–16], by the non-linearity of the magnetization curve, the occurrence of power losses
in the core and in the windings, thermal phenomena, i.e., self-heating in the core and in the
windings, and mutual thermal couplings between them.

In the literature, there are also models of electronic elements, including magnetic
elements, that are not dedicated to SPICE but are presented in an analytical form or are
dedicated to another program, e.g., MATLAB [17–19] or others [20–22].

The paper [20] proposes a polynomial third-order model of an inductor used in
electrical energy conversion systems. The modeling method proposed by the authors
enables the estimation of the current up to saturation, understood as the point where the
differential inductance decreases to half of its maximum value. The model also takes into
account the influence of temperature on the inductor current. On this basis, the influence of
the core temperature on the conduction time of the switch was determined. It was noticed
from the research results that saturation requires an appropriate value of the temperature-
dependent conduction time. The calculation results obtained using the non-linear model of
the inductor in the DC–DC converter were experimentally verified for the boost converter.

In turn, the paper [21] proposes a method of modeling an inductor dedicated to oper-
ating in power electronic converters. The inductor model makes it possible to determine
the reluctance of the equivalent circuit of this element. This model takes into account losses
in the inductor core made of different ferromagnetic materials, with particular emphasis
on a hysteresis loop and losses occurring in the core and the winding of the considered
element. In addition, the influence of the frequency on the losses in the inductor was taken
into account. Yet, this model does not take into account the influence of the magnetic flux
density amplitude on the losses in the inductor core or the thermal phenomena occurring
in this element.

On the other hand, the paper [22] describes behavioral modeling of the inductor used
in switch-mode power supplies. The proposed modeling method takes into account the
direct current flowing through the inductor and the switching frequency as input data for
the model. This model takes into account current ripples, power losses, and temperature.
It is based on simple analytical formulas formulated on the basis of measurements using
a multi-object evolutionary algorithm. The resulting behavioral models define a “limited
working area” of the inductor, which describes the boundary area in the three-dimensional
domain of the switching frequency.

However, due to the wide range of material, this study focuses only on models
dedicated to SPICE.

As mentioned earlier in the literature, many papers describe models of magnetic
elements, but only a few are devoted to the review of such models. For example, the pa-
per [23] is devoted to the modeling and design of transformers and coupled inductors only.
The paper contains a short theoretical introduction concerning the physical phenomena
occurring in the considered magnetic elements and the principles of formulating models of
magnetic circuits. Magnetic and electrical models of transformers and coupled inductors
proposed in the cited paper take into account phenomena such as core magnetization and
stray flux. However, the considerations do not include the influence of many factors on the
properties of the magnetic element, such as temperature, magnetic flux density amplitude,
its shape, or the type of material from which the core was made.

On the other hand, in the papers [24,25], the review and comparison of non-linear
behavioral models of the inductor dedicated to operating in power conversion systems are
described. The paper [24] compares the models of the inductor by summarizing their main
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features, i.e., indicating the type of mathematical function used to formulate the model, the
number of coefficients, and the nature of the resulting optimization problem. Typically,
the models proposed in the cited paper show the method of defining the dependence of
inductance on the current, i.e., using different functions and calculating its coefficients with
different optimization methods. Because the described models relate to the description of
flux density, they cannot be used to observe and determine the other characteristics of the
inductor, for example, those related to its core and the influence of different phenomena
on the core properties. It is not indicated whether the functions used to describe the
dependence of inductance on different factors have the same character for the inductor,
whose core is made of other materials.

In turn, the paper [25] compares two popular analytical models described in the
literature. The first of these models is based on a polynomial, and the other uses the
arctangent function to formulate a non-linear dependence of inductance on different factors.
The efficiency of the models was compared, taking into account the method of determining
the model parameters and evaluating the current profile using the characteristic equation
of the inductor. Both models were implemented in switching power supply systems. The
results presented in the paper take into account the time of calculations and the accuracy
of modeling. The comparison of these models showed that both models ensured a good
agreement between the results of calculations and measurements of the inductor operating
in the power conversion system. It was noted that the duration of calculations using
the polynomial model was 15% shorter than the time obtained using the model with the
arctangent function.

The mentioned short reviews relate only to the behavioral models, which use different
functions to describe the inductance of the inductor. In the literature, there is a lack of a
review of magnetic element models in one paper (inductor, coupled inductor, transformer)
that take into account their electric, magnetic, and thermal properties and can be applied to
analyze the properties of magnetic elements containing different core materials.

The aim of the paper is a critical analysis of the models of magnetic elements available
in the literature. Such models were reviewed, and models of three magnetic elements were
considered, i.e., an inductor, a coupled inductor, and a transformer. This study deals with
compact models dedicated to the SPICE program. When analyzing them, the models were
divided into three groups. The first are the models built in SPICE. The second group in-
cludes non-linear isothermal models, i.e., those that ignore the phenomenon of self-heating
and thermal couplings occurring between the components of the considered elements. In
turn, the third group consists of non-linear electrothermal models of magnetic elements,
taking into account thermal phenomena occurring in the considered elements. The descrip-
tions of the presented models include both selected models available in the literature as
well as the results of the authors’ research on modeling the properties of magnetic elements,
taking into account thermal phenomena occurring in them. The properties of the presented
models were compared, and the ranges of their applicability were indicated. The results of
the analyses of networks with magnetic elements were also shown and discussed.

Section 2 describes the models built in SPICE. Section 3 describes the factors causing
the non-linearity of the characteristics of magnetic elements. Sections 4 and 5 describe
non-linear isothermal and electrothermal models of the considered elements, respectively.
In turn, exemplary results of the measurements and calculations obtained using the above-
mentioned models are presented in Section 6.

2. SPICE Built-in Models

The user of SPICE can use the linear and non-linear models of the inductor and the
transformer built into this program. These models are described, e.g., in [26].

The inductor can be represented by an ideal inductor, whose inductance is constant
(linear model), or by an inductor, whose inductance L is described by the sum of square
functions of current and temperature. The inductor models built in SPICE do not take
energy losses in this element or the thermal phenomenon into account.
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SPICE also includes a non-linear model of the ferromagnetic core, describing the
dependence of magnetic flux density B on the magnetic force H. This description includes
the hysteresis of the magnetization curve B(H) using the Jiles–Atherton model [27]. Using
the mentioned core model, it is possible to model an inductor or a transformer, taking
into account the non-linearity of the core magnetization curve. Unfortunately, the core
model does not take into account the effect of temperature, which significantly affects the
magnetization characteristics and magnetic permeability of the core [28].

In turn, the transformer can be modeled using coupled inductors. This coupling can be
linear (then the described element behaves like an ideal transformer) or non-linear—using
the ferromagnetic core model (then the non-linearity of the magnetization curve is taken
into account). In the case of using linear coupling, the transformer voltage ratio is described
by the classic formula of the form [4]:

ϑU = k·
√

L1

L2
(1)

where L1 is the inductance of the primary winding of the transformer, L2 is the inductance
of the secondary winding of the transformer, and k is the magnetic coupling factor.

Winding losses are often taken into account when analyzing systems with a trans-
former. Figure 1 shows a network representation of a linear lossy transformer model.
This model consists of the coupled inductors L1 and L2 and resistors describing losses in
windings R1 and R2 and losses in the core RC. The resistance values of these resistors and
the inductance of the inductors depend on the material of the core used and the parameters
of the windings.
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Figure 1. Network representation of a lossy model of the linear transformer.

In turn, in the case of non-linear coupling, the magnetic permeability of the core µ
is determined from the inclination of the magnetization curve B(H) for inductors and
the value of the induced electromotive force in the transformer windings based on the
waveform of flux density B in the core and the number of turns z of the winding. In turn,
the inductance L of the inductor depends on the number of turns z, the cross-sectional
area of the core SFe, the relative magnetic permeability of the core µFe, the length of the
magnetic path in the core lFe, and the length of the air gap lp in the core according to the
relationship of the form [4].

L =
µ0·z2·SFe·µFe
lFe + lp·µFe

(2)

where µ0 denotes the magnetic permeability of free air.
This modeling method does not allow for winding or core losses, transformer inertia,

or the influence of temperature on its properties. As mentioned above, the models of
magnetic elements built in the SPICE program do not take into account many important
phenomena occurring in these elements. Therefore, in the literature of the last dozen or so
years, you can find information on macromodels of inductors and transformers for SPICE.
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3. Factors Causing Non-Ideal Characteristics of Magnetic Elements

The properties of magnetic elements depend on a number of factors, such as tempera-
ture, frequency, the shape of the excitation signal, and the type of material used to build
the core. The simple construction of these elements, containing only a ferromagnetic core
and windings, often results in a very simplified description of their properties.

However, in reality, due to the properties of the core and the winding, the non-linear
characteristics of these elements and the influence of thermal phenomena on their course
are observed [14,16]. For example, there is a non-linear dependence of inductance L on
current i and a non-linear dependence of the temperature of the core and windings on the
power dissipated [29].

As mentioned earlier, the properties of the core of a magnetic element strongly depend
on the type of material from which it was made [30–32]. It describes them, among others,
in the magnetization curve B(H) that takes the form of a hysteresis loop. The shape of the
hysteresis loop depends on many factors (temperature, frequency, magnetic field strength),
and it also affects power losses in the core of the magnetic element.

An important parameter defining the material’s ability to concentrate the magnetic
force in it is the magnetic permeability µ, which is determined for various states of the core
magnetization [4,28]. Magnetic permeability corresponds to the slope of the B(H) curve
and affects, among others, the inductor inductance according to Formula (2). As can be
seen, e.g., from [33], this permeability is a non-linear function of the magnetic force H.
The relationship µ(H) has a maximum in the range of H values much lower than in the
saturation range.

According to the catalog data of ferromagnetic core manufacturers, depending on the
type of material, a strong influence of frequency and temperature on the magnetization
curve B(H) and magnetic permeability is observed. Therefore, the catalog data also often
presents the dependence of magnetic permeability µ on temperature T, frequency f, the
magnetic force H, and the length of the air gap in the core lp [28,34]. The use of an
air gap in the core enables the linearization of the core characteristics, but at the same
time it reduces magnetic permeability and thus the inductor inductance [28,35]. As it
results from [16,29,31], the effect of temperature on the magnetization curve of the core is
significant and noticeable for cores made of ferrite and nanocrystalline materials, while this
effect is practically not observed for cores made of iron powder [29].

Figure 2 presents magnetization curves of a ferrite core made of EPCOS N27 material
obtained at three different temperatures.
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where Ta is the ambient temperature, Rth is the thermal resistance of the core, Rthm is the 
mutual thermal resistance between the core and the winding, pC is the power dissipated 
in the core, and pW is the power dissipated in the winding. 
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Figure 2. Magnetization curves of the ferrite core made of N27 material at selected values
of temperature.

It can be seen that an increase in temperature causes changes in the course of the
considered B(H) characteristics, and a decrease in the value of saturation flux density with
an increase in temperature is particularly noticeable. An increase in this temperature to
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225 ◦C causes a decrease in the value of saturation flux density to only 40% of the value of
this parameter at the temperature of 25 ◦C.

In [15], it was shown that the magnetic permeability of ferromagnetic cores is a
decreasing function of frequency, while the range of frequency, for which a decrease in
the value of µ is small depends on the core material and ranges from a single kilohertz to
even 1.5 MHz. In [29], it was shown that permeability depends on temperature, and after
exceeding the Curie temperature, its value decreases rapidly. The cited paper also shows
that at room temperature, the value of relative magnetic permeability, depending on the
core material, ranges from 10 to 30,000.

During the operation of the magnetic element, power losses occur. These losses occur
both in the core and in the windings. As a result of these losses, the efficiency of energy
transfer between the windings of the transformer is below 100%. Core losses are related
to, e.g., remagnetization of the core, and they depend on the amplitude of flux density,
frequency, and temperature [15].

As mentioned before, the properties of magnetic elements are also significantly affected
by temperature. As it follows from [15,31,36], depending on the ferromagnetic core used for
the construction of the magnetic element, an increase in temperature reduces saturation flux
density and also affects the values of power losses in the cores made of, e.g., ferrite materials.

Energy losses occurring in the components of inductors and transformers are con-
verted into heat. The heat generated in the core and in the windings causes an increase in
their temperature above the ambient temperature due to the phenomenon of self-heating
and mutual thermal couplings between the core and the winding [28].

Thermal parameters are used to characterize the ability of an electronic element to
dissipate the heat generated within it. In [37,38], it was proposed that transient thermal
impedance Zth(t) be used for this purpose; the course of thermal impedance is approximated
by the formula of the form [12]:

Zth(t) = Rth·
[

1−
N

∑
i=1

ai· exp
( −t
τthi

)]
(3)

where Rth is the thermal resistance of the element, equal to Zth(t) at the steady state, τthi
is the i-th thermal time constant (i = 1, 2, . . ., N), ai is the weighting factors, whose sum
is 1, and N is the number of thermal time constants. In general, the temperature of each
winding and core of the magnetic element may be different. For example, at the steady
state, the inductor core temperature TC can be described by a simplified formula of the
form [9]:

TC = Ta + Rth ·pC + Rthm·pW (4)

where Ta is the ambient temperature, Rth is the thermal resistance of the core, Rthm is the
mutual thermal resistance between the core and the winding, pC is the power dissipated in
the core, and pW is the power dissipated in the winding.

The model of an electronic element that takes into account the influence of the temper-
ature of this element on its properties and the dependence of this temperature on the power
dissipated in it is called the electrothermal model [39–41]. The graphic interpretation of
this model is based on non-isothermal characteristics obtained as a result of electrothermal
analysis [39,41–43]. The electrothermal model of an electronic component consists of three
parts [29,39]:

(a) an electrical model describing the current–voltage–temperature characteristics of the
considered element,

(b) thermal model describing the dependence of the temperature of the element on the
power dissipated,

(c) power dependence of the quantities present in the electrical model.
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4. Non-Linear Isothermal Models

This section describes models of inductors and transformers that take into account
the non-linearity of physical phenomena occurring in these elements but ignore thermal
phenomena. Such models are called isothermal models because, based on the characteristics
obtained with their help, all the points correspond to one temperature of their components.

The paper [44] discusses a non-linear inductor model for SPICE, taking into account
the hysteresis of the magnetization curve described by the Jiles–Atherton model [45], eddy
currents in the core, and power losses in the core caused by the hysteresis phenomenon, as
well as the presence of an air gap in the magnetic core. The calculation results presented in
the cited paper showed the correctness of the shape of the obtained waveforms of voltages
and clamping currents of the inductor, as well as the magnetization curves for inductors
with a sheet metal core made of silicon steel at frequencies ranging from 50 Hz to 1 kHz.

In [45], two versions of the inductor macromodels for SPICE were proposed. The first
of them describes a lossless inductor with a core with a non-linear magnetization curve
devoid of hysteresis. This model makes it possible to obtain a non-linear relationship L(i)
and to determine the value of the magnetic force, as well as the magnetic flux density. In
turn, the other model is more complicated. It additionally takes into account the influence
of the length of the air gap in the magnetic core on the characteristics L(i) and losses in
the core caused by eddy currents. The results of calculations of the characteristics of the
inductor with a sheet metal core made of silicon steel at frequencies of 50 and 250 Hz
presented in the paper [46] have a qualitatively correct shape.

The paper [47] describes an inductor model containing only four passive elements: A
capacitor representing inter-turn capacitance connected in parallel with a resistor represent-
ing core losses, and a series connection of a coil with inductance described by the quadratic
function of the current with a resistor modeling winding losses. The model described here
allows for a good agreement between the calculated and measured L(i) characteristics in
the range of currents up to about 100 mA. Moreover, the frequency characteristics Z(f)
of the inductor, describing the dependence of its impedance on frequency, show a good
agreement between the results of calculations and measurements with the DC component
of the current equal to zero.

In the paper [48], a non-linear inductor model was proposed using a multi-nominal
description of the time course of the magnetic flux. In order to simplify the calculation pro-
cedure, a system of second-degree equations was used instead of a high-degree polynomial.
The model presented in the cited paper takes into account the phenomenon of saturation
in the core and energy losses in it. The results of the calculations of voltage and current
waveforms at the transformer terminals presented in the cited paper, obtained using a
non-linear inductor model in the form of magnetizing inductance, showed qualitatively
correct shapes.

In [49], an inductor model was presented, taking into account the non-linearity of
the characteristics of the ferromagnetic core and eddy currents in the core. This model
uses the analogy of magnetic and electric quantities. In particular, the core magnetization
characteristics were modeled by describing the core reluctance using a spline function
(piecewise linear). The model does not include the hysteresis of the magnetization curve,
but the winding resistance is included. The model was tested with voltage excitation of a
low-frequency harmonic signal, obtaining the qualitatively correct time waveforms of the
inductor current at the zero value of its DC component.

In [50], a non-linear macromodel of an inductor in the form of a gyrator loaded with
non-linear capacitance was proposed. In this model, the hysteresis of the ferromagnetic core
was omitted, and the primary magnetization curve was described using the piecewise linear
function using the ETABLE-controlled voltage source available in SPICE. The considered
model is suitable for use in the frequency small-signal analysis, while in the transient
analysis, it shows significant discrepancies with the measurement results [50].

The paper [51] describes SPICE models of spiral inductors used in integrated circuits.
The paper [52] presents the method of modeling the hysteresis loop of ferromagnetic cores,
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and it shows some results of calculations and measurements. The classic description of
the B(H) curve is presented in [53]. In turn, the analytical description of the dependence
of the inductor inductance on the DC current is presented in [47]. This description uses
a polynomial.

The problem of modeling the properties of magnetic materials is also described in
many other papers. For example, the approach to modeling the hysteresis loop of soft
ferromagnetic materials is presented in the papers [54–56], whereas the method of modeling
power losses in the mentioned materials is described in the papers [57,58].

Modeling inductors with non-linear saturable cores is the aim of the paper [46]. In
turn, in the paper [59], the manner of modeling eddy currents and power losses in the core
of the inductor, the transformer, or the electric machine operating with strong distortions is
considered. In the paper [60], the manner of modeling magnetic cores in SPICE with the
use of a subcircuit is described.

The papers [10,61] present the models of inductors that are dedicated to operating
in electrical conversion systems. The model proposed in [61] is based on matching the
dependence of inductance on the DC current of the inductor. To achieve good matching be-
tween the results of measurements and computations, a polynomial function was used. The
common defect of the mentioned models is that they omit thermal phenomena occurring
in the considered devices.

The paper [60] concerns modeling the properties of ferromagnetic cores in SPICE. It
proposes a core model in the form of a subcircuit, which is a cascade combination of a static
non-linear model of the magnetization curve and a linear low-pass filter of the second order.
The core model formulated in this way was used as a component of the non-linear model
of the inductor and the transformer. The results of the calculations of time waveforms of
voltages and currents of the transformer and of the core hysteresis loop showed a good
agreement with the measurement results in the frequency range up to several tens of kHz.

The paper [62] describes the method of modeling the hysteresis of the magnetization
curve using SPICE, with the diode models built into this program and a set of controlled
sources. This model has a complex structure, but it also allows modeling the inductor
characteristics in terms of the core saturation.

In order to analyze the properties of the ferromagnetic material used to build the core
of the inductor or transformer, models of the magnetization curve are used. Such models are
the subject of many papers [63,64]. One type of literature model uses the laws of quantum
mechanics. These are the most complex models, which require complete information on the
material used. Additionally, they are described by complex mathematical formulas, which
are difficult to implement in software [65]. Another type are physical models using non-
linear formulas describing the relationships between such physical quantities as magnetic
force and magnetic flux density [65].

There are many papers devoted to modeling the magnetization curve. The starting
point for modeling the magnetization curve are models proposed by Rayleigh, Frolich,
Hodgdon, Jiles–Atherton, or Preisach. These models take into account more physical
phenomena or are dedicated to new ferromagnetic materials [39,65–68]. The paper [65]
describes and compares six models. For example, model 1 presented in the cited paper only
describes the primary magnetization curve. This is one of the simplest models discussed
in the literature. Its advantage is that it uses the smallest number of parameters. The
non-linear B(H) characteristics are described using an n-th root approximation.

Another model presented in the cited paper describes only the primary magnetization
curve. The mentioned model uses the sum of a linear function and an arctangent cyclometric
function to describe the magnetic flux density. The linear function describes the linear
component of the magnetization curve, and the cyclometric function takes into account the
non-linear nature of the ferromagnetic material and the saturation phenomenon.

The third model described in [65] represents one of the oldest magnetization curve
models. The mentioned model is called the Rayleigh model. This model can be used
to map the partial magnetization curve in the range of low magnetic force values. This
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model uses reversible and irreversible components related to the microstructure of the
magnetic material.

Model 4, also described in the paper [65], is one of the first empirical models presented
by Frolich [39]. The magnetic flux density in the Frolich model is determined using
dependence [39]:

B =
H− δ·HC

α+ β·|H− δ·HC|
(5)

where α, β—model parameters, δ is equal to 1 when dH/dt > 0 and—to −1 when dH/dt < 0.
In turn, the modified Frolich model, called in the cited paper Model 5, is more widely

described in the paper [69]. The modification of this model takes into account the influence
of frequency and temperature on the calculated hysteresis loop. However, attention should
be paid to the fact that the influence of these factors was not taken into account together;
each selected factor required the formulation of other dependences to determine magnetic
flux density. It is worth noting that model 5 allows determining magnetic flux density
using only two factors, such as frequency and temperature of the core.

On the other hand, Model 6, also presented in [68], was described more widely in the
paper [36]. The mentioned model takes into account the influence of temperature on the
shape of the B(H) curve. The magnetic flux density is determined from the formula [32]:

B = µ0·(H + M·y) (6)

where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free air, M is magnetization, and y describes the
influence of the Curie temperature on magnetic permeability. The magnetization M is
expressed by the formula [32]:

M = − (Ma −M·C1)·sgn(dH/dt)
C1·HC·[1 + αHC·(TC − T0)]

·dH
dt
− C

C·(1 + C)
·dMa

dt
+ M (7)

where sgn(z) denotes the sign of z, C—the deformation parameter of the domain walls,
and αHC—the temperature coefficient of the coercive magnetic force. C1 is a capacitor that
describes capacitances occurring in the magnetic model of the core.

Many papers indicate that an important parameter determining the usefulness of
the considered magnetic elements are power losses occurring in the components of the
magnetic elements, such as in the winding and in the core. The power losses in the core
depend on the type of material used to build it [4,28,70,71].

Power losses in ferromagnetic materials can be divided into three groups: Eddy
current, hysteresis, and residual losses. Besides the type of magnetic material used to
construct the core of the magnetic element, changes in frequency and the peak value of the
waveform B(t) [4] also influence power losses in the core.

Hysteresis losses are typical for powdered materials used in devices operating in the
frequency range of 10 kHz to 1 MHz. Eddy current losses dominate in the cores made of
metallic materials (amorphous materials, steel sheet) used in low-frequency (f < 10 kHz)
devices [4]. Typically, information about losses in ferromagnetic materials is given as values
normalized to the unit of weight or volume.

In the literature, many papers are devoted to the calculation of power losses in mag-
netic elements and especially in their cores, for example [4,42,72]. The significant influ-
ence of the flux density amplitude, frequency, and temperature on power losses in the
core is shown in the catalog data. The problem of formulating the universal formula
describing power losses in different ferromagnetic materials is considered in many papers,
e.g., [42,72,73].

In the literature, different models to determine power losses in ferromagnetic mate-
rials are proposed. For example, [28] considered power losses in the toroidal core of a
transformer. It was noticed that the power losses occurring in the considered element are
the sum of hysteresis and eddy current losses. The eddy current losses can be given by the
equation [28]:

Pw =
π

6
·σF·d2·Bm

2·f2 (8)
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where σF is the conductivity of the material, Bm—amplitude of the sinusoidal waveform of
B(t) at frequency f, d—thickness of a sheet.

In the cited paper, it is also noticed that the expression (8) is valid only for a sine wave
of magnetic flux density. This means that it is necessary to use the correction coefficient for
the rectangular waveform. In turn, to describe hysteresis losses, the modified Steinmetz
equation was proposed. The Steinmetz formula has the form [28]:

Pv = k·fα·(Bm)β (9)

where k, α, β are material parameters.
On the other hand, the procedure for formulating a general model of power losses

in the laminated sheets is presented in [74]. The mentioned model, based on a small
amount of data, was proposed for frequencies up to 2 kHz. This model is a modified
version of Bertotti’s model. It takes into account hysteresis losses, residual losses, and eddy
current losses dependent on frequency and the amplitude of magnetic flux density. The
modification required consideration of the aforementioned factors and their application by
the coefficients modifying Bertotti’s model of the form [74]:

wFe = B2
m·f·[kh(f, Bm) + f·ke(f, Bm)] (10)

where kh and ke are the material coefficients dependent on f and Bm. The dependences
kh(Bm) and ke(f), ke(Bm) were shown in the paper [37], but the authors of the cited paper
did not present any description of the dependences kh(f,Bm) and ke(f,Bm).

In the paper [61], the description of power losses in ferromagnetic materials was given
by the formula:

Pv = Pv0·fαBβ
m·(2 ·π)α·

(
1 + D·(TC − Tm)2

)
·(0.6336− 0.1892· ln(α)) (11)

where D is the temperature coefficient of losses in the ferromagnetic material, Tm—temperature,
at which material losses have the lowest value, and Pv0—the material parameter.

The important problem of modeling power losses in ferromagnetic materials using
Equation (11) is omitting the influence of temperature and frequency on the material
parameters (Pv0, α, β). In order to include the influence of temperature, frequency, and
amplitude of magnetic flux density on the properties of ferromagnetic materials, the
empirical equation describing power losses in the ferromagnetic material was formulated
in the paper [15]. It is expressed by the formula [15]:

Pv0 = a· exp
(
− f + f0

d·(1 + d1(TC − T0))

)
+ a1·(b·(TC − TM)) + c· exp

(
f− f2

f1

)
(12)

where a, b, c, d, f0, f1, and f2 are the parameters of the ferromagnetic material.
For ferrite materials, the parameter β occurring in Equation (11) depends on tempera-

ture and is expressed by the formula [15]:

β = max(2·(1− exp(−(TC−273K)/αT)) + 1.5; 1.5) (13)

αT is the model parameter. The function max(x1,x2) has a higher value for arguments
x1 and x2. From Equation (13), it is visible that the parameter β has a value in the range
from 1.5 to 3.5.

5. Non-Linear Electrothermal Models

In [75], an electrothermal transformer model for SPICE was proposed. This model
uses the method of modeling the magnetization curve proposed by Jiles and Atherton,
additionally taking into account the influence of temperature on the course of the hysteresis
loop. In this model, eddy currents and energy losses in the core and in the winding were
also taken into account. Self-heating was considered using a compact thermal model in
the form of the Cauer network, with mutual thermal couplings between the core and the
windings omitted. The results of the analyses of a transformer with a ferrite core operating
at a frequency of 80 Hz presented in the cited paper showed the correctness of modeling the
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core magnetization curve in a wide temperature range and small discrepancies between the
calculated and measured voltage waveforms on the secondary winding of the transformer.

The authors’ previous papers [29,30,37] presented electrothermal models of a trans-
former [30,37] and an inductor [29]. These models take into account self-heating in the core
and in the windings as well as mutual thermal couplings between the core and the wind-
ings. The model described in the paper [29] does not take into account the hysteresis of the
ferromagnetic core, while the models presented in the papers [30,37] contain a description
of the hysteresis loop B(H) in accordance with the modified Jiles–Atherton model [26,45]
taking into account the influence of the core temperature of this loop.

The electrothermal model of the inductor proposed in the paper [76] takes into account
the self-heating phenomenon in the core only. It ignores self-heating in the windings and
mutual thermal couplings between the windings. The skin effect is also omitted in the
mentioned model.

In turn, the papers [10,61] describe a model of an inductor that takes into account
thermal phenomena occurring in its components and between each pair of them. In
the considered model, the parasitic winding capacitance and the skin effect are taken
into account.

An important part of electrothermal models are thermal models. In many papers [9,31,77–80],
thermal models of the transformer are described, but they have serious disadvantages. On
the one hand, the models dedicated to the finite element method (FEM) make it possible
to obtain the time–space distribution of temperature in the transformer, but on the other
hand, such models assume the uniform distribution of the dissipated power density in
the modeled element. Compact thermal models of the transformer are also presented in
the literature [9,31,77], but typically these models use only one temperature of the whole
transformer, neglecting the differences between the temperatures of each winding and of
the core. Additionally, in the known models [9,79,80], the influence of the dissipated power
on the efficiency of the heat removal is also neglected.

In the paper [75], an electrothermal model of the ferromagnetic core and the windings
of magnetic elements was proposed. Figure 3 shows the circuit representation of the
transformer model for SPICE, which is a combination of electro-thermal models of the
ferromagnetic core and the windings presented in [75].

In this model, there are controlled voltage and current sources and passive elements.
The first circuit, consisting of a series-connected controlled voltage source E1 and a resistor
R1, is used to determine the effective magnetic force He. The circuit consisting of the con-
trolled voltage source E2 and resistance R2 is used to determine the value of the irreversible
magnetization Man.

Another circuit consisting of the controlled voltage source E3, capacitor C1, resistor
RD, and voltage source V1 is used to determine the time derivative of the magnetic field
strength dH/dt. The circuit consisting of the controlled voltage source E4, resistor R2,
and capacitor C2 connected in series is responsible for delaying the signal of the analyzed
system, slowing down the signal edges, or limiting the value of the dH/dt derivative. Four
successive circuits consisting of the controlled voltage source E6 and resistor R5, a circuit
with elements E7 and R6, and the controlled voltage source E5 connected in series with
diode D1 and resistor R4, as well as the controlled current source G1, are used to determine
the total magnetization M. The controlled voltage sources E21 and E22 are used to determine
the B(H) core magnetization curve. The controlled current source G1 is connected between
the output terminals of the core model marked with numbers r1 and r2.

Another block consisting of voltage sources E8, E9, and E10 and the current source G10
is used to determine the power generated in the core and to determine the temperature
transformer, corresponding to the voltage in node r3. An external RC network representing
the transient thermal impedance of the transformer is connected to this node. Circuits
consisting of series-connected controlled voltage sources E and resistors R are used to
determine the values of the core model parameters MS, K, C, A, ECRATE, and ALPHA,
taking into account the influence of temperature.
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Figure 3. Network form of the electrothermal model of a transformer from the paper [75]. 
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Figure 3. Network form of the electrothermal model of a transformer from the paper [75].

All the winding models have the same structure. They include circuits representing
the electromotive force of induction and winding resistance, as well as circuits modeling
the magnetomotive force generated by the current of each winding, as well as controlled
sources enabling the determination of the winding loss power. In the considered model,
the windings and the core of the transformer have the same temperature.

In the following subsections, the authors’ electrothermal models of the inductor
(Section 5.1), coupled inductors (Section 5.2), and transformers (Section 5.3) are presented.
In each of these models, the non-linear thermal model is used. It is described in Section 5.4.

5.1. Electrothermal Model of an Inductor

The presented in this subsection electrothermal model of an inductor is a physical
model widely described in the paper [29]. The network representation of the mentioned
model corresponds to the parallel connection of capacitor CW and the branch containing a
non-linear inductor and a non-linear resistor connected in series.

In the presented model, the hysteresis of the magnetization curve is omitted due to its
weak influence on the magnetic permeability of the core. On the other hand, the air gap in
the magnetic core and the coupling coefficient with a value below 1 are taken into account.
The discussed model has the form of a subcircuit dedicated to SPICE, as shown in Figure 4.

The considered model contains three blocks: Main circuit, auxiliary block, and thermal
model. The skin effect, the triangular shape of the inductor current waveform, self-heating,
and mutual thermal couplings between the core and the winding are included in this
model. The influence of power losses in the core on the inductor series resistance and the
dependence of the inductance of the inductor on frequency are also taken into account.

The main circuit contains five elements connected in series: Voltage source V1, linear
inductor L, controlled voltage source ELS, resistor RSO, and controlled voltage source ERS.
The voltage source V1 has a zero value, and it is used to measure the inductor current.
Inductor L is indispensable to calculate the time derivative of the inductor current used
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in the description of the voltage source ELS. This source describes a voltage drop due to
the non-linear inductance of the inductor. The output voltage of this source is given by the
equation [29]:

ELS = ωS·
VL

L·
(
1 + f/fg

) · z2·SFe·Bsat·A
lFe·(|H|+ A)2 + A·Bsat·lp/µ0

(14)

where z denotes the number of turns, VL is the voltage drop on inductor L, SFe means
the effective cross-sectional area of the core, Bsat is the saturation magnetic flux density,
H—magnetic force, lFe—magnetic path, A—field parameter, lp—air gap, f—frequency of the
inductor current, fg—frequency, at which the core magnetic permeability decreases twice.
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Figure 4. Network form of the electrothermal inductor model with the terminals A and B.

There are three factors in Equation (14). The first one is the coefficient of couplingωs,
the second is equal to the time derivative of the inductor current, and the third describes the
inductance Ls of the inductor. Capacitor Cw represents the parasitic winding capacitance,
and resistor RSO—DC series resistance—of the inductor at the ambient temperature Ta. The
voltage source ERS describes an additional voltage drop on the inductor series resistance
caused by the skin effect and an increase in the winding temperature.

The auxiliary block contains voltage sources that represent the values of the magnetic
quantities and selected parameters depending on temperature. To the first group of the
mentioned quantities belong magnetic force H, magnetic flux density B, and dB, which is
the time derivative of B. The second group contains the field parameter A, the maximum
and average values of H and the inductor current, Bsat denoting the saturation value of B,
and the coefficient αTC describing the influence of the Curie temperature TC on the value
of B. To define the dependence of the flux density on the magnetic force, the following
equation is selected [28,81]:

B = Bsat·
H

|H|+ A
(15)

The value of H is given as follows [28,29]:
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H =
z·I− B·lp

µ0

lFe + lp
(16)

The field parameter A occurring in Equation (15) depends on the core temperature.
This dependence is described using the exponential function. Moreover, the Bsat parameter
strongly depends on the core temperature [32,37,82]. To describe this dependence, a linear
function is used.

The average and peak values of the current and B are calculated in the auxiliary block
using two networks containing two-terminal circuits R1C1, R2C2 and R11C11, R21C21 diodes
D1, D11, and the controlled voltage sources E1 and E11 representing the inductor current
and the core magnetic flux density [29].

To calculate the temperatures of the core TC and the winding TW, the thermal model
is used. The detailed form of this model is given in Section 5.4. Usually, the thermal
model in all the electrothermal models of electronic elements has the same form. In the
considered model, the controlled current sources represent the power dissipated in the core
PC and the power dissipated in the winding PW. Losses in the winding are described by
the following equation:

PW = ρ·I2·[1 + αρ·(TU − T0)] + ld/dd·
√
µ0·ρ·f·(1 + αρ·(TU − T0))·

2·
4
∑

n=1

√
n·f·(an· cos(2·π·f·t) + bn· sin(2·π·f·t))·(Imx − Iav)

2 (17)

where Imx is the maximum value of the inductor current.
In turn, the power dissipated in the core is given by the formula [61]:

PC = Ve·(Bm)β−α·
(

1 + αP·(TR − Tm)2
)
·PV0

T

T∫

0

∣∣∣∣
dB
dt

∣∣∣∣
α

dt (18)

where Ve denotes the equivalent core volume, PV0—power losses per unit of volume at the
nominal frequency and flux density, αP—the temperature coefficient of power losses in the
core, Tm—the temperature, at which PC is the lowest, and T—the period of B, α and β are
the model parameters.

The use of the model presented in this subsection requires the estimation of the values
of the model parameters. The model parameters were calculated using the dedicated
algorithm presented in [29].

5.2. Electrothermal Model of Coupled Inductors

In the paper [83], the authors proposed such a model for coupled inductors. The cited
paper describes current applications and modeling methods for coupled inductors. It is
stated that the T-type transformer model is commonly used when formulating a model of
the coupled inductor.

In [84], it is shown that the T-type transformer model is asymmetric in contrast to the
symmetrical structure of the actual transformer. This means that it is insufficient to be used
in computer analyses of such power converters as a multi-phase DC–DC buck converter.
This is due to the fact that in this model, the magnetizing inductance is only in one of the
windings. The literature analysis shows that there is a lack of electrothermal models of
coupled inductors that are dedicated to being used in power conversion systems.

This section describes an electrothermal model of the coupled inductors. It is dedicated
to the analysis of power conversion systems and describes a coupled inductor consisting of
any number of windings. The developed model takes into account such phenomena as the
skin effect, self-heating in each component of the modeled element, and mutual thermal
couplings between each pair of these components. In order to make it easier to understand
the description of the model, considerations are presented for the coupled inductor with
three windings. The described model has the form of a subcircuit for SPICE. Its network
form is presented in Figure 5.
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where zi denotes the number of turns, ai—the scaling factor, and VLi—voltage on inductor 
Li.  

The mutual inductance between the i-th winding and the other windings is modeled 
using the controlled voltage source EMi. Its output voltage is given by the formula [83]:  
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Figure 5. Network form of an electrothermal model of coupled inductors.

This model contains three blocks: main circuits, auxiliary circuit, and thermal model.
The main circuits model the properties of particular windings connected between

terminals Ai and Bi (i = 1 . . . n). Each winding is modeled using six series-connected
elements: A voltage source VLSi of the output voltage equal to zero, a linear inductor Li,
three controlled voltage sources ELSi, EMi, ERSi, and a resistor RSi. Capacitor Ci represents
the parasitic winding capacitance.

The inductance of the i-th inductor winding is described using the controlled voltage
source ELSi. Its output voltage is given by the formula [83]:

ELSi = ai·
zi

2·SFe·Bsat·A
lFe·(|H|+ A)2 + A·Bsat·lp/µ0

·VLi

Li
(19)

where zi denotes the number of turns, ai—the scaling factor, and VLi—voltage on inductor Li.
The mutual inductance between the i-th winding and the other windings is modeled

using the controlled voltage source EMi. Its output voltage is given by the formula [83]:

EMi =
n

∑
j = 1
j 6= 1

kj·VELSj (20)

where kj represents the magnetic coupling coefficient, VELSi—voltage at the source ELSj,
whereas the number of the inductor windings is equal to n.

A voltage drop on the inductor series resistance is described by the controlled voltage
source ESri. This description takes into account the skin effect and changes in the winding
temperature. The output voltage of this source is given by the formula [83]:

ESRi = VRSi·αρ·(TWi + Ta − T0) +
ld
dd
·
√
µ0·ρ·(1 + αρ·(TWi + Ta − T0))·iLi (21)

where VRSi represents the voltage on resistor RSi, dd denotes the diameter of the used
winding wire, ld—the length of this wire, ρ—copper resistivity, αp—the temperature coeffi-
cient of ρ, TWi, Ta, and T0 are winding, ambient, and reference temperatures, respectively,
µ0—magnetic permeability of free air, and iLi current of the i-th inductor winding.

Resistor RSi represents the DC series resistance of a single winding at temperature T0.
The auxiliary circuit block contains the controlled voltage sources EB and EH. These

sources make it possible to determine the values of B and H in the core. The output voltage
of the source EB is given by Equation (15), whereas the source EH is described by the
dependence [14,85]:
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H =

n
∑

i=1
zi·ii

lFe + lp
(22)

where ii denotes the i-th winding current.
The hysteresis loops of the considered inductor core are very narrow. Therefore, in the

presented model, the core losses are omitted. The thermal model of the coupled inductors
makes it possible to compute the temperature of each winding (TW1, TW2, TW3) and the
temperature of the core (TC). This model takes into account self-heating in each winding
and mutual thermal couplings between each winding and the core as well as between each
pair of windings.

5.3. Electrothermal Model of a Transformer

Figure 6 shows the circuit representation of the electrothermal model of a transformer
for SPICE.
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The efficiency of the removal of the heat dissipated in electronic devices depends on 
such factors as [86–91], the construction of the cooling system, the values of the dissipated 
power, and the ambient temperature. A non-linear compact thermal model of the pulse 
transformer is proposed in the paper [38]. It is based on the model described in the paper 
[41] for the IGBT. The described model takes into account all the thermal phenomena oc-
curring in all the transformer components and between each pair of them, as well as the 
dependence of the heat removal efficiency on the dissipated power.  

The presented model enables calculating the waveforms of the core and each winding 
temperature, taking into account both of the mentioned thermal phenomena. The network 
form of the considered model has a different form for each of the considered elements. As 
an example, in Figure 7, the thermal model of a pulse transformer is shown.  

Figure 6. Network form of the electrothermal model of a transformer.

In this model, three blocks can be distinguished. Two blocks describe the properties
of the core and the windings, whereas the third block is the thermal model. The model
of the core is based on the equations proposed by Jiles and Atherton. In this model, the
magnetic force H is computed in the network containing the controlled voltage source EH,
capacitor C1, and resistor R1. The voltage at the output terminal B represents the magnetic
flux density, whereas the voltage at the Ploss terminal represents power losses in the core.

The winding model contains two networks representing the primary winding—with
terminals 1a and 1b—and the secondary winding—with terminals 2a and 2b. Resistor RS1
represents the series resistance of the primary winding at temperature T0. The controlled
voltage source, ERS1, models changes in this resistance when the temperature of the winding
changes. The voltage induced in the primary winding is computed using the controlled
voltage source EV. The controlled current source GL1 models the magnetizing current, and
the controlled current source GR represents the power dissipated in the core. Voltage VRMS1
is calculated by the controlled voltage source ERMS1. The voltage sources VL1 and Vl11 of
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the zero value are used to monitor the value of their currents. Capacitor C11 represents the
inter-turn capacitance of the primary winding.

On the other hand, the secondary winding model contains only the elements modeling
the winding voltage (EV2) and the series resistance of this winding (RS2 and ERS2). Capacitor
C12 represents the parasitic capacitance of the secondary winding. A detailed description
of all the controlled sources occurring in this model is given in [30].

The thermal model makes it possible to calculate the core temperature TC and the
temperature of windings TW1 and TW2, taking into account all the thermal phenomena
occurring in the modeled transformer.

5.4. Non-Linear Thermal Model of Magnetic Elements

As can be seen in the paper [38], a compact thermal model can be used to describe
the thermal properties of magnetic elements due to the practically uniform temperature
distributions on each winding and on the core. Simultaneously, the temperatures of the
core and each winding can differ significantly from one another [86]. Therefore, a compact
thermal model of magnetic elements can be used. In each component of the magnetic
element, the self-heating phenomenon occurs. Additionally, mutual thermal couplings are
observed between each pair of such components.

The efficiency of the removal of the heat dissipated in electronic devices depends on
such factors as [86–91], the construction of the cooling system, the values of the dissipated
power, and the ambient temperature. A non-linear compact thermal model of the pulse
transformer is proposed in the paper [38]. It is based on the model described in the
paper [41] for the IGBT. The described model takes into account all the thermal phenomena
occurring in all the transformer components and between each pair of them, as well as the
dependence of the heat removal efficiency on the dissipated power.

The presented model enables calculating the waveforms of the core and each winding
temperature, taking into account both of the mentioned thermal phenomena. The network
form of the considered model has a different form for each of the considered elements. As
an example, in Figure 7, the thermal model of a pulse transformer is shown.
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Figure 7. Network form of a non-linear compact thermal model of the pulse transformer.

This model consists of nine subcircuits. Three of them (on the left-hand side) are
used to calculate the waveforms of temperature for each transformer component—for the
primary winding TW1, for the secondary winding TW2 and for the core TC. The values of
these temperatures correspond to the voltage in the nodes TW1, TW2 and TC. The powers
dissipated in the core and the windings are represented by independent current sources
IC, IW1 and IW2. The networks containing capacitors and the controlled current sources
represent the self-transient thermal impedances of each of the transformer components.
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The controlled current sources are used to describe the dependence of thermal resistances
Rth on the dissipated power.

In order to take into account the influence of mutual thermal couplings between the
components of each of the considered temperatures, the controlled voltage sources E1, E2
and E3 are used. For example, the value of a voltage drop on the source E1 is the sum of the
voltages in nodes TW11 and TWC1. The ambient temperature is represented by the voltage
sources V1, V2 and V3.

Six other subcircuits are used to model mutual thermal couplings in the transformer.
The current sources describe the power dissipated in the transformer components. The
networks containing capacitors and controlled current sources connected to these current
sources represent the proper mutual transient thermal impedances.

The dependence of Rth on the dissipated power p is given by the empirical for-
mula [38]:

Rth = Rth0·
[
1 + a· exp

(
−p

b

)]
(23)

where Rth0 is the minimum value of Rth, whereas a and b are the model parameters.
The thermal model shown in Figure 7 can, after a simple modification, be used to

model the thermal properties of the inductor and the coupled inductors. In the case of the
inductor, instead of nine subcircuits, only four are used, visible in the upper left corner
of Figure 7. In turn, for the coupled inductors containing three windings, in the thermal
model, there will be 16 subcircuits describing self-heating in each winding and in the core
and mutual thermal couplings between each pair of the windings and between the core
and each winding.

The values of the model parameters are estimated using the measured waveforms
of self and mutual transient thermal impedances occurring in the transformer thermal
model. The proper manner of measuring is presented in the paper [37]. All the transient
thermal impedances should be measured at different values of the power dissipated in the
components of the transformer. In the next step, the method described in the papers [32]
should be used for each measured waveform of transient thermal impedance. As a result
of this step, the values of the parameters occurring in Equation (3) are obtained. Finally, the
values of parameters a and b existing in Equation (23) are estimated using the idea of local
estimation [32] for each thermal resistance existing in the transformer thermal model.

6. Results of Measurements and Computations

In this section, as an example, exemplary characteristics of the magnetic elements
obtained using the previously discussed models are presented. In all the figures presented
in this section, points denote the results of measurements, and solid lines are the results of
calculations made using the non-linear compact electrothermal models.

Due to the non-linearity of the magnetization curve and the related dependence of
magnetic permeability on the current, there is a non-linear characteristic L(i) of the inductor.
Examples of the measured and calculated L(i) characteristics of inductors containing cores
made of different materials are shown in Figure 8. The inductor containing the RTP powder
core made of T106-26 material, the RTF ferrite core made of F867 material, and the RTN
nanocrystalline core made of M070 material were considered. The investigations were
carried out at a frequency of 100 kHz for an ambient temperature equal to Ta = 25 ◦C.

The obtained dependencies are monotonically decreasing functions, and the results
of measurements and calculations are well matched. This proves the correctness and
universality of the presented model.

For an inductor with a powder core of the same geometric dimensions, a constant
value of inductance in the range of the DC current from 0 to 1.2 A is observed, which is
the result of the presence of a longer air gap in this core than in the remaining considered
cores. In addition, a decrease in the inductance of the inductor with the ferrite core (even
two hundred times) is much greater than in the case of the inductor with the powder core
(about 30%), but much smaller than in the case of the inductor with the nanocrystalline core.
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The value of inductance of the inductor with the nanocrystalline core rapidly decreases
at very low values of the DC current, from L = 1700 µH (IDC = 0 A) to approx. 22 µH
(IDC = 0.3 A). The different course of the dependence L(i) of the investigated inductor
results from the non-linear magnetization curve of the used ferromagnetic cores.
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Figure 8. Measured and computed values of inductance of the inductors containing the core made of
different ferromagnetic material in the function of the DC current.

Figure 9 shows the dependences of the impedance modulus of an inductor with the
ferrite core (RTF F867) and the powder core (RTP T106-26) on frequency at the fixed values
of the DC current of the inductor. The results of calculations obtained using the model
mentioned in the paper [15] are marked with a solid line, and the results of measurements
are marked with points. As can be seen, a good agreement is obtained between the
measurements and the analysis results. By taking into account the winding capacitance
in the electrothermal model of the inductor, resonance was obtained on the modeled
characteristic, which corresponds to the obtained measurement results. The value of the
resonant frequency for the inductor with the ferrite core increases with an increase in the
DC current, while for the inductor with the powder core, it oscillates in the range from
1.3 MHz to about 2.3 MHz. It is also worth noting that the cited model is a universal
model, which is proved by the good agreement between the results of measurements and
calculations when considering the inductor containing various ferromagnetic materials.
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Figure 9. Measured dependences of the modulus of impedance of the inductor with the RTP T106-26
(a) and RTF F867 (b) cores on frequency.

Figure 10 presents the measured and computed waveforms of temperature for each
transformer component: The primary winding TW1, the secondary winding TW2 and the
core TC. The tested transformer contains the ferrite core RTF. In the investigations, both
windings are simultaneously excited with a single rectangular pulse of different values of
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the pulse duration time. The values of the power amplitude are as follows: PW1 = 0.88 W,
PW2 = 1.05 W (Figure 10a), and PW1 = 2.4 W, PW2 = 2.7 W (Figure 10b).
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Figure 10. Measured and computed waveforms of the temperature of the windings and the core of
the transformer containing the RTF core while dissipating the power of different values of amplitudes.

As it is visible, for the non-linear thermal model, the results of computations fit well
with the results of measurements in both sets of power amplitude values. On the other hand,
the computations performed using the linear thermal model give results that overestimate
the measurement results by even 20%.

In turn, Figure 11 presents the peak-to-peak value of the input voltage of the trans-
former containing the RTP core as a function of frequency. The considered dependence was
obtained at load resistance R0 = 1 kΩ, and the peak-to-peak value of the excitation signal is
25 V. The considered function possesses a maximum voltage equal to 25 V at a frequency of
9 MHz.
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Figure 11. Measured and calculated dependences of the transformer input voltage on frequency.

In turn, Figure 12 presents the dependence of energy efficiency on load resistance
R0 for the transformer operating at a frequency f = 100 kHz. From the obtained results,
it can be seen that the proposed model shows the best agreement between the results of
calculations and measurements for load resistance R0 higher than 40 Ω.

Figure 13 presents the results of calculations and measurements of the influence of
the DC current on the temperatures of the components of the coupled inductor. The
investigations were carried out for the coupled inductor containing the nanocrystalline
core, on which three windings, eight turns each, were wound.
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Figure 13. Courses of the inductor components temperature on the DC current at power dissipation
in one winding only (a), in three windings connected in series (b).

It is visible, that all the curves shown in Figure 13 present monotonically increasing
functions. The temperature of the power supplying the winding increases due to a self-
heating phenomenon, but the temperature of the other components of the tested device
increases due to mutual thermal couplings in this winding (Figure 13a). The values of
the windings temperatures TW2 and TW3 at IDC = 14 A exceed the ambient temperature
even by 25 ◦C, whereas the core temperature TC at the same value of IDC is even by
33 ◦C higher than the ambient temperature. Figure 13b shows that the differences between
the temperatures of the windings and of the core are clear if IDC > 6 A. They can exceed
even 10 ◦C, which means that the self-thermal resistance of each winding is higher than the
transfer thermal resistance between the winging and the core.

The non-linear characteristics of inductors and transformers presented above cause
changes in the course of the characteristics of switch-mode power conversion systems.
Such characteristics were included in our previous papers. As examples, the relationships
presented in Figures 14 and 15 are selected. They illustrate the effect of taking into account
the non-linearity of the L(i) dependence for the inductor (Figure 14) and the coupled
inductors (Figure 15) on the characteristics of the boost and flyback converters, respectively.
In both figures, the solid lines denote the calculation results using the non-linear inductor
model described in Section 5, the dashed lines—using the linear model (constant inductance
value), and the points are the measurement results.
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boost converter with different cores on load resistance.
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Figure 15. Dependences of the output voltage of a flyback converter on the duty cycle of the control
signal for selected values of load resistance.

Figure 14 shows the characteristics of the boost converter operating at a frequency
f = 50 kHz, the duty cycle d = 0.5 and an input voltage Vin = 12 V. The tests were carried
out for the inductors with the RTF ferrite core (blue) and the RTP powder core (red).

As can be seen in Figure 14, the selection of the core material affects the shifts in
the operating range of the tested converters between the CCM and DCM modes. For a
converter containing an inductor with a ferrite core, CCM can be achieved with a load
resistance as high as 1 kΩ, while for a converter containing an inductor with a powder
core, the load resistance must be less than 80 Ω. When using the linear model, the output
voltage of the converter in DCM mode is overestimated, and the linear model ensures a
better agreement between the measurement and calculation results.

Figure 15 presents a flyback converter operating at an input voltage of Vin = 12 V, a
control signal frequency f = 200 kHz, and coupled inductors with a nanocrystalline core.
The dashed lines indicate the results obtained with the linear model, and the solid lines
indicate the results obtained with the non-linear model described in the previous section.

In this case, for the higher of the considered load resistance values, there are practically
no differences in the course of the Vout(d) dependence for both the considered models of
the coupled inductors. In turn, clear differences between the Vout(d) dependence for both
models are visible at low load resistance values. They are more than doubled at d = 0.8
and are caused by taking into account losses in the core and windings of the considered
element in the non-linear model.
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7. Final Remarks

The paper presents a review of literature models of such magnetic elements as induc-
tors, coupled inductors, and transformers dedicated to SPICE. The described models are
characterized by a different level of complexity and a set of physical phenomena taken
into account. Particular attention was focused on electrothermal models of the considered
elements. The advantages and disadvantages of the described models are given.

Table 1 collects the most important properties of the considered models of magnetic
elements dedicated to SPICE.

Table 1. The most important properties of the considered models of magnetic elements for SPICE.

Source Non-Linearity of
L(i) Characteristic

Hysteresis
Loop

Power
Losses Self-Heating Mutual Thermal

Couplings
Number of Modeled
Temperatures

[10,47,50,51] Yes No Yes No No 0
[23,25] Yes Yes No No No 0
[17,26,28,44] Yes Yes Yes No No 0
[75] Yes Yes Yes Yes No 1
[9,15,29,61] Yes No Yes Yes Yes 2
[32,34] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 2
[30] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 3
[83] Yes No Yes Yes Yes 4

The forms of electrothermal models of the considered elements formulated by the
authors are presented. A special feature of these models is that they take into account the
non-linearity of electrical, magnetic, and thermal phenomena occurring in the modeled
elements. In addition to determining the time courses of voltages and currents, these
models also make it possible to determine the time courses of the temperature of each
of the windings and the ferromagnetic core for each of the considered elements. The big
advantage of the proposed model is its open structure, which makes it possible to add
another winding to the described model.

The results of the experimental verification of the presented models prove their correct-
ness and universality. They ensured a good agreement between the results of calculations
and measurements for magnetic elements containing cores made of different ferromagnetic
materials and different sizes of the cores. These results also show that the non-linearity of
the characteristics of the considered devices can be effectively modeled using the proposed
non-linear compact electrothermal models. The papers by the authors, in which it was
proved that the described models can be successfully used for elements with the classical
windings made of the winding wire, as well as for planar transformers with the windings
in the form of PCBs, were also cited.

In our opinion, the new structures of magnetic elements will be elaborated and,
in consequence, new models of these elements will have to be elaborated. In order to
obtain better and better accuracy from these models, the number of phenomena taken into
account in the model will increase. Two directions can be observed in the development of
these models: (a) Compact models dedicated to the analyses of electronic networks and
(b) detailed models dedicated to the analyses of the properties of magnetic elements only.
We also hope that the description of power losses in the core that will be formulated will
also characterize them more accurately over a wide range of frequencies. Due to the fast
development of electrical vehicles, models of an air-core transformer with high accuracy
will also be elaborated.

The presented research results may be useful for designers of electronic systems
containing magnetic elements. The proposed models will enable more accurate analyses of
the designed systems. These models can also be useful while educating students, as they
enable the illustration of the phenomena occurring in these elements during their operation
in selected electronic systems.
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